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,THE JOHN REED CLUBS: A HISTORICAL B.ECLAl"iATION 

I:.aurie Ann Alexandre 

'Master of Arts in Nass Communications 

The John Reed Club was a group of politically radical 

i writers, 
I 

artists, and journali~ts, who aligned themselves 
I 1 with the struggles of the working-class and militant left 
' i 

I during the early Depression years ( 1929-1935). ~Che Clubs 

[were in.the forefront of the American proletarian litera
l 
I t;ure movement, and int-egre.lly connected 11rith the interna-
l 
! 

1 tional cormnunist rront. rrhey were the propaganda e.rm for 

j ma.?ly of the political and social battles of the decade, 
i 
JSome of the most important literary figures of the period, 

Jlike Nike Gold, Joseph Freeman, Josephine Herbst, and 
i 

!Richard Wright, were involved with the organization. 
I 

I The study not only traces the history of the John Reed 
i 
Clubs, but also exa~ines the role of revolutionary cul-

tural workers during the Depression. I•,rom those exper .. 

iences, recommendations are made for those people working 

in radical cul':t:re.l groups today.. Culttu•nl exprcscion is 

necessary fer any pr"Jgressive mov-ement. The al· ;;hor hopes 

1 
that the stuc.y points to the importance of media and 

I 
jculture in social change .. 
I 
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RE:VOLUTION• 

Willam Rose Benet 

Anyone can write Revolution - Revolution is written 

By pale young men with the new conventional mind; 

Though it causes, indeed, so much havoc 1mid 1 humankind 

As Samson's did when the Philistines were smitten. 

It is easy to preach Revolution - Revolution in pink 

reviews, 

Or flourish a Phygian cap from the top of a steeple: 

But if ever it came to an uprising of the people, 
1 

How many pale poets would stand in the leaders' shoes? 

1.-·-·----··-----~---·-- .. --------··--·----------.. ----------·-------·----·---·---· 
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Il-4"T!l0DUCT!_ON 

Certainly, the question of the relationship between 

art and politics has been vigorously debated for decades 1 

and probably centuries. Nuch of the discussion has cen-

tered around art 1 s role in ideological struggle and of 

its usefulness to, and for, the forces cha~~ing society. 

The question of degree to which artists and writers 

align themselves with political movements, cr attempt to 

retain their own autonomy, has •.raried in committmenr. 

according to the intensity of material conditions and 

historical si tv.at ions~ 

Different historical periods have produced different 

schools of thought on the interrelationship between 

art and revolution.. The Sixties brought wtth lt a...."'l 

L---·---------·-·---------·-- ···--··-----····-·-·-----.-·-·-·--····- --··- . ·--··-·----------- ·-----···--··- ._. ________ _] 
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i exciting resurge of activity in the arts, which was 

'.1 integrally related to the Third World and anti-\var move-

rnents. For those people involved in such movements, not 

only was a glimpse into the future offered, but ma..."'l.y of 

the lessons of previous decades were reopened for exam-

ination~ 

Today, the radical movement is re-examining past 

writings on a variety of issues, not least of all, the 

role of artists and their works in rev-olutionary change. 

In looking to periods of massive unemployment, indus-

trial depression, and serious discussion o.f social reform 

·versus revolution, one is naturally drawn to the 1930's, 

not with the mystifying nostalgia of Hollywood, but with 

the intent of analyzing the past to draw lessons for 

today and the future. 

Much of what has been written on the artistic and 

l_iterary movement of the Thirties has been of a hostile 

nature. Maxwell Geisme.r, in acknowledging thls histor

~c-~1 brand of hostility, writes: 

••.• we are t-~Titnesses of a new intellec-
- --- ··--- t11al r.;-reild ••• t.<J d~elete the enti.J.i9e decade 
_ _ _ _ _ . of .the 1930 1 s from the national con-
·- · · · - ciousHess as though it were a national 
... _ _ __ trauma - something to be exe-rcised rather 

than to be understood. That period of 
American life, which had its own triurnphs 
of native fort:itud.e and nat:i.ve ingenuity, 

·.::: .-_ - . in the end., has been d.:tstorted and system-
---· atical1y falsified., Bewildered by what 

c_:- has happened to us since then~ l~le are 
engaged in the process of findi~g scspe-

·------- -------------------·------------------··----------------·· -··----- ·- --------------------- --------------1 
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goats !•ather then solutions: of taking 
a hopeless revenge upon the irrevocable 
past. We are punishing individuals on 
a scale whose magnitude is novel and 
~morbid, for the movement of historical 
forces which they, no more than we, 
could hardly have forseen. 2 

Definitely,. writers grappled with enormous problems 

of the periodi and the strong ideological and political 

differences can be ll'litnessed in the li.terature and art 

they produced. And, this very fact is part of the 

explanation for the current condemnation. The histor

ical and literary reviews of the 1903 • s, are by S-l'1d large, 

being conducted by critics raised in the 1940 1 s Nar 

generation, and the 1950's generation of fear and anti

~ommunism. Their bias and training make them unable, 

or unl'rilling, to understand how the writers and artists 

of the 1930 2 s fused literature and politics. Since that 

decade, Ma~xism, as an important premise of the pro

letarian literature movement, has been systematically 

discredited.. With the ass11mption that those political 

tenents were invalid and dangerous, it logically fol-

lowed, that the ideas and activities influenced by 

Marxism would also be considered dangerous and/or 
·~ ... -

worthless.- The result of this thinking, is a strong 

condemnation of the battles waged in the 1930 1 f-1 1 and a 

distortipn of the literature f.:tnd art of that decade .. 
r• ,_ ·• • ~ • 

The ~e9onstruction of the literature of the i 

I 
. I 
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Thirties suggests that economic questions played a 

I 

minor role in the significant literature of the period. 

It continues, that Marxism was not a major influence 

on the valuable literary works of that generation. To 

add to this distortion, a number of literary figures 

who themselves were influenced by leftist theories, and 

who. participated in the political struggle of that 

decade, have since written vindictive memoirs negating 

their activities. To name only a few: Granville Hicks, 

Eugene Lyons, and Nax Eastman. 1'1any of these figures 

bel.ieved in a socialist future and felt betrayed by the 

Soviet Union, by the American Communist Party, by a 

series of international incidents, or simply by the 

failing to come true of their socialist dreams. 11he 

capitalist United States lived through the Depression, 

_ and therefore, many renounced their old political ideals 

and:the literature which those ideals had.stimulateds 

The experience of the Forties and Fifties intensified 

anti-communist hysteria, and a number of the memoirs 

attempt-torenounce past affiliations and free one from 

public condemnation andpriva.te guilt. 

, :::::There have bee:zi attempts though, to characterize 

the cultural movement of the 1930's in a more objective 

light. Daniel Aaron's 111riters on the Left, is a history 

of the North American literary left. Although the book 

i opens many do,:Jrs into the past, the author fails to 
L ____ ------------ .. ____ _. ... _____________ , ______ ------·-----------·-· --------- ....... --- -·-------------------------- ________ , ___ , __ 
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discredit the standard condemnations. The study ade-

quately highlights specific people and events, but 

ignores an examination of the flow. of theories and ideas 

over periods of time. Walter Rideout's The Radical 

Novel in the United. States, ls a more valuable work 

in the sense that the author traces the dev·elopment of 

the radical novel in relationship to both the socialist 

and communist movements in the country,. The book 

offers a study of the material conditions and histor-

ical situations which surrounded the growth of the 

radical literature movement. But these are only two 

of a very limited bibliography which have proved to be 

useful sources for this thesis. 

Interestingly enough, the majority of historical 

reviews and memoirs barely touch upon some of the earli-

est political and OI'ganizational work of the literary 

left in the early Depression years. One of the out-

standing omissions concerns the slighting of the Jo~~ 

Reed Clubs from their rightful place in literary and 

political history. 

The Jol".n Reed. Clubs, na..'11ed after a. ma.YJ. who epi to-

mized the unity of crsati ve art a."ld radical politics, 

were in the center of the cultural/political lii' vement 

of the early 1930's. The Clubs were the foundation upon 

which the proletarian literature movement j'JaS built, 
i 
l---------------------------------·-·--------------·-------·---- --·------------------------------ -·--···-------·--_] 
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and were the nuclei for over half a dozen little 

proletarian magazines. •rhey were the cultural arm of 

the milite.nt left, and the nurturing ground for young 

writers and artists who aligned with the working-class 

for revolutionary change., 'l'hey were related to the 

international communist movement, although not dominated 

by the American Co:m.rnu.nist Party (CPUSA). These are some 

of the major premises incorporated in this thesis, which 

is basically a historical, and descriptive recla.TJ1atlon 

of the John Reed Clubs. This study will attempt to 

:portray the Clubs in a light they are rarely seen in: 

as an important influence on the developme11t of wrl ters ~ 

artists, and literature, in the early Depression years, 

The study is divided into six chapters. Chapter 

One, John Reed: A Poet, A Communist, rela.tes the impor-

tant events of his life to his literary and political 

development. Reed came to symbolize an org~Lic rela

tionship between art and politics which the \tH'iters 

and cultural workers of the 1930's admired and aspired to. • 

Biographies, such as Granville Hick's John Reed and 

Rosenstone 1 s Rommantic Revolutionary, proved invaluable 

for researching this chapter. The autobio~;raphical 

essay n Almost Thirty" ~ras an important scurce for Reed 1 s 

own evaluation of his life and writings.. SeYeral books, 

! 

j 
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Reed, offered extensive collections of Reed's short 

stories and poems. Also, excerpts from two of Heed's 

most powerful works, Insurgent Mexico and Te~s That 

Shook the \-Io..!:.J£., have been integrated into this first 

chapter. 

Chapter Tl'lo, The Crash and the .Role of Intellectuals 

in the Great Depr~ssion, consists of two sections. The 

first traces the chain of events after October 24, 1929. 

The second places the intellectual and cultural workers 

in that historical process. The turn leftward of the 

middle-class was not an accidental occurence, but rather, 

a response to political, economic, and social conditions 

of the decade. Hopefully, this chapter clarifies what 

the f.ol"ces were that pushed the intellectual leftward, a.r1d 

the historical circumstances that surrounded the John 

Reed Clubs. 

The two sections of the second chapter required 

different types of research. The basic overvie\'1 of the 

Depression v1a.s organized from a thorough exainination of 

numerous history and labor books, including Hichard 

Boyer 1 s Labor 1 s Untold. Story, Irving Bernstein 1 s The 

~ Years, and Jeremy Beecher 1 s Strike .. William Z .. 

Foster 1 s History of' the Commun.ist P_arty of tp_e United 

States, provided most of the information concerning "the 

philosophy and strategy of the CPUSA during the Depres-

sion,. Additional insights were gathered f!'cm reading , 
L .. -----·-- ------ -------- ---·--·· --------------------------------------------------· ·- ------------------~--- ·- -- _____ ; 
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microfilm copies of the Communist Pa.rty neuspaper, the 

~ly Worker, from the years 1929-1935. The second 

section of this chapter, which deals with the role of 

the left-wing intellectual in the Depression, was 

gleaned from various literary histor:ies, including 

Aaron's ~<fri ters on the Left and Rideout 1 s The Radical 

Novel in the United States. Certain collections of 

memoirs proved to be invaluable for acquiring a sense of 

what these writers thought about themselves. As W~~ 

the Thirties, edited by Rita Simon, and the introduction 

to Proletarian Literature ir.. the Uni ted_§tates, !'/ere two 

ot• the more important sources used. Above ell, magazine 

articles, especially from the New i'!fd.S!L~ and. Pa?."'tisan 

B.evi~,. offered numerous discussions on the subject of 

the intellectual and cultural ~roz-ker in social cha!:!.ge .. 

Particularly interesting was a series in the Ne1·1 11&...1!§..§.§. 

(1932), entitled, "Symposium: How I Came To Communism 11
1 

which consisted of many important literary figures 

ex~~ining their own reasons for joining the co~~unist 

movement. 

Chapter Three, The John Reed Clubs: A Historical 

ReclaJlicttimi;, is the body of the study .. Exam:i.nect 

these pages are: the political perspectives and internal 

debates of the orga..Ylization, the nature of factional.~ 

ism within the Clubs, the composition of the group, 

XlY I 
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some of the major formative events and conferences, the 

degree of Co:w.munist Party a.ffili~tion of Club members, 

the style and method.s the Clubs used to s·erve the left, 

and the intentions and aspirations of the Club and its 

ideology. This chpater was the most complicated to 

research, being that, to the kno\'tledge of the author, 

no such previous study exists. There were no precedents 

to look to. The research took many forms. One way was 

to search cut leads gained from footnotes in some of the 

previously named texts. Notes were taken from the 

existing material and organized into one place~ A 

thorough reading of magazines and periodicals from the 

period was required. The New Mass~~ proved to be one 

9f the most valuable sources. Not only did issues, 

from 1929-1935, include~ John Reed Club notes, but 

Club statements and article{: \ie.re also published .. 

ln&§.rnational Literature, published by the International 

Union of Revolutionary Writers, in its issues from 

1933-1935, gave extensive coverage to ttie proletarian 

lite:r•ature movement in the United States. The available 

issues of the John Reed Club little magazines also pro-

yJ{teQ.the researcher with information about the organ-

lzation on a regional basis. 

Chapter Three demanded searching out John Reed Club 

documents, leaflets, and pamphlets from private collec-

, tions an.d library archives. The Special Archives Col-
~--------·---·---- --- .. - ·---- -~-- -----·----·-·----- ---~---_:__- -------------------- -----------··----·- ... -------------- --- ------------------~----: 
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lectior1 at the Stailford University Hoover Institute on 

War, Peace, and Revolution, had in its holding, a·n.umber 

of Club notes and original leaflets.. I!' he Tanimente 

Library in New York was another- invaluable source for 

information, including copies of the John Reed Club 

Art School Catalogue, 1934-1935~ Two copies of the 

John Reed Club National Bulletin were found in the 

Special Collections at UCLA 1 s Und.ergraduate Research 

1 Library. Some of the old magazines and periodicals were 
I 

i 

.I the property of private collections, stored in backrooms 

and garages. 

Thez•e were rnany obstacles and. limitations to the 

research of Chapter Three. The inability of the author 

to travel to New York is perhaps the most important .. 

Since that city lias the center for the Clubs, it follm·rs 

that amongst all the ex-members who still reside in New 

York, there would be a multitude of documents and inter

views. Unfortunately, due to lack of funds, the trip 

could not be made. Also, information concerning the 

later days of the Clubs, including the Second National 

Conference, wss sca~ce, as liaS material concerning the 

growth of the smaller, local chapters.. To obtain a 

more complete picture of the composition of th~ Clubs, 

. ' 
' 

. ! 
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the limits of this study. 

The fourth chapter, The John Re~d Clubs and the 

Proletarian Literature Movement, is divided into two 

sections. The first part examines the controversy 

surrounding definitions of proletarian literature, and 

concludes with a brief look at the characteristics of 

the America~ radical novel of the 1930's. Some of the 

best sources fer this section were articles and writings 

published in magazines like Modern Quarterl~t ~cribne£[, 

Partisan Review, Saturday Re.view of Litera.tut.!l, New 

Repqbliq,, Jnternation.al Litera~, and the New t1asses. 

Certain theoretical questions dealt with in the chapter 

were researched by readir~ Lenin's On Literature a~d 

~ and On Culture and Cultural Revolut:i.on, lVIarx and 

Engels' Literature and. Art, Georg Lukacs • 'l'he Hist.or.i-

cal Noy_~l;,, Antonio Gra.msci 1 s The Modern Prince, and 

two collections, f'larxism and .att, edited by Naynard 

Solomon, and p..rt a.'YJ.d Socieu, edited by Adolfo Vasquez .. 

An examination of the particularities of the American 

experience were offered by Gilbert 3 s Writers and Par-

~l.·s~ns ~~y B1 a~~·~ The Strike in the American ~ovel. v • Gi>.&........;...., A. a.. -.~ ~ .n.v -,..,,~ .; . .:.:.::;;_,;:~~~-:.;:;.....::;::=.... . .::..::.:.~=;.;.;.;;;..;:.::=:::.._.:;;..;;:...~, 

and Rideout 1 s ·rhe RaSLical NoYel in the Uni tE&_.States .. 

Conside:re.ble background \'las gained from reading antholo;;.:.L 

gies of proletarian literature, such as, New Masses: An 

AntholOf.!:£., edited by Joe North, a:nd Proletarian Lite.r.-

xvL'l·. 
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ature in the United S~, edited by Hicks, ,t.,reernan, 

and Gold. 

The second section of Ohapter Four examines. the 

numerous little magazines that sprung up tr..roughout 

the country, under the guidance and direction of the 

John Reed Clubs.. Time is also spent reviewing the 

history of' the largest Club magazine, the Partisan. 

Revt..,e}'!. .J?inding the magazin.es proved to be the most 

difficult aspect of r~searching this chapter. Although 

some libraries had rar..dom sa.mplings 1 the majority of 

these little publications have been lost, or perhaps it 

is more accurate to say, they have not been located by 

the author as of yet. Few conclusi.ve statements can be 

drawn from the limited number of publications the author 

was able to read. Apart from the scarcity of matertal, 

it is outside the parameters of this thesis to encom-

J.'ass a detailed analysis of the contents and style of 

·the publications that were available. Certainly that 

information, in and of itself, would be 'an irlformative 

and exhaustive study.. Essentially, the second section 

of Chapter Fou::• is an overvisw of the John Reed Club 

magazines, and does not attempt a profound analysis of 

the content of either the magazines or special publica~ 

tions and :p13.mph.1.ets produced by the orga."'liza.tion. 

I ! 
I ! 
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i.:. Front, discusses how the Clubs, and the literary left in 

general, were affected by the CPUSA change to the policy 

of the Popular Front in 1935. Within that discussion, 

there is a brief look at the League of American Writers 

which was created out of the dissolution of the Clubs. 

The chapter closes on an examination of what happened 

to the literary left movement and to those artists and 

writers affiliated with it. Information on the poli-

tics of the Popular Front was gathered from secondary 

sources like Foster 1 s The Histor_;y_ of the Communist Part:.J~ 

in the United §tates, and Fernando Claudin 1 s The Com-

munist International. Party publications and literaturet 

including the .Qgtily Work.Jrr_, proved to be useful sources 

for this chapter also. Little information was avail-

able on the actual ending of the Clubs, and there 

appeared to be hesitancy and confusion amongst the 

interviewees concerning the organization's demise. It 

was difficult for the researcher to organize a clear 
• 

picture of precisely \'That happened dur1ng this period .. 

Chapter Six, §.ummary ftnd ~ecommendation for '11hose 

h'orking in Radical N.edi.a Toda:z, sums up the major 

points of the thesis, and concludes with suggestions 

for those individuals and organi-zations who are cu:::--

rently concerned with questions of art and politics, 

1 culture and r·evolntion. ·rhe Clubs were unique in 
' ' I l 
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! their attempt to fuse artistic creativtty and political 
I 

I 
! activism; to organize artists and writers within a 
I 
j political movement; and, to promote proletarian liter-

ature within this country. Since many people are 

again struggling with this very issue. , hopefully this 

research can reveal valuable historical lessons from 

which to move forward. 

This stucty is important in that, perhaps for the 

first time, a concise description and evaluation of 

the John Reed Clubs has been madeo Through historical 

research, the thesis presents that organization in a 

positive ma.P .. ner, and sheds light on the role of revo-

lutionary writers in the Depression~ The undercurrent 

of the entire thesis counters past distortions and 

hostilities \'Iith evidence and facts to the contrary., 

_ The purpose of the study is to bring to the con-

ciousness of today's radical cultural workers an under-

,_standing of their own predecessors. For that, it is 

called a historical reclamation. It shows the viability 

of organizing artists and w:;:•it.ers in a pclitical ma!l..ner, 

and the necessity for developing an American proletar-

ian culture. 

Hopefully, the significance of this thesis covers 

even greater ground. The impact of this study rests on 

·the assumption that people can, and. will, learn from 

l ___ ---- -· ---- -~ -- l -------------- ---·--------··-----~ -~- ... ---~- -- --·------·--·-·----·------·---~----···--·--·_; 
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i history. The importance of the John Reed Clubs \'las that 

they demonstrated that political movements must realize 

the necessity of cultural expressiono Not an art 

amorphously associated with political struggle, but as 

integrally conne,cted to it. The distance between art-

ists and a·ctivists is not inevitable. 

Certainly, this i::l not an all inclusive study.. Due 

to concrete factors like time and money, there are 

limitations~ The artists of the John Reed Clubs have 

been only briefly touched upon, and they deserve much 

more attention. The composition and make-up of the 

Clubs leave room for future investigation. T11e lack 

of adequate materials and the failings of memory, made 

the section on the Club 1 s dissolution insufficient .. 

Furthermore, the thesis as a w·hole, has limitations. 

In some \'rays, it is a case study of one political/cul-

tural orga..'>'l.ization, and generalizations drawn out of 

the experiences of one group have the possibility of 

not applying to another. 

Also, the Depression of the 1930's was a period o:t' 

American h1story, not unique for its economic crisis, 

but unique in its intensity~ Using the experience of 

1 writers and artists in that decade, might be misleading 

' 
' 

for those \<Tor king in media and culture today. 

Yet, for all its shortcomings, the thesis repre-
' 
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sents a beginning. Hopefully, others can build from 

this initial study, and continue the process of dis-

covering and redefining the past. 

i 

L.-~--- ---------~---~----------------------------------"-·-------·----·-··- ___________ .. _______ ! 
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NOTES 

1. taken from May Days, Genevieve Taggard, New York: 
Boni & Liveright, 1925, p260. 

2. John Dos Passos' 1919, pxiv. 
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Chapter One 

Great writers are generally born in the 
wombs of great crisis. They reflect all 
the colorfulness a:n.d all the restless 
dynamics of the crisis, and the main
spring of their work is their anxiety to 
find some kind of a solution, a con-

. soling answer to the burning questions 
of life. .. 

• .!.. 

Luna.charsky 

i i I 
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JOHN REED: A POET, A COivJNUNIST. 

For all the greatness of the man, and the power-

fulness of his works, John Reed has been consciously 

obscured from his rightful place in both literary and 

· political history.,, Yet, the mere smattering of infor-

matim1 that has seeped through, has allowed us to see 

his life not as a mystery, but as B.J.~ example of uni t.y 

between theory and practice, art and politics,. Years 

after his death in 1920, Reed is still firmly entrenched 

in the minds and hearts not only of many North Americans, 

but also in the world progressive movement in general. 

What, in our search to rediscover our past, brings 

i us around to John Reed again?. What did he .mean to 
l 
I 
-~-------~-------------~---·-------------·---------..--~-~-----·-----------·-·------·-·---------- .1 
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those write:r·s and artists in the Thirties who organized 

themslevs under the ba..l1!ler of his name? Certainly 1 to 

understand the John Reed Clubs and the literary left 

movement of the Depression, one must first look a.t Reed 

himself. What \'lere the forces that moved his life, and 

ho\'-r did he react to them? 

In writing about John Reed, a young communist writer 

of the 1930's says: 

The fact that JO:h.n Reed wrote Ten Dgy-Lrhat 
Shook the World, the fact that he devoted his 
writing to the portrayal of the f;J.gss struggle 
in many parts of the world, a..."ld ~;he fact that 
all his interests and desires \vere aligned 
with the proletarian revolution amply justify 
the use of the name for e .. n organization of 
writers and. artists, But, what is less 
commonly kno\'m and too frequently sub-
merged ir.t appre0iation of ideology 1 is the 
enormous literary value cf hl.s writing .... 
~Then writers organize under the na.me of 
John Reed, they-are not only paying 
tribute to the proletarian consciousness of 
a man, but also recognizing some of the 
finest and most beautiful \'lriting of the 
20th century. 2 

·on October 20, 1887, John Reed was born into one of 

the wealthiest, ~ost upper-crust families of Portland, 

Oregon.. The comfort ar.l.i.'i ease of his boyhood allowed 

'him the time to pursue his passion for reading, espe-

cial1y history. At nine years old, while \iriting the 

Q.omic H~story of. the Unlted States, he made U!J his mind 
3 

to be a writer. Reed 1 s father was the maverick in the 

aristocratic clan. \>lith political leanings to\-rards the 
l 
L_ ______ -- _____ ._ _______________ .. -----------·--·- -----------·-~---~--------- ------------ _____ ._ ________________ ._ ____ _j 
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new social consciousness nurtured by the muckrakers, 

and withe sharp wit, Reed Sr., scorned the city's 

bluebloods. John admired his father's fighting qualities 

as he antagonized the •stuffed shirts•, and between 
4 

father and son there was much warmth ~~d affection. 

In 1906, John Reed entered Harvard. The aristocrats 

of the institution felt that the boy \'ias too unconven-

tional and rebellious. Years later, he was remembered 

by schoolmates as someone who didn't quite fit in, some-

one who never le:!rned the difference between "cricket 
5 

ami non-cricket. 11 While Reed was repelled by their 

narrov-rness and pretentiousness, he was aching for instant 

recognition.. With fe\'r social diversions, he threw 

himself into writing, and the first publication to 

welcome his contributions, was the Lampoon, a bimonthly 

humor magazine. It is interesting to note that one of' 

Reed's earliest short stories, and the only one set in 
6 

a Harvard background, was called "The Red Hand. 11 The 

story ends when the narrator explodes a bomb in the 

office of the Dean of Harv-ard. Such an act of terrorism, 

[)-~yond the dreams of most campus radicals in the early 

2Qth century, indicated the sense of hostility that Reed 

~elt towards elitism and the institutions that breed it • 

. Although he never joined the Harvard Socialist 

Club, led by Walter Lippman, Reed 1A"as very .much impressed 
I . : 
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-py their bold.ness against school authority. He found 

bonds with the Harvard insurgents, who criticized the 

faculty, attacked the private fraternaties, and charged 

that the school was not paying campus workers a living 

wage. His sympathies were beginning to include more 

than just himself, but to encompass all the victims 

of snobbery and conventionalism. Just as many college 

graduates of the 1960's had their lives and perspectives 

changed by their experiences of campus activism, Joh.'I'J. 

Reed left Harvard with a sense of discontent, and with 

adventurous eyes open to test the world. Graduating 

in 1910, his creat:.veness B.L""ld spirit were matched against 

the contradiction of wanting the rewards and recognition 

of the system, while at the srune time, being wary of 

the cost. 

After several months of traveling through Europe, 

living in the Latin Quarter and on the French Left Bank, 

filled with numerous experiences with sailors, hoboes, 

prostitutes, peasants, and pollee, John Reed came back 

to settle in Ne'[.'J York 1 s Greenwich Village.. It was the 

summer of 1911, Reed was 23. 

Voicing a strong aversion to the accepted conven-

tiona.lism, the Village offered the declassed yJuth of 

the 1910's and 1920's, ij'ihat: Haight-Asbury gave to the 

generation of the early Sixties. It was the Beate 

'-••-·---------···~--L -··-----• -- ••• ---··-------·-• -• --·--··- • --------~--·---··-----------·-------- ·~--------·~·---·----- -----·--~------
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Bohemia was a subculture of avant-garde fads and. atti-

tudes, of art and free-form poetry, \'Thich wa.s somehow 

geographically separated from the rest of society. It 

was a haven where sensitive men and women from all parts 

of the country, at odds with their enviro1~ent for one 

reason or a.VJ.other, tried to live by codes of conduct 

which they thought would one day prevail. 'l'hey were an 

artistic vanguard for sure, and a political vanguard of 

sorts. Describing the sights a:nd delig·hts of Greenwich 

Village, J"ohn Reed wrote: 

Yet we are free who live in Washington 
Square, 
We dare to think as Uptown wouldn't dare, 
Blazing our nights with arguments uproarious; 
What care \'le for a dull old world censorious 
When eacfl. is sure he 1ll fashion something 
glorious? 7 

At home or at l'lOrk, they might be outcast and insulted, 

but in the bohemia of Greemtich Village, they were a 

conununity of pioneers. \.Jhatever differences the vil-

lagers had amongst themselves, their common bond was 

their dislike of' rigid moral sta."ldards and their repul-

sion of social tradition. 

John Reed found comfort in the Village.. His days 

I were hectic a.11.d f.riend.s were near. Lincoln Steffens 
i 

I moved into the apartment on the second floor of Reed's 

I buildir:tg, and at all hours of the day or night, the two 

1,! 

1 
could be found talking, laughing, or in serious discus-

L_ -- -·-.. --~------- ~~--- .. ---~- ----- ------- -~~ --~-----·- --------------··------·---~------------------ ~--·-----~-------------~----- --· _ _I 
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sions of ideas and theories. Reed experimented lllith 

short stories, poetry, and sketches of eity ltfeo He· 

was a creative, rebellious writer, and those months in 

Greenwich Village offered him the opportunity and free-

dom to explore. Joseph Freeman, in examining the 

relatlonship of intellectuals to the cult of Bohemia, 

writes: • 

A writer from the middle classes does not, 
as a rule, go directly to the proletariat~ 
If he is separated from the class of his 
origin by political differences, he is 
equally c·.1t off from the class of his choice 
by cultural differences. Which is perhaps 
only saying that he cautiously puts one foot 
into the new class while retaining the other 
in the oldo Chiefly, the young radical 
intellectual seeks out people like himself, 
men and women saturated in bourgeois culture, 
who are crossing from one class to another. 
Bohemia is the customary residence., 8 

John Reed, with the help of Lincoln Steffens, 

started his first professional job on the Amer:i._9.211 

fi1agazi:ne. He worked, and grew, and wrote: 

.New York was an anchanted city to me. I wan
dered down the streets, from the soet.ri.ng 
towers of downtmm, along the East Ri Yer docks, 
smelling spices and clipper ships of the 
past, through the swarming Ea.st Side - alien 
town '1-!ithin tm11r..s - where the smoky flare 
of miles of glamorous pushcar•ts make a 
splendor of shabby streets; the big Jevlish 
women bawling their wa.res under the J:•oaring 
great bridges .... the girls that ~Talked th·S 
streets \'lere friends of mine, ar..d the drunl{en 
sailors off ships new come from the world's 
end.; ... In New York I first 10ved., cu!.d I 
first wrote of the things I saw ••• 9 

I 
! . i 
L------------ ·----·--·---------------~----·-~---------------- --·---·~ ------------------...;.... --·· __ j 
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i New York pushed Reed left. His sketches about the 

city's night life, snobs, middle-class, and prostitutes, 

were filled with sensitivity and humor, and. tinged ~lith 

spirit and a sense of defiance. But, the dualism 

between his daily life as a newspaperman and his creative 

urge of artistry, were further complicated by his grow-

ing separation from bouregois society, a.YJ.d. a developing 

consciousness of the inequality and injustice around him. 

Reed began searching out alternative channels i'ihere he 

could publish the expression of his new consciousness~ 

After having several stories and prose accepted by 

the Hasses, Reed was elected to the board of that maga-

zine, and. shared the job of canvassing poetry contribu-

tions with Louis Untermeyer. Although t;he Has::·es 1 

defiance of the ruling class identified with political 

struggle and the revolutionary movements, many of its 

thoughts p,nd attitudes still catered to the trad.itions 

of Bohemia. At the time, the integration of the two 

made s6nse to Reed, for if Bohemia was a refuge for 

people seeking 'Co escape the demands of astandardized, 

bourgeois society, than the prasse~ should be a 

definite part of that emotione.l and political sensibility~ , 

The magazine believed that the liberation of L1e working-

class '\'IOUld accompany the downfall of bourgeoi3 

morals. Economic exploitation and eapitalism \'rere con-

t _______________________ ··---------·-------··· --··----·-------~-----·-·-·-------------------·-·-------~--__j 
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nected to puritanism in art. 

John Heed's connection with the Masses placed him 

in the very center of the Greenwich Village movement. 

Through its.:offices swept theories from Marxism, anar-

chism, industrial unionism, feminism, Freudianism, ru1d 

all shades of artistic radicalism. Behind the theories 

was an incred.ible roster of talented and creative 

people: Amy Lowell, Carl Sandburg, Susan Glaspell, 

William Carlos Williams, Robert Minor, Upton Sinclair, 

James Oppenheimer, and foreign contributors like Ber-

trand Russell, l'-~axim Gorki, Romain Rolland, and Pablo 

Picasso. 

Reed's ideas and actions altered greatly during 

i the eighteen months he spent 
i 

in the Village. The fvlasses 

I 
i 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 

l 
.. 1 

hastened '\'That was perhaps an inevitability. Reed •s 

knowledge of political movements widened and he began 

tomake the first signs of committment to the struggles 

of tne working-class • After hearing that the Industrial 

·Workers of the World (I .W .\-1.) were in despera.te need 

of outside help to support their strike at the Paterson 

Textil~ Mills (1913), John Reed decided to go to the 

strike-and help publicize the worker's cause,. Hi.s 

impressions: 
1 

I 
I 

There's a war in Paterson, New Jersey. 
But it 1 s a curious kind of war. All the 
·violence is the work of one side - the 

I mill owners. Their servants, the police, 
L ___________ ------··---- --·------------------~- .. ______ _. ________________________ ····----·-·--·----- ----· 
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club unresisting men and women and ride 
down law-abiding crowds.. IJ!heir paid mercen
aries, the armed detectives, shoot arill 
kill innocent people.. Their newspapers, 
the Paterson Press and the Pate~ Cal_~, 
publish incendiary and crime-inciting appeals 
to mob violence against the strike leaders. 
Their tool, Recorder Carroll, deals out 
heavy sentences to peaceful picket_s that 
the police net gathers U.Po They control 
absolutely the police, the press, the 
courts.. 10 

The Paterson Textile I'1ill strike was not only an 

importa:at event for the I.W.W., but also made a. pro

found marlc on John Reed. He marYeled at the strength, 

courage, and committment of the strikers. During the 

four days he spent in the Paterson County jail, Reed 

met Big Bill Haywood, Elizabeth Gurley Flynr1, Carlos 

Tresca, and other leaders. He recalls: 

They attracted me. I llked their under
standing of the workers, their revolutionary 
thought, the boldness of their dremn, the 
way the immense crowds took fire a..""ld carne 
alive under their leadership. Here was a 
drama of change, democracy on the march, 
a wa-r of the people. 11 

The Pat ex~ son Textile Mills shook Reed 1 s faith in 

the system. He sa\i the lives of men and women crushed, 

a..""ld he saw beauty in their unity to fight - 1 oacK. Reed 

searched for a way -chat ht; cou.ld make the situat:"Lon 

more real to those n.ot at the Paterson .Mills, ~'ld to 

make the aid more concrete. 

In Hay, 1913, the concept of the Paterson Pagent 

L_ ___ ~!::~--~orn., The idea \..ras to drain3.tize ·the co:cdi.tions ; 
----·--·---'·------·------··--------------------------·-------·---------··----·--------------- ----------------------~---~,---·-·-_j 
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) of the workers at Madison Square Garden and. use over 

I one thousand strikers to play themselves. Reed toolc 

I

I charge of the script and staging of the production. Even 

with police harrass:ment, rehearsals continued ev-ery day 
i 1 in large, vacant lots. On June 7, 1913, red electric 
! 
! 

lights blazed the letters 11 I. W. \AI. "from the four sides 

of the Madison Square Tower, ana. the performance 

began to an overflow audience of 12,000. It was hailed 

as a great success and major innovation in theater by 

the Greenwich Village crH;ics, but the established 

press claimed that Reed had brought revolution into 

the heart of the metropolitan area. 

Already, the line of demarcation betHeen Reed and 

the American ruling class was becoming ir.~.creasingly 

well-defined. Revolutionary cornmi.ttment, though, e..re 

not made overnight. While Paterson shook Reed 1 s faith 

in the system, it didn't provide a clear alternative, nor 

establish a long term personal committment. Reed left 

, for Europe on a trip financed by his lover, Nabel Dcdge, 

in mid-1913. Although he claims to have pursued the 

trip as one more ad:venture, the couple left on a first-

class luxury cruiser. 

After his return to Ne1...r York, John Be:ed 'liaS asked 

to cover the Mexican Revolutio:n for Metronolitan. It --------
was late ln 1913, and Heed, at 26, considered this to be 

i ---------·------------ ------- ------~------ ----~----------------~--------~- -------- ---·-- ------------- - --
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his big opportunity. His fears about a new country, 

different language, a~d unfamiliar customs, soon eva-

porated into love for the spirit of Villa's troops. If 

nothing else, their desire to rid themselves of the 

oppressors who assasinated Francisco Madero, was reason 

enough for Beed to defend them. During his months with 

the Division of the North, he was net only a witness and 

chronicler, but a participant in many of the incidents 
12 

he was later to record in Insurgent !'lexig,Q. 'l'he 

book, first published in 1914, \'Tas out of print for many 

years, and is almost entirely unknown to contemporary 

readers. In an Argentine edition of Insurgent Mexi9o, 

Alfredo Varela starts the preface with these \'Icrds; 

Some books seem to be strangely unlucky. 
For reasons which have nothing to do 
with public acceptance, they are taken out 
of circulation and unjustly relegated to 
oblivion. Some, propelled by their mJn 
great value, finally leave the shelves to 
receive the acclaim and popularity th~y 
have always deserved. That is exactly 
what happened to Insurgent IVfexico.. They 
tried to silence it in valn. John Reed's 
i:ncorrupta.ble voice is raised now over the 
dellberately imposed confusion aiJd oblivion .. 13 

Reed's numerous articles from I1exico established 

him as a top jounalist of the day, and gave him sotne of 

his earliest training in 1 poli tice.l 1 journ.a.lis· : .. 

In the heat of these 
was forged the noble 
of John Reed, master 
lists, a breed t'lhich 

liberation batt.l.es 
revolu.t ionary sp:i:r-i t 
among guerilla jou.rna
has :produced a Burchett, 

! l _______________ , ____________________ _ -----'----·---·--------------------------- ---·-·---·····----·..] 
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a Debray 1 and a Gerda Taro, the courageous 
newsgirl who fell in the Spanish Civil 
\>Jar ••• 14 

And the book itself, is a testament to the artistry 

and perceptiveness of" its author. Insurgent l'lexico, 

apart from simply its journalistic detail, captures 

the flavor and spirit of the Mexican Revolution, and 

tells the story of an American radical's reaction to 

that struggle. ~rhe writing was not only a means of 

self-expression, but also a manner in which Reed could 

educate and infl'.lence the North American public. 

On his return to the United States, in April 1914, 

John Reed spoke out fi.ercely against American interven-

ticn in Mexico, and defended the Revolution ~~d its 

leaders. Reed now recognized his responsibility to 

political and social change to be a lasting committment. 

He returned 13-S somewhat of a celebrity. And, he 

returned with a vision of a unew, great day!' and the 

possibility of merging oneself with the 
15 

sweep of the masses~" 

In that same month, April 191i}, John Reed and. Max 

Ea.st.man 1 went to .Ludlow, Colorado, to in-vestigate the 

miner l S St!'ike Which the .Rockefeller intereStS drm,med 

in the blood of workers. 1.~omen, men, and children, 

were burned and murdered as their tent colony was 

leveled to the ground_. R~ed painstakingly traced the 

L. __ .. ·-·---------------··-·---···-·------·-----------------·· .. --------~-- -·- ···- ·- ··-- ------ --· -- ------··---- -- ·- -· ·----·--------·----·--_; 
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intercon..Ylecting web between the mines, the company 

officials, the owners, the governor, and Big Business. 

His reporting left no doubt about the relationship, nor 

about his own committment. It was the Ludlow experience 

that Michael Gold wrote about several years later, when 

he said: 

In the I~/W the fell0'1·10rkers \'lould tar and 
feather any intellectual who appeared 
among them. The word intellectual became 
synonomous with bastard •• ~this tradition 
is clying in the American revolutionary 
movement and Jack Reed helped destroy 
this prejudice.. He identified so com
pletely with the working-class; he forgot 
his Harvard ed.ucation, his genuis, his 
popula:r·i ty t his gifted ccdy a.ml mind so 
completely that no one else remembered 
them anymore; there ,,.;as no gap between 
Jack Reed and the workers. 16 

He had gone one step too f?..r for his old Harvard. 

buddies. "His sympathies were now with the great 

um'fashed, and moreover, he r•epresented a forfeiture of 
17 

his social rank." It might be permissable for an 

artist or intellectual to maintain leftist bel.iefs, 
' 

but to act en them, and to incite other people to act, 

made Reed more than a mere public nuisance. Joseph 

Freeman stun."Tied up the attitucle as: 

It was pardonable for an artist to work 
for the proletarian revolution as a:n art
ist; it was silly for him to become an 
active fighter in the Communist va..Ylguard; 
to transform himself into a politician. 18 

Reed Nas sent by I:'!etropo).itan in the summer of 
I i 
L_. _. k- _______ ---~ __________ ---------- ~-~------~--------·-·----·---·----------------1 
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j detected early signs of partisanship among the ruling 

I class circles of the United States~ Reed knew, and 

said, that it was a •tz,ader•s war, 1 and his anal;rsis 

was confirmed whenever he went to Engla..."ld, France, or 

Germany. 

Reed described the horrors of war; he 
showed us what military obedience and 
discipline did to human beings. The 
curse of mankind ~ras militarism. Now, 
no force stood up against it.. Christianity 
was bankrupt. Anarchism and interna
tional socialism were equally futile as 
incentives to peace. Anarchists and soc
ialists in Europe were all trained sol
diers. Americans also faced the danger 
of militarism. At this moment they ~vere 
talking about building a standing army.~. 
Joh~ Reed, for one, refused to join~ He 
had no illusions about the war. 19 

John Reed believed there was no way the war could 

be justified. He was depressed and brooding as he pre-

pared to return to the States. Drink5.ng and smoking 

too much, he realized painfully that the carefree 

atmosphere of social experimentation that he had 

grown-up in, had failed to teach him what the Western 

Front demonstrated about his own limitations, and. 

about the unpretty dynamics of social change.. His 

health was poor. His family and friends were sending 

him stinging letters about his anti-war position. 

i His mother wrote: 

I 
I · I 
·---------·-----·------·------------~-----------~--h-·--------------~---·-------------·-----1 
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It gives me a shock when your father 1 s 
son can say that he cares nothin.g for his 
country and his flag ••• As things are nori, 
anyone .... aga.inst his country .is fighting 
for its enemy ••• I do not want you to 
fight - Heaven knows - for us, but I do 
not want you to fight against us - by 
\'lOrd or by pen - and I can't help saying 
that if you do ••• I shall be deeply 
ashamed., ... I think you will find that most 
of your friends and sympathizers are of 
foreign birth; very few ~~e real Americans. 20 

Reed's anti-war position was also causing a con-

siderable amount of conflict within his own minda He 

felt that the workers had. not asserted themselves 

strongl:r enough against the hysteria of ':lhich they -::Iere 

becoming victims. He searched for answers to under

stand this inertia 1 and concluded that it was the 

political bankruptcy of their leadership, both d.omesti-

cally ~~d internationally. Reed was not alone in his 

questioning of the worker's movement. 

While his attitudes opposing militarism and the 

war of the System were clearly socialistic, and Reed 

was a member of the American Socialist Party, discord 

among its members created splits within the ranks of 

the international organiz~tion. The orthodox position 

of the Seventh International Soc:l.a.list Co:ngress ( 1907), 

t6 
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! 
could not, cease without the abolition of capitalism. : 

The Stuttgart Resolution was reiterated as the Socialist 

Party line in 1912, yet in 1913, a majority of Socialist 

Deputies in the Reichstag voted \'lar credtts to the 

Kaiser. This betrayal of socialist principles sent 

reverberations throughout Party organizations in every 

country. 

As the war continued, everywhere wi.thin the ranks 

of socialism there were splits. Leaders of a number 

of Socialist Parties supported the preparedness caJnpaigns 

and the \'tar effort. 'l'he American Socialist Party recal

led their presidential candidate in 1916, and formally 

put forth a pro-war position. 

Reed, along with other advocates of peace, like the 

Women's Peaoe Party, the American Union Against Mili-

tarism, and the Committee for Democratic Control, tried 

to stage rallies, circulate petitions, and write 

editorials. Yet, there was a nagging feeling that it 

was all in vain. When, on April 2, 1916, President 

\'iilson declared America 1 s entry into the war, Reed 

publically announced: 11This is not my war, a.YJ.d I will 

not support it. This is not my '>'~'ar, and I will have 
21 

nothing to do with it. 11 

He writes about this period in his n.utobiographical 

sketch "Almost Thirty, 11 the following: 

L-------------------~--~--· -----~-------~---·----------------------~------------~ 
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1 I wish with all my heart that the pro-
1 letariat would rise and take their 
l rights - I don't see how else they will 
1 get them. Political relief is slow to 
/ come and year to year the opportunities 
i of peaceful protest and lawful action 

are curtailed. But, I am not sure 
anymore that the working-class is 

! . 

capable of revolution, peaceful or other
wise; the workers are so bitterly hos
tile to each other, so badly led and so 
blind to their own class interests. 
The war has been a terrible shatterer of' 
faith in economic and political ideal
ism. And yet, I cannot give up the ieea 
that out of democracy will be born the 
new world - richer, braver, freer, and 
more beautiful. 22 

Having seen friends, radicals, and intellectuals, 

turn to the call of patriotism and tlar, Reed might 

have slipped into cynicism, but the above excerpt shows 

that he still carried with him the hope of a new and 

better world. At about the same time as his depres-

sion was being.manifested, a major change was taking 

place on the international scene which would refortify 

his hopes. 

A revolution had begun in Russia. 'By the summer of 

1917, Reed felt that he must see developments there 

for himself, and. in September of' that year, he arrived 

in Petrograd.~ Sent to Russia with credentialo as a 

reporter for the New York Call, and other socialist 

publications, Reed was filled. with vigor and excite-

ment. When Lenin spoke at the Second Congress of the 

i Soviets (Nov. 8, 1917), 11 We shall now proceed to con- : 
l ___________________________ ----·-·------------------------·------------------------------·--------J 
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I struct the socialist order, 11 Reed leaped up with the ! 

I 
1 rest and suddenly, 11

o ... by common impulse, we found cur--
' 

I 
j 

selves on our feet, mumbling together into the smooth 
23 

lifting unison of the 11 Internationale' .. 4•" No longer 

did questions exist in his mind about the revolutionary 

potential of the working class. Reed saw that the 

masses of people were not only capable of great dreams, 

but had the power to make them come true. 

From his first moment in Russia, til his departure 

in February, 1918 1 Reed wrote down his observations, 

opinions, and ideas~ And for the next three years, the 

events of those days would fill his time. He wrote 

thousands of words about Russia, about the land and 

people, about worker•s control of factories, about Bol-

shevism, about Lenin, Trotsky, Lunacharsky, about the 

· theory and practice of revolution, and about the com-

plexity of international affairs. 

Paterson, Ludlow, Mexico, and World War I~ had 

all prepared him for the Russian R,~volution. He arrived 

as a qualified 1•eporter and a seasoned revolutionary. 

He knew what to look for, and how to look at it. Out 

of his artistry and hls committment came 't'en Days That 
24 

Shook the \forld. Acclaimed as a masterpiece of repor-

ta.ge, the book \'las the first: major account of the 

Russian Revolution in the United States. In the intro-
1 i 
L _______ W•·-----------·~--------· ------~------~-----~---·---~----·~----···----------------·--·------· _____ 1 
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! 
i duction Reed writes: I 
I
I : In the struggle ~Y sympathies were not 
I neutral. But in telling the story of 

those great days, I have tried to see 
events with the eye of a conscientious 
reporter, interested in setting down 
the truth. 25 

The book not only broke the cordon of censorship thrown 

around Russia by a bitterly hostile~ capitalist world, 

but it also became a force for rousing others in the 

same way that Reed had been stirred. 

John Reed came back to the United States in April, 

1918, to face trial with the other editor·s of the 

Masses, on charges of conspiracy to interfere with the 

induction of military personnel and to promote insubor-

dination. The earliest anti-war position of the magazine 

was now considered to be treasonous. While the major-

ity of charges were eventually dropped, the episode 

is indicative of the tremendous patriotic hysteria 

which hed gripped the country. The State's repression 

was rampant. Radicals and the foreign-born were rounded 

up-and deported. Illegal search a~d seizures were 

co~~on. Jo~~ Reed's papers from Russia were confiscatedo 

The big clailies and magazines shut him out. Whereas, 

Reed had been a celebrated journalist and writ~r not 

mor•e than two years earlier, he could now not find an 

inch of space that would prtnt his work. A witness to 

l 
i. 

L_ _____________________ _ 
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l

j one of the greatest events of our time wa.s made an out-

' cast. Perhaps Reed 1 s own words, in a letter to Lincoln 
I 
! i Steffens, in June, 1918, best describes the period: 

I 
' I 

My dear Steff-

Your letter just reached me. I have been 
on the point of writing you many times, 
but did not know where to reach you ••• I 
have heard stray accou..llts of your adven
tures. I think you must have been suf
fering a good deal - perhaps more than 
anybody. Wish I could have a good. talk 
with you • 

••• I have been making many speeches about 
Russia, and tommorrow go to Chic~go and 
Detroit to address meetings there,. I 
started a big newspaper syndicate series, 
like Louise's (Louise Bryant, Reed 1 s 
wife), but the nev-Jspapers \<~ere afraid to 
touch them: some of them sent the stuff 
back after it was in type. Then Collier's 
took a story, put it in type, and sent 
it back. Oswald Villard told me he would 
be suppressed if he published John Reed! 

I have a contract \~i th MacMillian to pub
lish a book, but the State Department took 
away all my papers when I came home, and 
up to date has absolutely refused to 
return any of them ••• 

,I am therefore unable to write a word of 
the greatest story of my life, and one of 
the gTeatest in the world. I &il blocked. 
Do you know a:ny way to have my papers 
sent to me? If they don't come pretty 
soon it will be too late for my book -
f1qcMillian won •t take it .. 

I was arrested the other day in Philadelphia, 
trying to speal{ on the street, and am 
held for court in September on the charges 

·· -·· ' · · 'of 'inciting to riot, inciting to assault 
... and battery, and inciting to seditious ; 

remarks r..... i 
I \ 
L ___ ---·-- -·-··-,··--,·--·----------------------··-----·-----:. _________________________________ J 
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I feel sort of flat and stale. .Ny 
kidney isn•t well - I suppose that is 
why. Mother writes daily threatening 
suicide if I continue to besmirch the 
family name. I-ly brother is going to 
France next week •• a 

Excuse the depression. I don't see why 
I chose this low, grey moment in which 
to write you, I felt pretty good this 
morning and probably will tommorrow 
morning ••• 25 

Reed persisted in his course of voicing the truth 

about Russia. He lectured, toured, wrote, and organ-

ized. Threats and arrests couldn 1 t stop hima With 

indefatigable energy, Reed became one of. the best known 

and most dynamic young leaders of the left movement in 

the United States. 

It is particularly important at this point, to 

briefly sketch what was taking place within the left, 

for it was to set the background not only for Read and 

his political position, but also f'or the American Com-

munist Party, which was to be founded during these years .. 

Powerful political positions were bringing about a 
27 

split in the American Socialist Party by 1919, and 

thsy were fundamentally products of World vlar I and the 

Russian Revolution. Since the beginning of the 'tlar, 

there had been expressed acute discontent within the 

Party of the pro-war leadership, as mentioned earlier 

in the chapter. Also, there vras alot of resentment 

i arnongst the Party 1 s more left-wing membership for the 
I i ---------------------- ----- -------- _____________ T ___ ------------------------------------------------
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compromising manner in l-rhich Norris Hillquit and his 

followers (the more rightist membership of the Party) 

had handled. the question of the Russian Revolution. 

The leftists felt that the Party leadership, the mod.er-

ates and rightists, had given only conditional and 

hedged support to the struggle of' the Russian \'torking-

class. The leftists demanded a much more forthright 

a..Yld direct positlon. 

Apart from these two issues of the Russian Revolu-

tion and World War I, there were internal splits on the 

question of the international affiliation and political 

tendencies of the American Socialist Party. 1'he left-

ists urged that the Party unite with Lenin's Third, or 

Communist, International, as opposed to the Second, 

which was considered by many treasonous for its war 

position. Hillquit, and the rightists, took an active 

initiative in trying to put the shattered and split 

Second International back on its feet. So, one faction 

was fighting to stay withj_n the existing organization, 

while the othi';Y' demanded joining with the new force of 

the Third Internatioll-'3.1. Included within this split, 

was a debate on the question of tactics to use in the 

m.trre.nt domestic situation, where there existe.J. a need. 

tc develop a ·strong, vibrant, movement to (hJUlTter the 

intense pos-t-wctr offensive of the American ruling class. 

l _____ , ____ -----------· ----------------'----------------------------------------j 
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! 
The leftwing of the socialist Party was in a strong 

position in this grm'ling internal split. It clearly had 

a majority of the ran.k-and-file members. Most of the 

young leaders, including John Reed, sided with the 

leftist tendency. 

In New York,. the leftwing made rapid head.way in 

winning numerous locals of the Party. When, in Febru

ary, 1919, the New York Socialist Party refused to 

censure a local alderman for supporting the war, repre

sentatives of 20 locals came together, organized a con-

indicative of what was happening across the cou~try. In 

the coming national elections of the Party, the leftists 

won sweepi:n.g victories. It is interesting to note, 

. ~tnat one of tp~se victories was the election of John 

.R~ed_as representative to the Second International. 

On June 21, 1919, the nat_ional council of the left-

wj.ng _;formulated a declaration of principles. Yet 1 even 

.within themselves, their position 1/J'as not harmonious. 

-Some felt _that a new Communist Party must be formed 
i 
I 

i i.Jnmed.iately. Others, including Reed, felt that the 
' 

i 
i 
l 

5~t?rrect tactic was to secure control of the Socialist 

·:P.ar~Y •. •· According to W_illiam. Z. Foster, in The History 

of the CoiPJnu:nist Par•ty :i.n the United _Stat~., it was the 

--------------4-----·---------•----~--~-- -~-------~-- -·-----•----·---• ---~-•--•--r 
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second position which was more flexible and correct, and 

designed. to secu:r•e the greatest body of suppo:rters for 

the new part:r.. The ultimate split with the Socialist 

Party in 1919 gave birth to both the Communist Party, 

and the Cownunist Labor Party, of which Reed was one of 

the most ir~luential leaders. These two groups even-

tually united in 1921, ar.~.d formed the Cormnunist Party of 

the United States (CPUSA). 

It was in the midst of these domestic political 

struggles that Reed returned to Russia, in late 1919 • 
. ! 
' When he attempted to return back to the States, he was 

arrested in Finland over a bureaucratic technicality, and 

held in solitary confinement for mruw long week.s. 'rhe 

imprisonT.ent took a tremendous toll on his health. When 

he returned to Russia to assist in preparations for the 

Communist International Congress, to open July, 1920, 

his physical state was extremely worn down. In Moscow, 

he took several days off from his busy schedule to be 
• 

with his visitng wife. Reed fell ill. At f'irst it seem.el 

like·the flu, but was later diagnosed as typhuso In the 

lilockaded ·~ountry there was not the medicine or available 

skills to care for him. On October 17, ·1920, John Reed 

died. 

Written. some years later 1 by a John Reed...:.Cluh member, 

was the following tribute: 
l 

I I 
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I I 
I 0 John Reed ~ I! 

He had youth and beauty 
1 

A:r...d. now he is dead. i 
i I shook his hand once, 
1 

I saw him smile, i,' 

And I heard him speak 
With the voice of a big boy. 
I introduced him once from the platform 
Calling him Jack Reed. 
And now, he is dead. 

He brought his great heart to suffering Russia., 
He l'lanted to heal the wounds, 
And it was the blockade l.vhich brought a plagtte 
And struck down Jack Reed. 
His name is not taught in the schools, 
For he was a rebel. 
The bourgeoisie have not raised a monument to him; 
This they reserve 
For the politicians~ the generals, the phi.lan-

thropists. 
But in Soviet Russia 
Soldiers of the Red Army 
Stood over his body. 
The crowds followed his coffin, 
And a '#Oman 1 s heart wa.s bleeding, 
And a woman 1 s eyes were "&-Ieeping. 
Soldiers of the Red Army 

- - ---·Tall as he was tall, 
. . Strong as he Has strong, 
· ·· ···· ··Bra:i.re as he was brave, 

Marched in his wake. 
··-- · -And· they fired the salute over his grave 

Beside the ~~emlin in Moscow. 
His death was a birth. 28 

Perhaps such a brief overview-of John Reed's life 

Cannot do .justice to the man o~ his works, but if it· 

succeeded in giving even the slightest insightfl into 

Reed as a writm" and as a revolutionary, it has served 

/a function~ Yet, any·attempt to look back.on his life, 

I is only useful when lessons can be drawn from it, and 
~-----·--·--·-------·-·•-•-·---·--·----~----------·----••·---r•• -·-•-• --··---------·-·- --· --·--·~-- ---
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I when it shed light on the- development of other revolu-

tionary writers in other decades. 

It was not accidental that revolutionary writers of 

the early Depression yeru"s took Jolm Reed 1 s name as 

their banner. He was significant to them, and :perhaps 

now l'le are more equipped to understand what the impor-

te.nce l-Ias. John Reed's life, actions, and beliefs, 

symbolized to future tr-rriters, that combination of art 

and politics which bourgeois icleology claims caru·•10t 

exist.. That ideology which says that if one is a 

politician one cannot be an artistn, and if one is a~ 

artist, his/her creativity will suffer with political 

direction., .John Reed proved that the two could be 

united, and the Joh.'l'l Reed Clubs of the 1930! s reaffirmed 

that spirit. 

JohnReed believed in class struggle,. He also 

believed in beauty in art and sensitivity in writing~ 

Reed felt that art rose with socialism, and that the 

revolutionary battle of the working-class needed 

cultu~al exp!'ession. His_style was filled with compas

sion and humor. Even Reed's most ardent critics admit 
.,-, ,.. 

i -
~o ~he mastery of Ten Days That Shook the \>lorld. But 

R.e_ed \'Iasn 't sa.tisf.ied with simply_ v;riting about revolu

tion. He was a..."l out:3pol{en activist anC. assmaed leader-

ship positions with great responsibility .. 

L·------------------'-· ----------· ------ -----~-----·--___ :_ ____ -·------·- ----- -------------------· 
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i I 
. John Reed exemplified the path of a middle-class 

11. intellectual, through the alienation of Bohemia into a 
i 

! i proletarianized revolutionary. Perhaps he represented 
- I 

' to the wi~iters of the Thirties a glimpse of hope, a pos-

i 

sible roa.d out of their own vacillation. It was cer-

tainly not a-1'1 easy road. for Reed, nor for anyone \'Jho 

chooses it. Mc> ... ny of the Depression writers never did 

reach the goal. !Vlany turned back frightened and saddened. 

Yet, it was under the bar..ner of John Reed.' s name that 

they strived for that goal. 

L ________________________ ----~-- ----- ---------------------··------- -------·-· -----------· -C---------' 
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··Chapter Two 

,We in America today are nearer to the final 
triumph over poverty than ever before in 
the history of our land. The poorhouse is 
vanishing from among usA 

1 
Herbert Hoover 

--- ~------~--"-A---· ----~~-· ·-·----------·---~---------- ------ ----~- ------- --------~- __ __: 
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THE CRASH AND THE ROLE OF INTELLECTUALS 

IN THE GREAT DEPRESSION 

With those '!fiOrds of Herbert Hoover, the Golden Era 

of the Twenties fell into the Great Depr·ession. On 

; Black Thursday - October 24, 1929 - the bottom fell out 

of the stock market. Five days later, while the 

disaster became worse, J.P. Morgan and Company assured 

the public that the economy was sound. But the gigantic 

losses suffered that day, and for the days and years to 

come, spoke differently. 

Feru• and anxiety replaced the prosperous, speculative 

climate of the Twenties. The United States had experi-

enced other economic depressions in the past, and would 

enter many more in the future, but the Great Crash of 

L1929 v.ras like no other. 11 Bef'ore it; had r·un its course, ' 
·-·----·-----··----------------------·----~---------~---·-- ---------------··-----·----- -·------·---·- -----~ 
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I farm prices were 40% of previous levels, valu.e of 

I exports devalued 1/3, industrial production was halved, 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

and the balance sheet of corporate enterprises revealed 
2 

a deficit of more than 15 billion dollars." 

By 1932, the physical output of manufacturing had 

! fallen to 54% of what it had been in 1929; a shade less 
: 3 
I than the pJ•oduction of 1913. :Parmers, who had seen 

J little of the prosperity of the previous decade, were 

dev-astated by the Depression. The heavy industries, 

like auto, were practically idled. Steel ran, at times, 

less than 20% of its capacity. The Great Depression 

shattered the business structure. It exposed some of 

the underlying weaknesses of the overexpansion of 

industry, the maldistribution of income, the overdepen-

d·ence on consumer goods, and a.."l unsound banking struc= 
-

ture. 

A year after the Crash, 6 million people walked the 

i · streets looking for work. By 1932, thel"e were 11 mil
l 
I lion jobless in New York, in Cleveland 50% were jobless, 

ln Akron the unemployed reached 60Jb, and in Toledo, 

OhiO, HO%. In the three years fcllm'ling the Crash, 

100,000 workers, on the average, were fired every week. 
4 

By- 1933, 17,000,000 Americans were unemployed., and the 
- -· 

savingsof' hu:rlciredsof thousands of average men and 

women ~rere totally destroyed. '11he statistical picture 

_::..::...=....:. ___ -·-- ~- --~~_:._ ____ _:__ ______________ :_ ____ - -~ _ _:_ ____ _:=--~---~--------·-__: ___________________ j 
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I I 

! I of the 1930's is familiar to all, but it is perhaps ' 

I these numerical abstractions ~rhich can least tell the 
I 

I I story. 

f The Depression touched every area of American life, 
I 

/ from the darkening of off Broadway lights, to the 

endless lines of men and women waiting for soup and 

bread, to the hundreds of bankrupt businessmen jumping 

from skyscraper windows, to the poverty stricken Hoover

Yilles that lined the garbage dumps on the outskirts of 

every major American city. Not only was the economic 

structure thrown into profound chaos, but the entire 

social fabric "1as ripping at the seams. Families were 

uprooted. Transiency, in search of jobs or just endless 

wandering, became a national epidemic.. Homes and family 

heirlooms were lost. The number of marriages decreased, 

and the birthrate slipped.. Hundreds of thousands of 

working women returned to their homes. Others turned 
5 

to prostitution. An earthquake had hit Olympus, a1'1d 

the people were shaken. 

To all of this, President Homrer spoke of local 

go,Ternment initiative and private charity.. National 

committees of v-ol1mteer we:r>e organized to solicit 

funds, but he was set firmly against a;n.y prop0$als for 

federal relief. Within a fe'tl months, it became 

j obvious that the flimsy policies of HooYer were woefully , 

L------------------------·--------------------------~-----------------------_______ j 
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inadequate. Private charity could not deal with the 

situation, a..YJ.d municipal gover:runent;s soon exhausted 

their treasuries. Although various senators proposed 

different types of federal progra.'ns, the President 

steadfastly refused to seek a new course. Even his 

one piece of :progressive' legislation, the Norris-
6 

La Guardia Act, outlawing yellov-r-dog contracts and 

permitting freedom of association without employerrs 

interference, proved to be too narrow a:nti unenforceable 

to meet the coming tide. 

In the summer of 1932, the beginning of the P:r•esi-

dential campaign got under way, and J:i'ranklin Delano 

Roosevelt held out the opportunity to protest against 

the failure of the Hoover administration to meet the 

economic crisis. On f1arch 4, 1933, FDR became Preside:nt 

of the United States. The country had seen three years 

of depression with 17 million unemployed. The New Deal 

program of FDR t<~as an attempt to reconstruct the pieces: 

to assist the shattered financial banking system; to 

rescue business with loans and subsidies; to stimulate 

private capital; to protect farm a11.d home owners from 

foreclosures; to create employment; to stimulate mass 

buying power; and to provide a minimum of reli_,f for 

the masses.. The general purpose of this often centra-

dictory ref'crm program was to give a shot in the arm 

I --- ·---·--- ·-·--~---···---·-----------~---------···-----·-----g-'"--·-------·-··-·---.--------·-- -------····----------- __ ..J 
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to the sick economy.. Whereas some historians imply ' 

that it was Roosevelt who gave the left, and especially 

the unions, their impetus in the 1930's, it was more 

the tremendous needs and pressures of millions of 

Americans that pushed FDR to the policies of the New 

Deal. 

Possibly the most important piece of legislation of 

the New Deal was the passage of the National Industrial 

Recovery Act (IURA), in the spring of 1933. The bill 

contained a numb<3r of anti-la,bor provisions, like g.iving 

employers in each industry the authority to raise prices 

in concert. It was therefore sugarcoated with Section 

7(a), which gave federal sanction for employees to 

organize and bargain collectively through representatives 

of their O\ll'n choosing. Section 7{a) touched off a massiv::e 
.. 
! organizing drive; in 1933, close to one million workers 

I went on strike for union recognition. The strike wave 

intensified in 1934, when picket lines increased to 

1,500,000 workers. In 1935, some 18,000 workers were 

dragged from picketllnes, arrested and jailed. 
8 

1934-1936. 88 workers lost their lives on strikeduty. 

In the initial days of Section ?(a), the bill lacked 

the necessary enforcement provisions, and in order to 

strengthen it, f'DR esta·olished. the National Labor 

Bo.9.!"cl, chaired by Senator Wagner. This Board also 
I . 
!_ __________________________ -- ____ , _________________________________ -___________________________ j 
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lacl{ed the necessary enforcement provisions. Large 

industries, like auto, steel, ar.d basic metals, simply 

refused to abide by its dictates, and were strong 
8 

enough to defend their insubordination. Flonopoly 

capital was not about to be subdued with piecemeal 

legislatione It was this type of business attitude 

'lthich prompted labor to react, although not immediately. 

Never had there been a period of depression in this 

country so free from labor strife, as the early years 

of the 1930's .. Strike activity and unio:n membership 

fell drastically. The total number of organized 

workers declined by 1932 to less than three million, 
9 

the approximate level in 1917 o N.uch cf the lack of 

militant labor protest in the early Depression yeru,s 

was due to the lack of leadership, outmoded policies, 

and cor•ruption of the .A..rnerican Federation of Labor (A.F'J:,) o 

Historically, the AFL had tended to remain aloof from 

reform movements. It had refused to join the anti-

monopoly crusade in the early 1900's, and in the f~ce of 

massive unemployment in the 1930's, it opposed the 
10 

concept of unemployment insurance. 

It was the left, the militant trade unionists, and 

the American Cor.nnunist Party, which filled thE.. "~roid. 

left by the ban}~uptcy of the established labor 

organization; Nhich spoke of non-collaboration. ~rith 
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Capital; and which focused its insurgency on the self-

determination of the raYI.k-,a.nd-file .. 

The crisis of capitalism found the left movement 

to be a most divided camp. The Socialist Party~ l"rhile 

still influential, had not had an outstanding leader 

since the death of Eugene Debs, and membership had 

drastically fallen since the 1920's. The Communist 

Party, as the other major leftwing group, entered the 

1930's \'Tith a past history of six years of intensive 

internal strife, t.'lith tattered remanents of 7,000 

embittered members, with an unfavorable public image~ 

and with an untried leadership. Other leftist groups 

were to make modest gains in the first years of the 

Depression, but none could compare with either the size 
11 

or the impact of the American Communist Party. 

It was in the very earliest months of 1930 that. the 

Communist Party (CP) made its voice heard. On March 6, 

1930, over one million unemployed peop~e demonstrated in 

adozen cities for unemployment relief and insurance, 

against wage cuts, against fascism, and against Jim 

Crowism(America's brand of aparthied) ~ "Hork or Wages! 11 

"Don't Starve- Fight! 11 In New York City, where over 

100,000 protested; 

women were struck in the face v-ri th 
blackjacks, boys beaten by gangs of 
seven and eight policemen, a:t.:.d old 

! 
i 

I 

! 
I 

. I 

r 
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I I 
I men were backed into doorways and ! 
j knocked down time after time, only to I 
I 

be dragged to their feet and struck !
1 

1 
by another policeclub ••• 12 . 

! 
I 
1 Hundreds were arrested at the demonstration, including: 

William z. Foster and other leaders of the CP. Over-

night, unemployment hit the headlines of every major 

newspaper tr.roughout the nation, and the issue became 

the backbone of social protest during the first part 

of the 1930's. 

On Nay Day, two months later, the Corr.munists called 

another national protest against wage cuts and for 

unemployment insurance. Following these initial rallies, 

the CPUSA organized the National Unemployed Councils. 
' According to one labor expert: 

The unemployed council is a democratic 
organ of the unemployed to secure by very 
practical means, a control over their 
means of subsistence. I find it no 
secret that Communists organize themselves 
in Unemployed Councils in most cities, 
and usually lead them, but the councils 
are organized democratically and the 
majority rules ••• In Chicago, there are 
45 branches of the Unemployed Council -
total of 22,000 ••• The Councils' weapon 
is democratic force of numbers and their 
functions are: to prevent evictions of 
the destitute, or if evicted, to bring 
pressure to bear on the Relief Commission 
to find a new home for the evicted 
famil;}r; if an unemployed worker has hac' 
his gas or water turned off because he 
can't pay for j.t, to investigate the 
case P..nd demand their return from the 
proper authorlties; to see that they 
who are shoeless and clothesless get I 

i 
' ! ; I 
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i ! 
• both; to eliminate through publicity I and pressure discrimination bett.veen 
1 Negroes and white persons, or against 

the foreign born, in matters of relief; 
for individuals or families and 
children of the unemployed who have no 
relief as a penalty for political views 
o:f' have been denied it through neglect, 
lack of funds, or any other reasons 
whatever, to march them down to the 
relief headquarters and demand that 
they be fed and clothedo Finally, to 
provide legal defense for all unem
ployed arrested for joining parades, 
hunger marches, or attending union 
meetings. 13 

! Hungry men and women demonstrated in front of 
i . I 
1 relief stations, ~YJ.d federal offices; they sat inside 
I 
I buildings until t~hey were arrested, demanding coal, 

food, and medicine. Hungry people, organized by the 

1 CPUSA, in both 1931 and 1932, marched across the 
I 

I 
! 
i 
' 

country, demanding unemployment insu!•ance (l..lld. relief, 

! food and supplies, and an end to Jim Crmrisrn. An 
I 14 I 

I article in_the New Masses (Jan. 1932), perhaps best 

I sums up who these marchers were: 

i Who are the hunger marchers? 

They are "A typical Communist gathering 11 

shouted Congressman Fish over the radio 
.on December 5, 11 composed of revolutionary 
agitators, both black and white, who 
care nothing ab01.1.t affording actual 
relief to the unemployed, but seek to 
.exploit the suffering an1l misery among 
our needy unemployed citizens for 
Communistic a.nd revolutionary purposes. 11 

But- the· hund.reds of thousands throughout· 
the country 'Nho saw and heard. the 

L·---·-··--·-··-··-··-·-·-· ··----··--·-·-·-------------···-··-·--·--···---·----:._ ______________ . _______ . _____________________ j . 
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marchers will hurl the lie back into 
the face of the Fascist Fish. These 
1,600 marchers were a cross section 
of America, 1931-1932, of that America 
which the Fishes, the Walls, the 
Hoovers, and the NormanThornases try 
to insult and ignore~ They were: 

elected delegates, all of them, chosen by 
thousands of other workers in Unemployed 
Councils, speaking in the name of 12,000,000 
unemployed; 

native-born workers overwhelmingly - two 
Indians among them; 

Negroes, 25 percent of them; 

new elements for the most part, only yester
day bac~dard workers, today they are the 
vanguard of a great mass movement; 

ex-servicemen, fully half or more; 

young workers; 

women workers; 

They were American proletarians, fighters, 
those who will not stand outside the halls 
of' Congress forever. 

It tias at the peak of the pre-New Deal days, wnen 

perhaps the most dramatic demonstration,took place. 

Assembled by the Communist led Worker's Ex-Servicemen's 

League, 2.5,000 lrlorld. War One veterans marched on 

Washington, demand.ing immediate payment of their bonuses 

:promised to them under a1923 Congressional Act, but 

not due until 1945a 

"Her9es in 1917 -Bums in 1932." Under this barmer, 
I 

1 they came from all parts of the country, by any means 
I . · i 
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necessary,. When the "Bonus Expeditionary Force 11 

arrived in Washington, the government placatingly put 

up some of the veterans in unused federal buildings, 

while at the same time, President Hoover was putting 

the natj_onal troops on emergency ale:rt. On July 21, 

the government issued an ultimatium; that the veterans 

and their families must clear out by Aug~st 4. When 

many refused to evacuate, Hoover called on General 

MacArthur to drive the vets from their encampment at 
i i Anacostia Flats. The 11 Battle of Washington" ensued: 
I 
1 the camp was burned to the ground, two veterans were 

killed, and scores more \'rer•e wounded. President Hoover• 

remarked after it was all over. nrrhank God we still 
15 

have a government that knows hm·I to deal with a mob. 11 

While the CPUSA focused on unemployment as their 

primary struggle, activity spread not only to veterans, 

but to blacks, women, unionists, professionals, students, 

and intellectuals.· Their broad-based fights involved 

the Trade Union Unity League, the Women's Trade Union, 

the National Negro Congress, the American Youth Congress, 

ar...d the Congress Against Har a..~d li'ascism. The CP 

influenced orga...YJ.izations from the Committee to Support 

.B'oster and Fo:r·d, to the League of American Writers, 

to the John Reed Clubs. The numerous activities of the 

.. Communists of the early 19.30 's i'rere not only d:1.ret-:ted 
l 

\ 
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I l I towards clarifying the current crisis of capitalism, but 

~~~ also, to support and defend the Soviet Union, and to 

fight the fascism so increasingly evident after Hitler's 

assumption to power in 1933o 

The Conmmnists w·ere concerned with national issues 

involving a~ything from unemployment to civil rights. 

One of the main issues in the early 1930's was the 

Scottsboro case, where nine black teenagers \vere convicted 

of raping two white girls in Paint Hock, Alabama. Even 

after the girls' repudiation of their original claims, 

the nine were sentenced to the electric chair, all 

except the youngest, who had thirteen years. The 

incident received little national attention until the 

D . '} t.i 1 • ~ • h d 1- '!,., t ,.._ill. .,Y ~ o.r Ker pu tHJ. S e vue S ory • The Socialist Party, 

the ACLU, and other organizations, basically ignored the 

case until 1934, while the Communist Party, th..roug.h 

~ts International Labor Defense (ILD), provided lawyers 

and necessary defens>3 funds for the boys. As the 

e.xecution date dz,evl near, prot. est meetings were held 

tr...roughout the United States and Europe.. Under pressure 

by. persistent agi.tation, the case against four was 

dropped in 1936, three more were released on parole j_:r,. 

19LJ.4, one escaped in 1948, and the ninth v-:as granted 

a pardon in 1976o 

Another important national issue was the presiden-
I I 

I ! 
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tial ca~paign of 1932, with the Communist Party ticket 

of William z. Foster and James Ford. The platform 

included unemployment and social security insurance, 

opposition to Hoover's wage cuts, emergency relief for 

farmers from taxes, equal rights for black people~ 

opposition to capitalist terror, opposition to all forms 

of suppression of worker's political rights, opposition 

to all imperialist wars, and a strong d.efense of the 

Soviet Union. After the elction of FDR, the Communist 

Party, although supporting many of his reforms, was 

clear to point out that the New Deal was not a program; 

of steps tm<Tards socialism~ The capitalists were left 

in complete control of the banks, factories, and means 

of transportation. The CP was not interested in 

patching up a decaying corpse, nor in helping capitalism 
I 
! get back on its feet. In July, of 1935, the Cow~unist 

I 

International held its Seventh Congress, a..nd Communists 

in all countries were urged to unite in broad-based 

popular fronts with liberals, socialists, and democrats. 

The implementation of this popular front line in the 

United States, ltia.s taken to be a softer approach towards 

FDR and the New Deal, but this period of the Cmr..rnunist 

Party \'llll be discussed in a future chapter of the 

thesis. 

The CPUSA proved to be one of the most vital and 
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moving forces of the early 1930's.. Its activities were 

on all fronts, and its influence during those years 

cannot be underestimated. \-Jhile this chapter has 

discussed the CP' s ~'fork on sti•uggles from unemployment 

tc civil rights, it Y<Iould be a serious omission to 

ignore the work that American communists did in the 

field of revolutionary culture during this period. 

Art and literature w·ere important parts of the left in 

the 1930's, from the earliest groups like the Film and 

Fhoto Leagues, and the John Reed Clubs, to the later 

League of American Writers and the WPA Projects. 

Just as the workers who turned strikers, the veterans 

who fought the Battle of Washington, the hungry who 

marched in the streets of America, the writers and 

artists who turned leftward in the 1930's, are all 

an integral part of that decade's history. \.Jhereas :it 

can be said that the American Communists didn't take 

writers and. artists as seriously as the revolutionary 

parties of European countries, the \'fOrks of the left-

wing cultural vTOrkers can be seeJ.:. as a major contribu-

tion to the militant movements of that period. 

Along with the rest of the country, intellect,_.tals 

a.nd cultural 'ltTOrkers were profoundly affected JY the 

Crash.. Perhaps Edmund Hilson best describes the impact 

in the follo"t>;ing passage from Shores of Light: . 

L ________________________ --·--
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! ! 

_One coulcln' t help get exhilirated at the 
unexpected crash of the stupid giant. To 
the Nriters and artists of my generation, 
who had grown up in the Big Business era, 
and had always represented lts barbarism, 
its crowding out of everything they cared 
about, these years were not depressing 
but stimulating. It gave us a new sense of 
freedom; ru1d it gave us a sense of power 
to find ourselves carrying on while banl{ers 
for a change, were taking a beating. 16 

But not all was quite so optimistic. Industrial 

~.rorkers, faced with frequent layoffs and discharges, had 

always been aware of a precarious life controlled by 

capitalist society. Writers and artists, \'llho had. 

assumed their distance from the traumatic cycles of the 

economy, were taken by surprise and hit square in the 

face 11dth the reality of their dependency on business 

prosperity. The Depression changed their status, their 

security, their livelihood., Circulation of magazines 

dropped, payment of articles was smaller, and younger 

writers weren't getting any available space. Conditions 

for bookwri ters and publlshing were even worse. "The 
~ 

book trade, seYerest sufferer in the publishing field, 

saw its total production of .new titles fall from 1/4 

million copies in 1929, to slightly more thru1 100 
1 '7 . 
-' 

million in 1933o" 

Personal economic insecurity a~d a collapsing 

economic ~ .. mrld was enough to sha.ke everybod.y; G faith, 

i from banJcer to proletarian, to cultural. worker. The 
! l 

: i 
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I 

Great Depression, with its hunger and. poverty, evictions i 

and Hoovervilles, could not be lightly perceived as 

romantic adventures in a prosperous land. Perhaps it 

was personal reasons, to aid their careers 1 provide 

audiences, or learn skills. Or, maybe it was political 

reasons, to describe candidly and truthfully what they 

saw. Whatever the reason, many writers and artists 

saw a new urgency in their work, and a necessity to 

portray reality in order to change it. 

The pervasi v·.3ness of a decaying capital ism was 

coupled with the startling example of the transformation 

of the Soviet Union, where 1/6 of the world's population 

was living in remarkable coherency. As one writer said: 

The contrast between the downward trend of 
capitalism and the simultaneous steep rise 
of plar~ed Soviet economy was so obvious 
that it led to the equally obvious con
clusion: that they are the future and we 
are the past. 18 

Because of this general attention paid to the Soviet 

Union and to communism in general, labels like 1dupes', 
19 

'Moscow agents', and 'artists in uniform', have been 

hurled at the llterary left of the Thirties. Whereas 

some writers did have a solidru•lty o:f purpose and. a 

U-~ity of political perspective, the absurdity of these 

anti-communist labels can be discredited with only the 

briefest look at AmeriC<"3n literary history prior to, 
i 

I 
t and includinz~ the 19J0 3s. 1 I ...._,... I 
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Rebellion and social change are not new themes in 

American literature. They a~e not themes created by 

the SoYiet Union or any other foreign source., American 

writers, in various epochs, have written of rebellion 

and revolution, and have made the decay of American life 

the focal point of their creations., To name just a 

few of these authors: Stephan Crane, 1-1ark Twain, vlalt 

Whitman, Ida Tarbell, John Reed. But never before had 

an enttre literary generation documented the degenera-

tion with such clarity. Never before was an entire 

literary generation so critical of the economic system 

which breed such decay. 

The economic crisis of the 1930 1 s had shattered the 

writers comforting illusion of an ivory tm1er from '1-'rhich 

so ma...."l.y had previously observed the country 1 s ups ?.nd 

d.owns. Rather abruptly, the cultural t'lorker was forced 

to see a society not as prosperous, or carefree, or 

Bohemian, as before. Greenwich Village could not sur-
• 

vive Hooverville. 

As the Depression declassed the comfortable intellec-

tuals, many t>lere, out of frustration, disgust, or rage, 
- ~ 

driven to take s:tdes. For John .Des Passes~ it was the 

execution of Sacco and Va:nzetti in 1923 which marked the . .• . .... 
~.~urnl.ng po~nv. Gra!lville H:i.cks also lost his faith i.n 

bourgeois democracy with the murder of the two Italian 
I , 
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anarchists. Lincoln Steffens visited the USSR and told 

his friends he had seen the future and it worked. 

11alcolm Cowley and Theodore Dreiser witnessed a brutal 

and bloody strike in Harlan County, Kentucky, and 

pledged their support and allegiance to the ·worker 1 s 

struggle. 

And so, they came out. Out of the tradit.ion of the 

J.1ucl'..rakers, and out of the tradition oi' John Reed. They 

were to become the literary arm of the militant con~unist 

movement of the 1930's. As a crisis generation, they 

could simply have lived and died as such, but as part 

of a revolutionary literary tradition, they were to 

become the proletarian writers. 

Probably every period produces art and literature 

which identif.ies with the lives and struggles of the 

working-class. 11 Proletarie.n art" was not created by 

Mike Gold and the 1930 1 s generation. Yet, what made 

that period unique was that an entire group took that 

identification as the basis for their literature. As 

the workers 1 and peoples' struggles became more mili--

tant, the radical ar-tists and writers used their skills 

a.'Yld energies to join the fight, either as independents 

or in organized groups like the John Heed Clubs. 

Writers, as they pushed leftward, joined forces 

with other prcgressive gf'ou.ps, like the Communist Party. 
. - ! 
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I 
Considerable material has been written about the 

1 relationship between the cultural worker and the CPUSA 

in the 1930 1s. Most of it is unfavorable, as typified 

by the following excerpt from Granville Hicks: 

What was the effect of the Communist 
Party on the writers and other artists 
who were either members or fellow-travelers. 
There is no doubt in my mind that the 
influence was harmful. I do not believe 
that artists can a.ccept the direction of a 
political organization, and the direction 
of the Communist Party was particularly 
dangerous because of its dogmatic and dic
tatorial character~ 20 

Although part of this thesis does d~al with this 

relationship, it might nOV\' be the time to briefly 

sketch the origins of the Communist organizational 

activity among American W.L"i ters. Huch of the specific 

political developments within the Soviet Union after 

Lenin's death, clarify the CPUSA's position concerning 

culture and. literature in the 1930's. 

By 1928, J. Stalin 1-'las beginning to consolidate 

and strengthen the Russian state by setting into motion 

the first Five-Year Plan.. Due to the crucial importance 

of propagruKla and literature in educating a~d raising the 

consciousness of the Soviet people, the craft became an 

integ ....... al part of the general program of the f!.rst 
21 

Plan, to be coordinated. by the Russian Association of 

P! .. oltetari.an 'writers (fiAPP). One particular ccn·rerence 

------·---------- ----- ---------------·------------------ ------------------------·----------
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I

I orga...l'lized by this association tras to have a ma_jor 

impact on the American scene. An extensive d.iscussion 
I 

i of this Kharkov Conference (Nov.p-15) is presented in 
I 
1 a later chapter, but what is significant to mention 
I 
1 at this point, is that the Conference drew up a ten 

point "Program of Action 11 for the United States. 

The ten points include a direct critique of the Amer-

ican literary left and offers suggestions for the 

further development of the New f1asses and John Reed 

Club. 

Adherence to this program certainly does not· substan-

tiate the anti-communist claims that American writers 

were simply Moscow dupes. If writers did become members 

or fellol,\r.-travelers of the CPUSA it is perhaps best 

explained by the fact that the CP offered one of the 

few voices which expressed not only their despair, but 

also their hopes for a new world.. It is quite possible 

that some writers assumed that their dlslike for 
• 

injustice and poverty meant that they were communists, 

and this is certainly a gross oversimplification .. 

Criticisms can be laid \'Ii th 'both the writers and the 

CP for their participation in this simplification. 

·rhis though, does not negate the fact that the CP \'18-S 

a. catalyst and stimulant in the development of' prole-

terian literature and art in the 1930's .. 
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In their desire to expose the system's wealmesses, 

and.fight alongside the working-cl&ss, writers and 

artists united together in political/cultural g-roups. 

Joseph F'reeman comments on this process: 

At first, the middle-class writer that 
went left was a divided being. As a 
citizen, he supported Foster and Ford 
in 1932, he v.rent to the aid of striking 
miners in Kentucky and \'las beaten by 
police; he called for the liberatio:tL-of 
Tom l\1ooney and the Scottsboro boys. As 
a writer, he remained where he was.. He 
continued to hope that the old themes of 
middle-class personal existence would 
serve as well as in the old dayse But 
the crisis became deeper; it forced him 
further tmmrds the viewpoint of the 
workers ... oOne more thing was needed to 
complete the transformation; direct 
contact ~vi th the proletarian audiences .. 
At the beginning of the crisis, the 
~n~iters and artists who had grown up 
in the working-class movement and had 
kept the tradition alive, founded. literary 
groups lj_ke the John Reed Clubs, dramatic 
groups like the Theater Unim:., music and 

.. d.ance organizatj.o::ns. The growth of the 
workers' movement was accompanied by a 
growth and flowering of' proletarian 
culture. 22 · · 

Whether as independents or members of political/ 

cu.ltura.l organizations of "the period, radical inellectuals 

B.rid cultu..r'al workers made commit-tmeri.ts- to political 

~+ ..... ,,g...,.,"' ~·T:n-t ch b-y. ·t cda1r 1 s standards, would be considered 
""'V4. _.. 6-'-""' - ~ 

quite out of line for their professional stand5ngo The 

League of Pr•ofessional Groups for Fost:.er end Ford. The 
··-

Comrr\i ftee for Southern Po1i tical Prisoners. 'l'he John 
! 

. i 
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I Reed Clubso The League of American Writers. Prolecult. 
I Writers Against War and Fascism. The National Committee 

for the Defense of Political Prisoners. The Film and 

Fhoto League. The Harlan County Contingents& 

And the questions that these groups debated amongst 

themselves are being asked again. What is the role of 

intellectuals in revolutionary struggle? To t·rhat 

degree must artists and writers consider political 

orgallizatio:n and party discipline? Hmt can the expression. 

of revolution ani social change be creative, ed.ucational, 

artistici3.lly pleasing, and politically sound'? These 

were only some of the questions that the John Reed 

Clubs a.l'ld literary left spoke to with a vigor and 

earnestness hard to find today. 
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Chapter Tr.u-ee · 

The John Reed Clubs were the foundation 
'on which the proletarian literature 
movement was to be built. 

I 
! 
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THE .JOHN REED CLUBS: A HISTOHIGAL RECLUJ!Nl'ION 

The Jo'hn Reed Club (1929-1935) was a politically 

radical organization of writers, artists, and other 

cultural workers, that served not only as the cultural 

8..t"ld. propaganda arm of the militant left cf the early 

1930's, but was also the nurturing ground for the 

growth of young artists who were aligning \'Ti th the 

struggles of the working-class in developing a prole-

tarian cult-ure. NaTiled for a man who symbolized the 

unity of theary and practice, aJ."t and politics, the 

Clubs sought to orga."lize cultural workers to: 

••• ab?..ndon decisively the treacherous 
illusion that art can exist for art 9s 
sake, or that the artist can remain 
remote from the historical conflicts in which 

i ' 
I ' 
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all men must take sides. We call upon 
them to break with bourgeois ideas which 
seek to conceal the violence and fraud, 
the corruption and decay of the capi ta.l:i.st 
society.. \ie call upon them to align them
selves with the working-class in its 
struggle against capitalist oppression and 
exploitation, against unemployment a.nd 
terror, and fascism and war. We urge them 
to join with the literary and artistic 
movement of the working-class in forging a 
new art that shall be a t,'leapon for a new 
and superior world. 2 

Even with the sense of unity and fellowship that this 

quote offers, one literary historian writes of the 

Clubs: 

••• an instrument of self-deception, 
ultimately dangerous to a fledgling 
writer. The peripheral cultural activity 
of the association could easily be taken 
for creative activityo The time the 
writer devoted to demonstrations, picketing, 
electioneering, and producing manifestos 
and strike bulletins was the time he took 
away from creative writing, and possibly 
more important, time he took away from his 
craft. The bustling activity of the 
Clubs also helped delude those without 
talent into prolonged self-deception about 
his creative talent. 3 

It was exactly this type of artistic elitism that 

the Jolh~ Reed Clubs (JRC) tried to fight. They felt 

that a.r·t is not outsirle society, and. if .soc.ial life 

is moulded by- political and ecvnomJ.c ·.rariants, tl1en too, 

the artists ~~d his/her work, also must speak and 

respond to those determinants, The idea that art 

suffers when time is spent in political work is the 

L---------·-·~--------------·---- -------------~~-----------------·-·------------------------J 
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I 
I the antithesis of the JRC philosophy, for it 1---1as through 
f 

political struggle that art was to rise in a new and 

creative spirit. 

It would. be inaccurate to call the John Reed Club 

a Marxist organization. Its charter simply stated that 

any member who recognized class struggle and wished to 

give it support would be welcomed. It canot be said 

that the JRC was committed. beyond that general point. 

t'Iany of its members were not Narxists, and the Clubs 

spent little time educating its members in the theoreti-

cal underpinnings of Engels, Narx, or Lenin. According 

to one member, at least 90% of the membership did not 
4 

grasp the totality of Marxist theory. In spirit, yes. 

Pro-labor. Pro-Soviet. Fro-equal rights. Pro-realism 

in literature and art. But, says this member, with the 

exception of a handful, the majority of JRC members 

were strangers in the I1arxist theoretical field. 

If members did think of themselves as lYiarxists, it 

was for the majority, as fellow-travelers, sympathizers 

to the cause, without this being a real expression of 
5 

organized. affiliation. vJher-eas a minority of Club 
j - ... 

1 members were simultaneously CPUSA members, the greater 
' ' 
j majority simply saw 

j p~ace ·and freedom .. 
I 

tr1emselves serving the cause of 

If they spoke of support for the 

j Soviet Union a.t that time, i 't was because i.t would , 
I ! 
! I 
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necessitate a certain degree of emotional or ideologlcal 

blindness to ignore the rather tremendous transformation 

of life for over 1/6 of the world's populatione If they 

spoke of stopping fascism, it was because only a deaf ear 

could not hear the genocidal voices rising :tn Germany. 

And, to speak of ending poverty, or equal rights for 

national minorities, or jobs for all, certainly doez net 

mark one as a card-carrying Communist. 

It was early August, 1929, when ~ight men gathered 

in -the New York office of the New Nasses, on a Tuesday 

night. Present at that meeting were Mi.ke Gold, \-lalt 

Carmon, William Gropper, Keene Wallis, Hugo Gellert, 
6 

and Morris and Joseph Pass~ J. Pass suggested the nrune 

John Reed, and the small ~~oup of writers and artists 

formed an organization designed to 11 cla.rify the prin

ciples and ·purposes of revolutionary art and literature, 
7 

and to propagate them, to practice them~• 

~New York seems to have been the logical geographical 

area fro:n \'lrhich the impetus for such a group should have 

-:arisen. 'rhe most significant co:ncenti•ation of profession-! 
i 

~al: cwri ters anct artists was in the t1-'10 main :netropoli tan 

i ~areas of Los Angeles and Ne1r1 York City* Most of the 

i ~industries .requiring their skills, lil{e publis.1ing, 
i 
1 ·radio, and magazines, Ne:re located in NYC" Bet\..reen 

1 1920 and 1930, .52% of all writers lived in New. York or . 
! ! 
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1 Califorr..ia.: 36-38% within Net'l York City and Los I 
I i 
j Angeles: and 1/3 of all writers lived in New York l 

J City (18-25% in Manhattan)~ 8 

!.1 The first announcement about the .me came in the 

New Masses, November, 1929: 

The radical artists and ~;riters of New York have 
organized the John Reed Club. The group includes 

i all creative workers in art, literature, 
1 sculpture, music, theater, and the movies. 
I 
j About 50 have joined& Temporary offices have 
1 been chosen and the committees are now 
! functioning. Clubrooms have been secured. 

The purpose of the Club is to br:l.ng closer all 
creative v:orkers; to maintain contact vii th the 
Americe..n revolutio:nary labor movement. 

In cooperation t'lith workers! groups and cultural 
organizations, discussion, literary evenings, 
and e.xhibitsj will be organized.. Hopefully, 
the organization ~Jill be national in scope, 
other sections will be organized throughout the 
country. 

·For the first time, a. group of socially conscious 
creative \'rorkers has been organized in America 
to compare with existing §,'1. ... oups in Europeo Steps 
have been taken to make i~nediate contact with 
writers, e..rtists, and all creativ·e workers in 
France, Germany, Russia, and Japan .. · 9 

Two months later, M. Gold, an editor of the New 

Masses, and one of the major political/literary figures 

of the 19:30 as, made the fcllo~:ing suggestions to the 

embryonic Club: 1) that each writer should attach 

himself to a. single industry, study it closely for 

several years, and make himself an expert; in it so that 

1 he could ltlri te as an "insider and. not lil<:e a 
L _______________________________________________ -- ----------------·-·----··------------------ -------
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intel:}.ectual observer; 2) to write publicity for strikes 

and demonstrations so that he "will have his roots in 

something real"; and, 3) if this is done, a 11 national 

corps of writers 11 em become in eff-ect a 11 staff of 

industrial correspondents who will report on the 
10 

cultural front from all over inau.strial America." 

The issue of attaching oneself to a specific industry 

was to be a continuing point of contention among various 

members of the JRC. Many, who did not want to give 

up their soft professional life and learr. about factory 

life by first-hand experience, disguised their resistance 

in the form of rebuttals against the necessity of 

learni:ng t;r.rough actual experie:n.ce the 1 ins and. outs. 1 

Typical of this type of sentiment wc..s a letter to Gold 

\\Ti tten by JRC member, Ralph Cheyney, in which he says: 

Dear Gold, 

- To paint a significant picture, or to 
write a strong poem, he (the writer) 
does not need to know much about any 
specific industry. 11 

Although, in the long run, Gold's position held t!'le 

.. minority of support, the particular push for honesty 

1n -the portrayal of industrial processes and proletarian 

life,- gave to the writing of the 1930's a sen~'3 of 

reality that has been lacking tn much of American liter-

·a.ture in other periods. Just as Upton Sinclair's 111£ 
i 
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I Jungle (1906), brought to the public~s attention the i 

I horrors of the meat-packing industry, the literature of 

the JRC members tried. to bring attention to the terrible 

cond"itions of the unemployed and clispossed in Americat 

The early problems of the Jorill Reed Club were of 

a very practical nature: raising rent and obtaining 

furniture for their office on West 14th St. During the 

first fet'f months, writers and artists \<JOUld get together 

to build tables, paint walls, and generally change the 

atmosphere from 11 an Ellis Island flophouse to a club-
12 

room." One member recounts that one of the most 

heated discussions (no pun intended) was whether the 

clubroom 11 shculd have a pot-bellied, or different type 
13 

of_stove in the headquarters .. 11 

Even:_ with such practical considerations taking up 

much of the Clubs' time, activities had already begun. 

The artists group had arranged an exhibit at the 

Workers Cooperative House in the Bronx, where about 35 

pictures \'-I' ere shown for four consecutive weeks to 
14 

several hundred workers. One Club mo::mber, Harold 
! - - . I Hickerson, had organ~zed a music cl'J.SS w!bth a hundred 

1 
pupils; Bill Gropper \•ras teaching graphic art to thirty 

I ~- - -. -- - -
students; and EmJo Basshe i·Ias directing the Jewish 

l Workers Theater. Out of these early attempts came the 

t_. -- ---------------------------------------------------~--------------------------------------·-·-·-····----
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/ .John Reed Club Art School, which by 1934, offered a 
I 

j full-time schedule of day and evening classes. The 
i 
I School itself, will be discussed further on in the 

I thesis. 

By July 1930, one of the founders of the JRC, l 
I 
1 Harry Allan Potamkin, reported to the editors of the 

/ New Masses, the following account of the Clubs progress 
I 

and activities: 

The John Reed Club has continued active 
work on the cultural front. The splendid 
May First parade included not only posters 
designed. and made by the artists of the 
John Reed Club, but there was also a 
JRC division.. The press committee of 
the Club has done excellent Nork in 
support of the International Labor Defense 
oa.i11paign for class-\'.Jar prisoners. 

Interest .in the Club v s l>Iork is evidenced 
by letters from revolutionary groups in 
China, in the Soviet Union, and even 
from remote and esoteric Hollywood. 

Club members continue speaking at 
worker's clubs. Walt Carmon spoke on 
Literat.-ure. and Revolu.ti.on in America, 
Joshua Kunitz on Russian literature, 
both a. the Hungarian Worker's Club. 

The cultural work ~rill be furthered in 
a worker's film movement b~ing orga:nized 1 
which will carry to the USA a fcrce now 
active in England., De11mark, and. Germany. 
Beginnings are being macle by members 
writing films - especially fer the Ne!_'{. 
I1ass~ and the P._(:l.j._l;r \Jorl~; in member 1 s 
activit:'les in the making a.nd editing or 
worker~ s films; in talking to '\.'!Orker • s 
Clubs; in coope:~atio:n with the Inter
national Labor Dc·:i'ensa,. The work ·~rill 

i be coordinated ru1d. intev:-at.ed in the 
I , 
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I I 
I coming fall, and a film group will ! 

I
' mobilize for the study of' the technique . 

of picture-making a..""ld the education 
of workers in the cinema. 

I 

I 

I 

Publishers are adding to their lists 
the works of Club members.. Charles 
Yale Harrison's Generals Die in Bed 
has appeared. in England, "canada-;-and 
is issued by \-Jilliam Norrow in Ne-v1 
York,. Nichael Gold 1 s children's story, 
Charlie Chaplin 1 s Parade_, wi.th illustra
tions by Otto Soglow, is on Harcourt 
Brace 1 s list for the falL. ltlillie..m 
Gropper 1 s Qirgus Stor_x, tolti in drawings, 
film-style, comes ou,t this i'all with 
I'icCann.. 15 

One of the first organized projects of the John 

Reed Club was the circulation of the 11Red Scare 11 pro-

test. Holding that a reign of terror was sweeping the 

country, and citing numerous examples of red-baiting, 

illegal arrests and seizures, imprisonment for 

distributing Communist Party literature, and the many 

hundreds of class-war prisoners, the protest said: 

"Not a newspaper reader in one thousand is even remotely 

aware of the seriousness of the situation. With the 

hope, ther~fore, of informing a wider public of the 

facts of the matter, the John Reed Club, in conjun.ction 

with the International Labor Defense, is circulating 

a.!Jlongst the liberal writers:~ educators, a.rtists, and 

professionals, a protest,u ••• to make a voice heard, 

"against a hysteria which promises to equal, if not 
16 

excell, the ugliest days of the Palmer Bed Scareo 11 

L _________ - --------- ------------------------------------ --------------------
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The petition t-~as publ5.shed in the ,New York rrimes, Hay 
17 . 

19, 19)0, and included the signatures of many JRC 

members like: EmJo Easshe, Jacob Burck, Walt Carmon, 

Ralph Cheyneyj Mike Gold, Fred Ellis, Hugh Gellert, 

Charles Yale Harrison, Josephine Herbst, A.B.. I'lagil, 

Joseph North, and the Pass bvnthers. 

Several months later, one of the most important, 

formative events of the proletaria.."'l li tera.ture movement 

of the 1930's took place in the Soviet Union. The 

Kharkov Conference, sponsored by the International 

Union of Revolutionary Writers (IURW), was held in the 

U~~aine, November 6-15, 19)0. Invited to the conference 

~Tas a c.Tohn Reed Club and New Hasses delegation, which 

included M. Gold, A.B. Magil, Fred Ellis, Bill Gropperj 

f!arry Alan Potamkiw, Josephine Herbst, and her husband, 

John HerrmaJl. Gold, probably the most well-knoTul of the 

delegates, was impressed. by the solidarity and unity of 

the delegates from over 20 countries. He w·rote: 

- Each of us has not come here vtith a 
personal ·;1iorld in his heaCi; we have 

. _ .. . . - come here as a unit in a common world.. 
'ltJe have a oorrJnon theory of history, 

./:-. .. we have shered common experiences,. 
There is nm·: a new feeling ln life 

-·----~·-- and it has captured us as its medium. 18 

.... •·· :The fundamental pro§,Tam adopted. by the int..;r:national 

cqnf:er.ence included six points upon which all leftwing 
i 

I intellectuals could unite ln struggle. The first was 
I . 
L--------·-------~---------~---------------------------------------·----------------------------
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to fight against the imperialist war and defend the 

Soviet Union against capitalist aggression.. The second. 

was to fight against fascism, whether it was open or 

concealed~ Thirdly, to fight for the developing and 

strengthening of the raYolutionary labor movement. 

Number four was to fight against w-hite chauvinism e-nd 

against the :persecution of the foreign-borno The 

fifth point wa.s to struggle against the influence of 

middle-class ideas in the work of revolutionary artists 

and writ~rs. :F'inally, number six was to fight against 

the imprisonment of revolutionary ~""tists and writers, 

as. well as e.ll class-war prJsoners. 

Specifically for the United States, the Kharkov 

Conference drew up a ten-point "Program of Action, 11 

which was both criticisms and directives, aimed at the 

-New Nasse~ and. Jclm Reed Clubs o This concrete program 

·can· be outlined as follows: 

1.- Widen the activities of the JRC a:nd New Masses 
in two major directions: a} -to extend the proletci'-ian 
base of their movement, and b) to t'lin over to tha 
movement radical intellectuals and. professionals .. 

2. Pay special attention to the de~;elopment of 
black wr-iters and artists, which the px•ograrn says t the 
JRC na.d entirely ignored~ 

3.. Take initirttive in 
scale, a federation of all 
languages.. All nem·bers of 
~of .. equal standing, neither 
hegemony. 

organizing, on a national 
cultural groups in all 
this federation ~fer~ to be 
jRC or New Nassas exe:ccisi.ng 

L. ---·-· -------------------- ------------------------------------------- ------------- J 
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I I 
' 4. Strengthen the theoretical Hork of the JRC, 
I which according to the progr&~ 1 had been almost entirely 

I
! neglected. This could be done, it was suggested, by 

holding study groups and by taking steps to secure the 
I Marxist classics and literary criticisms in English. 

j .5. Establish closer contacts with \"Torkers by 
arranging discussions, for·u.rns, and by drawing workers 
into discussions of the groups problems .. 

6. Strengthen contacts of the Jolm Reed Clubs with 
its members outside of Hew York City~ ar...d organize 
branch~s wherever possible .. 

7. Establish closer co:r.tacts ~Tith revolutionary 
cultural organizations in other cotmtries. 

8. Further the publication and distribution of 
mass pamphlets~ 

9. Organiz,e agit-prop troupes to perform at clubs, 
demmtstrations • and strikes. 

10. St:r·engthen the Nei-<r MB:_sS~fl by the election of 
a cooperative board, and by making .its contents more 
organically con..YJ.ected with the worklng-class. 19 

The suggestions and di.rect.ives of the Kharkov 

Conference were taken seriously at home, end steps ~-11ere 

taken to implement actions ;olithin the Clubs to satisfy 

the ten points. As the Dally 1rlorker (Jan. 21, 1931) 

conunented: 

It (the '"'T;"iC) should broaden and enlarge 
its pr.~sent "'trork along the lines of the 
program of the Kharkov Conference of 
Revolutionary 'driters.. It should keep 
closer contact l'li th the life and ev~ry-
day struggle of the ~'lor king-class, 
giving more attention to the development; 
of ne<rt'l wo~ker writers and artists, as 
well a.s to w~.!lni:ng over the radicalized. 
intellectuals.. It should become a real 
force in the struggle for racial 
equality, enpecially for the Negro 

i__ ________________________________________________________________ , ___________ ---------
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masses, and give greater effort to 
exposing social fascism and petty
bourgeois tendencies in the fight 
against imperialist war a.11.d the defense 
of the Soviet Union. 21 

The John Reed Clubs, while always having had 

I encouraged the development of young proletarian writers, 

I bega."'l actively enlarging its program to include inte-

1 grating the left and liberal intellectuals. It is 

j this type of approach that \•Tould eventually emerge in 

I the forefront as the philosophy of the Popular Front. 

But in the early days of 1931 after the Kharkov Confer-

ence, it was the dual function of developing writers 

and ineorporating radical intellectuals which was the 

policy of action for the John Reed Clubs. Mike Gold, 

in the New Masses (July, 1931), said: 

Every door must be opened wide for the 
fellow-traveler. We need them. We 
must not fear that they will corrupt us 
with bourgeois ideas. This is a form 
of immaturity. 21 

While this openness does not coincicle with the claims 

of leftist sectarianism that have been hurled at the 

JP.C, it should be mentioned that the position was not 

unanimously accepted ~'lith the Clubs.. While the Clubs 

were supposedly open to anyone subscribing to the 
i 
I 
l 
i basic m~"lifesto, not a single member of the Socialist 

1 
22 

, Party was eYel'' admitted into the JRC. 
! 
j In response to the :Kharkcv Conference directives, i 
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the New York JRC developed contacts with those working 
I 
1 outside of New Yorko A rash of new chapters spread 
! 
! 
I 
' 

from one coast to the other. 

Ne''~ Masses (July 1931.) 

The Detroit JRC, after the third meeting, 
has 49 members, divided into work groups 
representing drama, music, dBnce, and 
writing. The office is at 91 Kirky St~ 23 

New Masses {Aug. 1931) 

The Chicago JRC now has 50 members and we 
ro .. e mah::ing plans for a Chicago Workers 1 

Leag'.le. 

The Hiluawkee JRC did all the cartoon 
posters and a drama presentation on the 
Scottsboro boys. 24 

~1 Masses(Oct. 1931) 

The Philadelphia JRC has 49 members. We 
_meet the first and third Fr5 .. days of the 
month for business and the second and 
fourth Sundays we have progra1ns. Meetings 
are- at the Little Chop House 1 1206 
·Walnut St., in the basement. 25 

In attempting to connect more with \'torking-class 

st-ruggles, a number of John Reed Club members joined 
• 

Theodore Dreiser on an e.I•tists' and wr] ters 1 contingent 

to Harlan County, Kentucky. The group investigated 

·the conditions of stri.kin.g miners, and :publicized their 

1'-in:dings in a repor-t to the· :public, Terror in ths.LJli.:ges, 
Zo 

Harlan County Ivtiners ----------·- Sneak.. 'The book documents. the 

:living and working conditions, the destruction of life 
i 

i a.11.d dignity, a.nc1 the fight back, all in the same Gpirit 
I 

i ! 
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as the Paterson Pageant of John Reed more than t\'JO 

decades e.:trlier. 

As the Clubs began to identify \'lith an international 

movement of revolutionary writers, its activities began 

to incorporate other countries. One example of this 

internationalism was a challenge sent out by the 

JRC to the revolutionary artists of Germany. The 

proposal was to join in a competition around the themes 

of: 1) the fight against imperialist war preparation, 

2} against fascism, 3) against white terr·.)r in China* 

Poland, and throughout Latin America, 4) against lynching 

and national oppression, and 5) against tmemployment. 

The challenge ·Has accepted and numerous JRC artists 

participated. 

According to directive three of the ten point pro-

gram of Kharl\OV, the John Reed Clubs were to 11 take 

initiative in organizing on a natior..al scale, a federa-

tion of all revolutionary cultural groups". On June 

~4_t 1931, 265 delegates representing over 100 cultural 

organizations in the New York area, held aconference. 

The elected prese.idium included JRC members Gropper, 

Pqtamkin, Gold, a.:.n.d Hagil. The honorary :presidium 

f +~~C?J:.t!~~d Gorki, Y..rupskaya (Lenin's wife). Drei.:Jer~ John 

I Dos. Passos, William Z • .b'oster, Upton Sinclair, a.nd 

i Henri Bartusse.. This ~lorkers Cultural Pederatto11 (WCF) 
I 

I 
! ' 
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1 sent greetings to the striking miners in Harlan County, 

I i in PennsylvarDaia, and in Ohio. It also adopted resolu-
1 
1 tions on behalf of the Scottsboro boys and the Soviet 

Union. It was a federation \>Jhich represented cultural 

workers unity with ALL workers, and below the banner 

which hung behind the podium of the conference, "WorJcers 

of the World Unite! 11 , the federation went about its 

business. The following extensive quote is the statement 

of the Workers Cultural Federation; 

I:h. this critical period it must be clear, 
more tha ... "'l ever before, to all workers 1 to 
all honest intellectuals, that the capital
ist class is using the instruments of 
culture at its disposal for propaganda 
purposes, sometimes crudf!ly, sometimes 

.openly, sometimes well concealed.. This 
campaign of capitalist propaganda is 
carried on through the Church, the schools, 
the newspapers, the magazines, the radio~·· 

·this is to be expected. In all class 
societies, the dominating class ruled by 

·C-Ontrolling the instruments of culture 
along with economic and political power, 
it~rules by disarming the exploited class 
culturally, as well as politically and 
economically. 

From the point of view of reaching the 
widest masses of population, the most 
importaJlt cultural i.nstruments are the 
movies and the radio.. Here '<lfe haYe two 
•arts 1 monopolized by a ha.nd.:i'ul of 
capitalists. 

I --- -

In performing its historic mission of 
creating the material basis for the 
socialist society, capitalism also 
creates-the basis for socialist cult.ure .. 
The development of the press, the 
spraad of' literacy, the establishule:nt I 

I 

\ 

I 
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of libraries, the movies, radio, in 
short, the entire cultural appqratus 
of capitalism becomes the foundation 
for the mass pro1etru,ian culture, and 
the arsenal from \1hich the workers take 
their cultural weapons, even before 
overthrowing th~ bourgeoisie. 

The possibilities for the development 
of proletarian culture in the United 
States have been widened immensely by 
the economic crisis. It has roused 
many intellectuals out of their indiffer
ence to social questions and has brought 
them closer to workers, '!'ens of thousands 
of engineers, writers, musicians, news
papermen, artists, are on the streets, 
unable to find jobs ••• 

The Fifth Congress of the Labor Union and 
the Kharkov Conference of Revolutionary 
Writers a....""ld Artists held last yea:r, gave 
the immediate impetus for the establish
m~nt of this federation. 27 

It is a statement which clearly defines the relation 
' 

of the ruling-class to culture and cultural production. 

It attempts to identify the role tha.t the press, radio, 

! and magazines, have within the campaign of capitalist 
I 
l 

I 
I 
I 
I 

propaganda. ·And finally, the statement of the Federa~ 

tion explains the creation of' a socialist culture out 

of the material base created by capitalism. 'fhe WCF 

Sa\'l its historic mission within the ctevelopment Of a 

mass pi•oleta:rlan culture; and 'h-rot.s that the entire 

cultural app.-9-ratus of the present system ~'las to be 
. . -

the foundations of culture for the new age. The Joh..""l. 

Reeci Clubs, as one of the co-signers to this doct\Inent, 
i i . 

I. I 
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accepted the analysis and identified with that historic 

mission .. 

By 19)1, "imperialist war preparation" was an 

important lssue, and in the last two months of that 

year, the JRC issued two statements. The first, related 

to the need for cultural workers to fight the war tide. 

The second, denounced the persecutions against workers 

who were doing just that. 

·To All Writers of All Countries 

The IURW has issued an appeal calli!"..g for 
all writers and. artists of the entire 
world to protest the new series of per~ 
secutions of proletarian -v~ri ters. The 
app.~al declares that "today it is neGessary 
to mobilize public opinion not against 
some isolated persecution of writers, but 

i -- --

.. rather, against the whole system of persecu
tion of re'lOlutionary writers in oaptta.list 

· and colonial countries. 
1 -

I ~ 
I 

-- The John Reed Club, wholeheartedly endorses 
this appeal ••• the h&J.d of American imperial
ism, which reaches into every part of the 
globe, is helping to jail and torture 
thousands of intellectuals .... the shooting 
death of Bruce Crawford and Bol'is Israel 

i .. 
i 

• ·-~in Harlan County, shows that American 
capitalism, too, uses violence against 

·-- - writers who attempt- to repor·t instances 
of class terror. I ~ 

I 

Send your protest to John Reed Club: 
-- • :6} West 15th Street, New York. 28 

A Call to Action 

I ... ,.Only the organized protest of aJ.l those 
! ~-·~ ::· ,._ -
l 

i 
I 

· who oppose attacks on the USSH can turn 
back the \'l'ar tide that rushes on .... The 

'--------··-·-----------~-------- ----·--··-·-------·-J 
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I John Reed Clubs throughout the country, I 

1

- call upon artists, writers, scientists, i 
musicians, etc., to refuse to participate I 

1 in the ideological preparation of this criminal 
1 war. We call upon them to turn the weapons 
1 of culture against the imperialist war 
1 makers. Demand hancts off the Soviet Union. 
1 Demand the withdrawl of American troops and 
! warships from China. Defend the world of 
! tommorrm>~ against the imperialist br•igands 
I of today. 
! 

John Reed Clubs: New York, Chapel Hill, 
Boston, Chicago, Detroit, Philadelphia. 29 

The John Reed Clubs were beginning to mature as a 

confederation of loosely knit chapters. They had deve

loped a strategy for growth as outlined by the Kharkov 

Conference. And they experimented with a method 

which would lend the skills of the JRC to the needs 

of the revolutionary movement for art and propagr;Ll1dao 

The Club," in a letter to all workers groups, outlined 

the steps of this method. Firstly, any group or 

organization was to send a request for a program at 

least t~10 weeks in advance of the desired date.. Secondly t 

the group was to mail the information to Halter 

Quirt at JRC headquaters (63 West 15th St. NY). Thirdly, 

materials, such as papei' and Sl.tpplies, were to be 

furnished by the orga~ization.. In the fourth plaoe, the 

type and focus of the affair was to be clearly stated, 

whether it 1tlas anti-w?..:r, memorial, unemployment march, 
! 
I 
1 or a strike. Fifth, the gro1lp was not to adver-tise 
I 
L _________________ _ I 
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I 

I that the JRC was part of the affair, until and not 

unless it had received definite vrord of acceptance by 

the Club. \<iith these simple steps, the John Reed Club 

hoped to be able to offer its'servicea to the radical 

movement and assure that fullest use could be made out 

of the skills a.YJ.d services of the artists and vTriters. 

Since one of the primary functions of the JRC was to 

act much like a.n 'artistic a.."ld publicity service 1 for 

the left, it is important to note, that by 1932, only 

two years after the first small meeting of eight men, 

a method had been -'9.rri ved at which offered art as a 

practical 1rreapon in the political ru!d ecor~omic struggle. 

-

INTELLECTUALS 

WAR IS HEllE 

Demonstrate in the streets against imperial
ist war on May Day. 

March with the Jor~ Reed Club. 31 

Due to the ra.ptd growth of the .JR.C during the period 

between 1929-1932, and due to th~ directives of the 

1\.harkov Conference, the Jo}m Reed Clubs called a national 

collrerence, i1ay 29-30, 19J2. At the Lincoln Center 

:A,:Xditoz-ium in Chicago, 3~'3 delegates repres-e:ntlng 11 

John Reed. Club ·~hapters with a tota.l membership or 

80(f assembled •. The. chapters- represented were: ~tew 

York/ Chicago, Detroit,· Ph11adelphiai Se.:n Yrancisco, 

I 

! 
i 

i 
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' I I , Seattl~, Holly~ood, Portland,. Boston, Carmel, and 
I 
i Newark. 

The National Conference of the John Reed Club rtas 

officially opened on Sunday, Hay 29, by Jan Wittenber 

of Chicago. The following were elected members of the 

presidium: Jc·seph Freeman, New York; Jan Wittenber, 

Chicago; Naurice Sugar, Detroit; Conrad Kmoro-viski, 

Philadelphia; Kenneth Rexroth, San Prancisco; Charles 

NatterstaG., Seattle; Harry Carlisle, Hollywood; 

George Gay, Portland; Carl Carlsen, Boston; ~~d Jack 

Walters, Newark. Honorary members of the presidium 

were also elected, and they included Gorki, Romain 

Rolla.'l'ld, Dos Passos, B,ujimori, Lo Hsun, Johannes Becher, 

1 Vallant-Couturier, and. Langston Hughes .. Maurie e Sugar 

I 
I 

j 
I· 
i 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
l 

of Detroit, wa.s chosen as permanent chairm&"l of the 

conference, and Oakley Johnson, of New York, as its' 

secretary. 

After the nominations, there were chapter reports 

{rom various delegates, ranging from enthusiastic and. 

encouraging, to very critical reports concerning the 

failures in organizing, exhibits, agit-prop troupes~ 

distributing literature, participating in demonstrations, 

a.nd expe.nsion of the Glubs .. 

The JRC of New York was criticized for ite failure 

; to provide effective arYi responsible leadership to 
I 
I i 
:--------------~---------------------------------·----~------------------------------~-----; 
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local chapters. Absorbed in local activities, the New 

York JRC had not seen the necessity of assuming the 

ttork of national leadership.. The New York group had 

failed to cement relationships with other Clubs through 

correspondence or organizational assistance. After the 

Philadelphia JRC urged Ne~l York to begin formatton of a 

national organization action was finally taken. On the 

other hand, over a dozen chapters had sprung up in two 

years, and it would have been difficult for any group 

to have kept pace with such rapid growth. 

Much of the spirit of criticism of the New York 

Club appero~s to be contradictory. If there is any one 

theme, heard time and time again, about the literary 

generation of the 1930's, it is that political heavies 

used innocents to further their own ends, or more 
32 

specifically, the ends of the Co~~unist Party. In 

terms of the John Reed Clubs» the.dynamie was supposed 

to be that these heavies, the Golds, the Freem~m.s, the 

Groppers, predetermined the growth of the JRC with their 

own brand of sectarianism, and unbridled power. If 

this were totally the case, one would find the Net-; York 

Club (home of the heavies) totally dominating the 

organization.. Yet, according to Oakley Johnsc:.J. • s report 

on the conference, there was considerable criticism of 
: 33 
i the New York chapter for its lack of leadership~ . 
I I 
I I 
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The separate clubs were largely autonomous. If 

there was a centralization in New York, it was due to 

the fact that New York JRC ~ras the oldest a.."'ld largest, 

and was the home of most of the politically advanced and 

experienced members. The interaction between the 

v~·ious ideological blocs of the JRC will become 

clearer during the discussion of the 11ani!'esto. At this 

point though, it is important to note, that there 

were many level of political thought within the Clubs, 

and the New York chapter appears to h~ve been where 

many of the more politically d.eveloped rnemb.ers li Yed~ 

By the end of the Sunday session, f'our commissions 

had been organj.zsd and had bee;.1n their r·especti ve work. 

All 38 members served on one of the commissions, and the 

chairpeople ·y.;ere as follows; Conunission on the I·1ani-

f,esto, Joseph F'reeman; Commission on Constitution and 

Organization, Jan Wittenber; Conunissio:n on Program 

of Activities, Conrad Komorowski; an.d Commission on the 

Declaration Against Imperialist War <:>..nd other resolutio:ns, 

Harry Carlisle. 

After intensive work duri11g much of the night and 

most of Nonday morning~ the second general session,· 

:t-!onday afternoon, May JO :t t>fas opened w-ith the reading 

of greetings from the International Union of Revolu-

1 
tionary Writers: 

~ ! 
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International Union of Revolutionary Writers 
greets National Conference of John Reed 
Clubs and great development of American 
proletarian literature. International situa
tion demand we sharpen struggle against 
imperialist wa.r menace, against pacifist 

1 and returning prosperity illusions, and 
1 against increasing danger of intervention 
i of Soviet Union. \.Je urge you to support 
I heroic struggle of Japanese revolutionary 
1 writers against Japanese imperialism. 
1 

In all your worlr, prime duty is t<o show 
1 that only way out of present crisi.s lies 
1 

with proletarian revolution. vie i'lith help 
: of all our sections pledge to build up 
1 work of our internattonal union to fulfill 
I tasks facing us. 34 
II: A \'lire to the Conference from the Progressive Arts 
I 
! Club and !'!asses of Toronto, Canad.a, sent proletaria.11. 
I 
1 greetings to the Conference, and pledged the solidarity 
i 
1 of Canadian writers and artists in the struggle of the 
I 
I 

1 working-class against imperialist war and exploitation. 

The GovSerence sent replies to all organizations that 

sent greetings, and also messages of solidarity and 

comradeship to Gorki 1 Rolland, and to the organized 

Latin American, German, Japanese, and Chinese writers 

-a..'Yl.d e.rtist.s .. 

A resolution endorsing: the New Na~p~~- was passed 

by the meeting.. John Reed Club members were urged to 

:contribute to the magazine, and sat!si'action was expressed, 

over the establishinent of JRC periodicals sucL as Ne~'l 

i<.,orce (Detroit) ar.d the John Reed CJ.ub National 

I Bulletj.n (Washington D .. C.). 
I i 
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, All the delegates at the second session were pre-
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1
1 

pared with suggestions for the future of the organization, 

I but the moat complete were those offered by the New 

York JRC. They included a draft manifesto, proposed 

constitution, and an anti-war resolution. It should 

be noted that all chapters had the opportuni.ty to 

design and draft such work in preparation for the con-

ference, .and Ne\'l York did not secretly conspire to 

manipulate the conference.. Since an intense discussion 

pursued after the presentation of the .Na·,1ifesto, it is 

important to quote at length from the docu .. ment; 

Mankind is passing through the most pro
found crisis in its history. An old 11orld 
is dying; a new one is being born* Capital
ist civilization, which has dominated the 
economic, politlcal, and cultural life 
of continents, is in the process of decay. 

The general crisis of capitalism is reflected. 
in its culture. The econom:ic and political 
machinery of the bourgeoisie is in decay, 
and its philosophy, its literature, and its 
art, are bankrupt. 

In America, bourgeois culture writhos in 
a blind alley. Since the imperialist war, 
the best talents in bourgeois art and 
literature, phllosophy and science, those 
who have th~; finest imagination and the 
richest craftsmanship, have revealed the 
sterility, the utter impote:n.:;e of hou:cgeois 
culture to a.dva:rJ..Ce mankind to higher 
levels., ... 

In· trte past two years ho ... .rever, a marked 
change has come over the Ameri.can intelli
gensia. The class struggle in cttlture 
has assumed sharp forms. Recently we 

L __________________________________ _ _ ___________________________ ! 
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witnessed two major movements among 
American intellectuals: the Humanist 
movement, frankly reactionary in its 
ideas; and a movement to the left among 
certain types of liberal intellectuals. 

The reasons for the swlng to the left are 
not hard to find. The best of the younger 
generation of writers have come, by and 
large, from the middle-classes. During the 
boom which followed_ the war these classes 
increased their income. They played the 
stockmarket with profit. They were bene-. 
ficiaries of the New Era ••• The Crash in 
autumn of 1929, fell on their head.s like a 
thunderbolt. They found themselves victims 
of the greatest expropriation· in the 
history of the country. The articulate 
members )f the middle-classes lost their 
faith in capitalism -v;hich during the 
Twenties trapped them into clreaming on the 
decadent shores of post-war European cultureG 
These intellectuals suddenly a"t<Toke to the 
fact that they must take sides. 

Some of the intellectuals who have thought 
seriously about the v-mrld crisis, the 
coming war, a.11d the achievements of the 
Sovi.et Union, have taken the next logical 
step. They have begun to realize that in 
every capitalist countr;y- the revolutione.ry 
working-class struggles for the abolition 
of the outworn and barbarous system of 
capitalism. 

Such allies from the middle-class intelli
gensia are to be welcomed8 But of primary 
importance at this stage is the development 
of the revolutionary culture of the working
class itself ••• In the past two decades 
there have (.ieveloped writers, artists, a:n.d. 
critics 1trho have approached Lhe Awerican 
scene from the viel>Ipoint of the revolutionary 
workers. 

To give this movement in the a:l."ts and letters 
greater scope m1d force 1 to bring eloser 
to the daily Etrug~:le of the workers, the 
John Reed. Club was ~ ... ormed.. in the fall of 

l ; 
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1929. In the past two and a half years, 
the influence of this organization has 
spread to many cities. Today there are 
1J John Reed Clubs throughout the country. 
These organizations a:r•e open to writers 
and artists, whatever their social ortgin, 
who subscribe to the fundamental program 
adopted by the International Conference 
of Revolutiona..ry \.friters and Artists which 
met at Kharkov in November, 1930q 

On the basis of this minimum program, vie 
call upon all honest intellectua1s:o all 
honest writers and artists, to aband.on 
the treacherous illusion of art for art's 
sake) of that artists can remaia remote 
from the historical conflict in which all 
men must take sides. ·we call upon them 
to break with bourgeois ideas t<Thich seek 
to conceal the Yiolence and fraud, the 
corruption and decay of capitalist society .. 
We call upm1 them to align themselves with 
the l'VOrking-class i.n its struggle against 
ca.pitalist oppression and explottatlon 1 

against unemployment a...YJ.d terror, against 
fascism and war. V.le urge them to join 
with the literary and artistic movement 
of the working-class in forging a new a~t 
that shall be a weapon in the battle for a 
new and superior world. 35 

The discussion which pursued. after the presen--

tation of this m~~ifesto was twofold. On the one hand, 

some delegates felt that New York was trying to run the 

show, because Gold, Gropper, and Freeman, along with 

other New York delegates, had drafted the proposed 

docu.Bent prior to the mestlng. It is not i.musua.l f'or 

members of political organizations to develop proposals 

or drafts i:ntle:pendent of the larger body.. It is neither 

sinister nor conspiratorial. There were tensions and 

i 
i 

; 
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l 
I conflicts behind this dynamic which appear to be rooted 

in the distrust of political direction within a br-oad-

ba.sed, multi-leveled organization. 

The other aspect of the discussion, which is not 

unrelated to th~ first, was the issue of the correct 

attitude towards fellow-travelers ·- middle class a..rtists 

and writers who were sympathetic to the revolutionary 

cause, but not totally won over. Joseph Freeman, while 

conceding that the o.raft proposal was written hurriedly 

defended its position in regards to the fellow-traveler. 

Mike Gold, too, said: 

Since the first day of the organization of 
the John Reed Clubs, I have been in the 
minerity in saying that this club should be 
organized of the broad mid(lle-class intellectual 
worker. It should be the feeder, the contact 
·erganizat ion between these and the communist 
movement. It should be the place where 
radical teachers can first form the germs of a 
teachers union • .,. We can •t, by taldng thought, 
produce great writers and artists. We can 
only take co11certed action. 

Also, w~ can have a very clear political line~ 
At Kharkov 7 the platform >'las simple and clear. 
Any writers who subscribed to the political 
platform was admitted.. It shoulc1 be clear 
thfit no one is asking him to change his mental 1 

habits.. Neth1ng >'fill be dictated to him~ 
You ar·~ here believ&. in proletarian or 
journalistic vlriti:ng - and some middle class 
liberals believ~ in Pr-oustian w:r•it.tng - but 

.. I say bring him i:nto the movement if' 'be is 
a tlriter of influence and talent. We canrwt 
afford to have aesthetic quarrels.. .)6 

Harry Carlisle, of tha Hollywood J0hn Reed Club, 

~--------------------------·---~--·---~--·--------- ~--- - ---- __ ____: 
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disagreed with this position. In the Ne\'r Hasses of July, 

1932, he comments: 

We must not cringe in our approach to these 
intellectuals. \-Je must teach them the first 
thing is to approach an organization on a.Yl 
organizational basis. Upton Sinclair is on 
the board of !;iteraturc of the \4orld Revolution, 
and at the same time, a pere11...nial eand.idate 
ticket of. the California Socialist Party and 
he debates with Aimee r1cPherson ••• Is our nee.tl 
of Sinclair so great that we can aff'ord to 
fall down on principles? 37 

Carlisle suggested. that the National Conference not; lose 

sight of the fact. that not all intellectuals are 

middle-class. That there is a certain proportion of 

artists and writers of distinctly working-class origin, 

who can be approached on the basis of working-class 

principles. Kenneth Rexroth, also of the California 

delegation, sided trith Carlisle :tn the debate, sayin;.~, 
. 38 

nwe are not an organization to bring in big nG~ ... '!les. u 

These two positions are not necessarily conflicting. 

Creating a proletarian literature while wir ... YJ.ing over 

progressive elements of the middle-class can be viewed 

as the dual function of the same organization. It comes 

to the question of not what is important, but which is 

more important at a particular time. It ia a question 

of emphasis .. 

While many younger members pushed for an emphasis 

i on developing a. corps of youngt proletarian writers, . 
l l 
I - : 
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older members~ like Gold and ~reeman, felt that it was 

a necessity for the growth of the JfiC to accept the 

fellow-traveler. It is the author's opinion that the 

extreme emphasis on 'big names• was not only damaging 

to the John Reed Clubs, but to the entire proletarian 

literature movement in the United States. Yet, as one 

aspect of a dual policy, the attempt to attract and .inte

grate the middle-class intellectual probably was a 

positive perspective for the Clubs. 

The debate following the presentation of the 

manifesto was even more complex. Freeman, Gold, and 

others, wanted to attract the sympathizers a.nd assure 

them that they were wanted as artists and writers, not 

as politice.ns for the Party. But the dlrect;ives of 

the ItJRW were demanding a complete eradicatton of the 

bourgeois individualism that it saw evident in the 

New Masses and JRC. Obviously, the position of the 

IlJRW was conflicting with the open-door policy that 
• 

the members of the Clubs were debating. 

Some members felt t.hat there was interference from 

p~ople who were neither proletarian nor intellectual, 

and who really- had nothine to do \ilth the (lebate. 

While the J.HC was not trying to compete t.ri th the 

Communist .Party, nor .fill itself v:ith non-literary 

i i professionals, 'political heavies' were denying the 
I 
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I need of wrtters to enter the rad.ical left through the 

portals of art and literature. Artists and writers 

therefore, felt resentment of this political pressure. 

In this situation, creative intellectuals of the Party, 

like Freeman, were forced to fight back and then be 

regarded, "not as writers but as politicians seeking to 
39 

force a particular party line." 

There is always a degree of discipline \'lhich is 

necessary in any organization. At times, this need 

conflicts with the more independent style of writers 

and artists. The conflict within the t.TRG around this 

question should certainly not be unexpected. Even 

if the overall outcome was not absolute unity, it is 

highly commendable that the Clubs tried to mesh between 

these two paths and. find a way to organize creative 

workers along political lines. 

The final document adopted by the National Conference 

outlined two kinds of activity for the future work of 

the JRG. The first, was to make the JRC a functioning 

center of proletarian culture: to clarify and elaborate 

·:;he point of view of the proletarian as opposed t;o 

bourgeois culture, e.nd to extend the influence ot' the 

JRC in the revolutionary movement. 1'he second was to 

create and pl).blish art a.ncl literature of a proletarian 

, character. It directed the JRG to make this country 
l i 
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I familiar with the culture of the world proletariat; -to 

I develop a critique of bourgeois culture; to develop 

organizational techniques for establishing contacts "V-Tith 

potentially sympathetic elements; to assist in developing 

worker-\'rriters and worker-artists; to engage in a"r'ld give 

liidest publicity to working-class struggles; and to 

render technical assistance to the organized revolutionary , 

movements. 

The means desig.aed to accomplish these encls included 

a variety of forns. To articulate but a feN: sponsoring 

national contests for proletarian stories, plays, songs 

and dra\'iings; distributing literature and pamphlets; 

exhibiting revolutionary art; holding leetures and 

public debates; establishing artists and writers schools; 

participating in strikes and demonstrations; performing 

skits and other entertainment at workers clubs; and, 

offering active assistance in c~~paigns like the Scotts-

boro.case. 

The preamble to the Constitution aocepted at the 

meetin.g stated, that the Clubs were named, "in honor 

of the great raYclutionist and: l"iriter John Reed. n The 

i Q-lubs recognized, "the irreconciable struggle betl'Jeen 
I 

! workers and capitalists as two contending ~~lasses, and 
i 

i believes ·that the interests of all \'iri ters and artis.ts 
I -
! ~ 
i should identify wj.th the i.nterests of the \'!Orking class~ 
! 

I 
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1 Membership in the JRC l'TOuld be open to any writer or 1 

I 
1 artists who could subscribe to this analysis. 
I 

i 
I 

I 

i -
I -
I 

I 

Before the meeting ended, national officers were 

elected: Oakley Johnson (New York) as National Executive 

Secretary a-'l'ld Louis Lozowick (New Ym"l-:) as International 

Secretary& The nine other members of the board were 

Joseph FreemB.n, William Gropper, Whittaker Chambers, 

Eugene Gordon, Conrad Komorowski, Duva .P~endleson, Jan 

Wittenber, Charles Natte~stad, ~~d Harry Carlisle. 

The United States was divid.ed into four regional areas, 

East, West, South, and mid-Hest, for organj.zatj_onal 

work. 

Finally, an anti-war resolution was passed, and 

eventually published in the Nevr Nasses: 

The Jof!.n Reed Clubs of the United States, in 
their first public a.ct e.s a national organiza
tion, call upon all American arti.r;ts and 
writers, upon all intellectual and professional 
workers, to join the JRC campaign of active 
struggle against the imminent imperialist war. 

I: . -

··-\ole cannot blind ourselves to the irnmediate 
danger of another worldv:ide slaughter. We 
cannot ignore the fact that the Japanese 
imperialist atte,ck r.ow being prepared_ aga.inst 

··the SoYiet Union wtll involve the entire world. 
I I •. 

i 
I 
i 
I 

i. 
I 
I . 
I -
I 
I 

It ~;ould ba criminal for us who a:;."" a active in 
- the arts and the professions not to realiz·e 
that the coming iinperic:d:ist -;Har will destroy all 

· cultural achi(wements.. It v;ould be eo'\l..ra.rdice 
· for us to allOV'l the industrial workers and 
poor farme!''S to carry on alone the fight against 
the v-:ar.. 'tie must ,join the workers, or lose even 
the nominal right to be called intellectuals. 

I By this, we do not mear.i. pacifism or conscientious 
I , 
L-·-·-·----------------·----------·--·-------------------·---·-·-------------J 
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objection or non-combatant service in tirr.e 
of war. Active and determined oppostion to 
the war planned by imperialist governments, 
including the United States, is the only 
course we ca.'Yl adopt. He must energetically 
combat war propaganda and rally to the support 
of' those workers who refuse to transport 
munitions. 

The Soviet Union has repeatedly demonstrated 
that it stands for peace. liaxim Litvinoff, 
its delegate has time and time again presented 
to the Leag-u.e of Nations the Soviet proposal 
for full and complete disarmament. rrhe League's 
refusal to C<)nsider even partial disarmament 
exposes the hypocrisy of the imperialist 
powers .. 

The achievements of the Five Year Plan are not 
only technical, but cultural. In the rising 
Soviet state lies the hope of the intellectuals 
of the o~rrld. 

viri ters! Artists! Professionals! Organize 
with us against imperialist clestruction, stand 
with us in defense of the first vmrkers 1 republic, 

.the Soviet Socialist Republic~ which is the 
·first republic, too, of a.rti.sts and writers 
working for a higher culture.. 41 

In accordance with the program of activities outlined 

at the national meeting,· the John Reed Club of Ne\'T 

York, ru1nounced the opening of the John Reed Club School 

of Art, ~t 450 6th AYe. Classes were to start on Friday, 

November 14, 19)2. Lectures \'rere giYen under the direc-
.. 

tion of JRC members such as Gellert, Gropper, S~egel, 

and Lozowich, The announcement in the Nevv I•Iasses said: 

Horrus· Mat>ches!! Strikes 1! E'<rictior..s:! 

L:earn to depict these stirring events or 
Anierica:n: life today!! Study und.er the 
guidance of great revolutionary e..rtists!! 42 

I ; 
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Classes were held Nonday evenings and Saturday after

noons, and attendance was not limited to only John Reed 
43 

Club members. 

The year 1932 w-as not only the year of the JRC 

National Conference, but also the year or the presiden

tial election. The Corr~ittee of Professional Groups for 

Foster and Ford, pledged their support for the two 

Cornmunist Party candidates. "~tle believe that the only 

effective way to protest against the chaos, the 

appalling ~rastef'ulness: and the indescribable misery 

inherent in the present economic system 1 is to vote 
44 

for the Communist candidates." Of the 53 undersigned 

writers, ertiGts, ar.~.d professionals, many were .John 

Reed Club members. To name but a few: EmJo Basshe, 

Robert Cantwell, Orrik Johns, Grace Lumpkin, Lc~gston 

Hughes; r'like Gold, Louis Lozowick.. The group of sigr..ers 

·were symbolic of a concerted effort to unite theory 

·with practical application, and even though Foster and 

.. Ford didn't win the election, the united bloc of groups 

· from unions to professional wi•i ters, certainly must 

-have ha.d some impact on the direction of FDR 's re!'orm 

~legislation. 

The Committee of' Professional G:rou.ps fm" Foster 

ar.d. Fore~ is notable for other reasons. I'~irstly, was 

the awarenesf.i by these men and t.,.ornen, that political 
! 
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which deserves notice. 

Encouraged by the success of the first National 

Conference, tfle JRC grew rapidly, particularly in the 

mid-'vlest. By 1934, there wer~~ near1y 30 chapters. 

Their cultural activities variaQ as much as the program 

of action proposed at the national meeting. Everything 

from lectures, schools, agit-prop troupes, pamphlets~ 

and local regional conferences, colm"ed the country 

from Indianapolis, to St .. Louis, to Grand Re.pids, to 

Hartford anct Sa....YLta Fe.. Writers courses were begu:n with 

such talented instructors as Kenneth Burke, Edward 

Dahlberg, Joshua Kunitz, and Horace Gregory. Several 

clubs began their own publications: pe;,.r Force (Detroit); . 
Leftward (Boston); Partisan (Los Angeles);~!! 

(Phi.ladelphia.); and the Pe.rtisa:n Re7ie'-v (.l're\il York) .. 

The rebirth of the little proletarian magazine was 

integrally connected. w.ith the Jck.u1 Heed Club, and 

is extensively discussed in Chapter Four~ 

By late-19)2, JRC mt:;mbers were begin...v:ling' to me.ke a 
l 
1 mark for themselves as authors.. Not only W<Iere the 
I ·---- ·-------~------~---------- ---~---------~----·---------------
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members publishing in little magazines» but they were 

also adding proletarian novels to publlshers• lists. 

Some of the JRC authors with published novels were: 

JoS~ Balch, Tillie Lerner, Nike Gold, Joseph Freeman., 

Grace Lumpkin, Hugo Gellert, Edward Newhouse, Richa:r:·d 

Wright, John Howard Lawson, Eugene Clay, Josephine 

Herbst, a~d Langston Hughes. 

Perhaps this is the most opportune time to examine 

just who were the writers and artists of the Johr1 Reed 

Clubs. Where did these men and women whc spoke so 

eloquer.1tly about art and revolution come from? Although 

data is scarce, and peoples' memories failing, some 

assumptions are indesputable. In the first place, the 

majority of JHC members were young, in their 20's and 

30's. The membership was predominately male, although 

a la1•ge minority of proletarian artists and writers 

were women.. A few of the more notable women members 

were Ja!l Wittenber, Grace Lumpkin, Tillie Lerner, Neridel 

Le Sueur, Josephine Herbst, and Clara Weatherwa..x. It 

is interesting to note that the proletarian literature 

movement drew into its rar:~s numerous women, even 

though the emphasis as stated by the KharkoY Conference, 

was to e.ttract black membei•ship. And in terms of black 

membership, some of the most l''ekno~:n JRC members ~rere 

black. Men like Eugene Gordon, Langston Hughes, 
i 

l 
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~~c=d-::ig:t, -and Jae Jones. Mo:--:;-t~e-~=be:~-----l,l 
I of the JRC \tere fr~m white-collar roots, although a 

I sizable minority had working-class origins. A good I 
I number were unemployed at the time of their work with 1 
I 
I 

the Clubs. A large percent of the writers and artists ' 

I were frist ge:nera.tion Americans, many ha.vtng families 
I 

I arriving frGm Russia during the great immigration waves 

I Gf the eal'lY 1900's. Al·though this is only the brie.fest 
! 
I summary or the proletarian writers themselves, it d_Ges 

I offer some sense of the compos1ti<>n of the JRC and the 

_I literary movement in general. 
I 

I 
I 

\-lh:1le the-; s~parate members Nere ant1ve, the Club 
I 
I 1tse1f was stabilizing ~n'id. developlng a chru•acter e_s 
! I a loose federation of cha.pttJrS with a basically homo~ 

I geneous purpo:Ee ~ The structure on the local level .,;a.s 

1- very elementary. r-1ost of the chapt.ers had an executive 

cow.mittee a:ud were di.vided ir1to two groups, thii! artists 

and tTri ters sect ions, each section having its own 

secret~ry. The New York Club, for example, had 380 

members by 1933) with 200 artists, and. the rest 
4.5 

writers. The ~,1'11'3 paid functionary, secl:•etary 

treasurer, received. $15 dollars a week. 

The main concern ~f the various rn~i ters groups 

was the popularizatien of proletarian culture,. r.rhis 

! _took -the form Qf discussions, conc~rning lite:raturet I 
l_ _____________________________________________________ _; 
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I ::t:::::s::a:::::~s 
1 l1:k:; : :::::i ::e::r c::::::::ble 

I 
I time producing and financing their own pamphlets e.nd 
I 
1 publications. 
I 

The artists' groups discussed issues concerning the 

use of art in class struggle, and offered practical 

assistance to unions and organizations. Accompaning 

the JRC slogan •art is a weapon in the class struggle, 1 

was a real effort to make ar't and artists available and 

effective voices of the movement. 

In general, chapter meetings were held weekly, or 

bi-monthly; on regularly scheduled days there was no 

advance notice, but in the case of special speakers, 

announcements were usually sent by mail. Occasionally, 

full chapter meetings vlere held. to discuss important 

political events, or tc inform members of specific 

demonstrations for which the lt.TRG ~tas to do propaganda. 

It is interesting to listen to the thoughts of one 

young JRC member, Jerry Mangione, as he recalls the 

JRC m$etings: 

As a young man attending some of the 
meetings of the New York Jor.u1 Reed Club, 
I listened to poets and critics orate 
~rith an eloquence more characteristic of 
barristers thaYJ writers~ which altern~cively 
impressed and be\·dldered. less erud.i te 
members of the a:A.clience like myself~ Yet., 
while the general tenor of the discussions 
was heavily intellect'..lal, there <tras also 

i 
l 
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practical talks concarning such matters 
as distributing leaflets, performing on 
public- -soap-boxes, taking part in pickets 
and anti-fascist 1iemonstrations, and 
inevitably, agitating for a government 
sponsored agency that would give jobs to 
needy writers and artists. 46 

Discussions about proletarie,n literature and art 

were varied~ Topics included: "Social Forms in Print," 

"Cultural Status of National Minorities in Europe, 11 

"Theater as a Social Force," and, "The Present Crisis 

in Architecture." One lecture, ·Tt:hich produced serious 

discussion afterr'lards, was the talk delivered "by Diego 

Rivera, the Nexican muralist, on January 1, 1932. The 

invitation to speak \'las extended to the artist on the 

basis of his record as a revolutionary painter'. At the 

meeting Rivera d1vuldged his activities as a supporter• 

of-American imperialism through "its' tool, the Calles ... - .. 47 
go'll~~rT~,.ment ." After an extensive discussion and self-

~riticism session, the JRC decided to return Rivera's 

$100 contr•ibution, ·end, vowed to be more careful in 

future selection processes. Rivera \vas branded a 

renegade fr•om the Kharkov Conference, <2-""fld had been 

reported as such in the December iss:le of the New· l·iasses. 
·-

1'1embers of the New York chapter felt that this should 

have been irw·estigated more carefully before opening 
48 

d.oors to -"the cultural agent of Ameriean imperialism.~"~ 

1 After the iricident with the Jor.rn Reed Club, Rivera 
I i 
L------------·-----··-·-·-------·----- . ' ---~------~----~-~·--~··-----------·----1 
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declared himself an adherent of Trotsky, and at that 

point, the Club officie.lly declared. that they had 

nothing in common with the ideals of this man. 

John Reer .. Club postcard: ".f\1e.nifesta.tions 
of .F'ascism in United States Art" - speaker 
}Iilliam Dunne • 

John Reed Club Dance : Apri.l 27, 1934 .. 35~ 
Hear Aunt Nolly Jackson sing "Hungry Niner 
Blues." 49 

As with any political or social organization, the 

John Reed Clubs experienced their share of local and 

national problems. Some were of a strictly technical 

nature.,. l'ihile others Nere concerned with ideological 

factionalism. Perhaps it adds credibility to t.he 

reality of the Clubs to let they themselves speak 

about their own problems, as discussed in the JRC 

National Bulletin, 1934: 

Hollywood - Of la.te, our prestige e.nd 
influence has fallen consiclerably, a.nd 
almost the ·.'lhole cultural buret en has 
been carried solely by the F'artisap.. 
The function of the Club shou.ld be of 
a broader charaeter, publishing the 
paper should be me!:'ely one phase of 
the Club 1 s activity. This narrovmess 
a:ntl shrinking or aetivity .s.:nd merr.bership 
must ·ne remedied by a i.~r-:.ited ef'fort to 
di•aw new forces into tha clubs.. There 
must be a place for those peop1e that 
do not necessarily- lie in either the 
creation or art or literature, b1.1t they 
are cultural ~;orkers in other fields. 

;-Ihat does the consume::." of culture have 
in the JRG? 

' 

·---------~~-----------·-----------------------···----------------------··-----··--J 
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I I 
1 I , Philadelphia - Our club should probably , 
I~ be described as a 'producer 1 rather than I a consumer.. We admit only members who 

can actively contribute to\'Iards the pro-
/ duct ion in cultural fields. Where we are 

1

1 really different from the New York Club 
.... is that, not all our members, in fact, 

! few of them, have arrived at national 
i prominence. 'rhe difference is one of 

degree rather than kind. 

Detroit - The role of the JRC in this 
district, as opposed to New York, 
Chicago, and Hollywood, is that of' 
broad work among all cultural unlts. 
It acts as the cultural federation among 
intellectuals and petty-bourgeoisie. 50 

It seems frcm these reports that one of the major 

issues that the JRC dealt with was the question of the 
I 
1 role of the non-producing member \'Those interest was in 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
! 

I 
! 

culture, yet who was not actively doing either art or 

literature. 'I'his Has particularly a question crucial 

to the smaller chapters, where membership dld not 

include the big name ~Titers an~ artists of the New 

York Club, for example. Three small regional confer-

ences, held in the South, mid-West, and Hest 1 in the 

summer and fall of 1933 ~ discuss eeL this very issue. 

It was agreed upon that the John Reed Clubs consisted 

as a. general cultural organization, which included a 

minority of verified \•Triters and artists. The Clubs. 

resembled each other chiefl;y in their• excellent rendering 

of "technical assistar..ce to the revolutionary move-

. ment, in forms of banners, 
r 

cultural events, as well as 

L-~------------- -~- ~-------~---~---·----------~---~------
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in helping to initiate mass campaigns among middle-class 
I 
i 

I 
I 
I 

elements, and in servj.ng as recruiting for mass organ-

izations and for the Communist Party, particularly in 
51 

the field of agit-prop.n 

Many of the JRC members were not writers or ro~tists, 
I 
1 but simply people interested in fostering revolutionary 

I 
culture, and critiquing the culture of the bourgeoisie. 

Even though the emphasis tlas on developing the John 

Reed Clubs as an actual center for the production and 

distribution of revolutionary a.rt and literature, all 

members interested in proletarian culture were con-

sidered importro1t. 

St. Louis JRC organized in ea.l"ly 1933 
despite the protests that the city was 
not an art center. Art classes were 
taught in the Old Court House. 52 

The story of the St. Louis JRC 1 s stru8gle to 

secure l'Tork space of.fers an interesting ex~unple of how 

local chapters fought on the mu:nicipal level, defying 

archaic city ordinances to produce art for public con-

sumpticn. The old courth:::mse of St. Louis was nearly 
i 

a century old. by 1933. Negro slaves were sold at auctions 

on the stairr.rell o From t.he windows, one could. have 

seen the blood of the Givil War spill.. In the late 

1920's, the building was abandoned, and through a strange 

series of events, it beca."'le a ""arehouse fo:r unsold art. 

j 
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The entire space, some 18 or 20 rooms, Nas under the 

control of the St. Lo'.lts Art I .. eague. According to 

that city's JRC 7 the Art Leagu.e consisted of one ex-
53 

museum curator who dabbled with various a..rt raeketeers. 

The local JRC formed a committee to demand space. 

Joe Jones, an important JRC member from 't'Torking-.class 

background who had received national prominence, agreed 

to teach a class to unemployed art ·students ~lithout a 

fee. His cond.ttions were that stuc1.ents cf every race 

and color be adrr.itted, and that. all facilities, models~ 

and materials, be available free of charge. 'rhe Art 

League called the JRC corrunittee RED. After much legal 

trr>angling: and. the circulation of several petitions 1 one 

room was obtained. 

The average attendance at the class was 30, over 

half of those stuclents being black. The room was kept 

open from ten in the morning to eleven at night, seven 

days a week.. At one end. of the room was a large \'fall 

.broken only by a small door. Jones decided to organize 

a collective mural project, which would depict scenes 

on the Mississippi. One side of the mural was to be 

dominated by the Eads bridge and on the other, a 

steamboat. In bt~twee:n., Ttfere to be a. dozen scenes of 

levee t'l'Ol .. r:ers, bonus marchers, u..'l'l.employed, a."ld typical 
i , river-front g.t."'oups. A fund of ;JP100 was collected 
l 
L ! 
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and the students began. As one observer wrote: 

The reaction of an observer to the Unemployed 
Art class at work is powerful. The feeling 
on entering the old room - vrhere judges sat 
on the bench still elevated above the floor 
would sound exagerated if you tried to 
describe it. It is as if in this abandoned 
fortress of the old order. of the farce of 
capitalist justj_ce, a new·· revolutionary 
life had already taken hold and was 
flourishing. 54 

And in other cities, in other ways, the John Reed 

j Clubs w·ere making themselves heard. In IndiarL'"lapolis, 

I I the JRC started in 1932., and was working closely with 

I the Farmer 1 s League. In Gra"rJ.d. Rapid~ the SEC was 
I 
I printing the Cauld.ron. 
I 

In Philadelphia, instruction was 

1 being given to the theater group at the Workers Relief I 
I Camp by the JRC • 
i 

The f1ilwaukee Club constructed a 

I 30 foot figure of a worker smashing capitalism and 
I 
I 
i suspended. it from the City Auditorium on Nay Day. 1'he 
I 

I largest white-collar delegation to the New York t•1ay 
i 

I Day demonstration of 1934 was the John Reed Club con-

\. tingent. 

1.-lith the a.scendency of Hitle.r to power in 1933, the 

j J~hn R_eed_ Cl~bs, in conjunction with the Revolutionary 

i Writers F'ederationJ distributed th..rough its 1 organiza-
1 .· -

\ tion~i char~~els the following resolution: 
j .: - .. ~ - .. 

i 
i Hitler:lsm, the fist of bourgeois class 

·riolence, has now been put into pcv1er by 
German big capital for the purpose of smashing 
the organization of working-class people, 

'--- --- -~--·------··---·--- • -·~- • ~~- • --- ----- ----------------·----- -•-V• ---------------------
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I ar4 the evergrowir~ forward movement of I 
1 the Communist Party, that leads the labor- ! 

ing classes of Germany towards the pro-

l 
I 
I - -
I 
J 
! 

letarian revolut:lon. 

Through a seri.es of shameless provocations, 
an assasination, the arrest of thousands 
of working class leaders - militants, the 
throttling of the press, the abolition of 
civil rights, the anti-semitic excesses 
and chauvinistic demagogic incitements, 
the Nazi murderous hands are attempting 
the destruction of' the mass struggle 
against fascism, and the entire hunger 
program of the capitalist class. 

But capitalism, resorting to stark terror, 
the last desparate means it can wield in 
defense of this class domination, cannot 
sever aside the strong will of the German 
workers, who through a broad united front 
of millions of toilers, are rallying 
for the repulsion of Hitler's brutal 
attacks. The Nazi troop of kulaks and 
petty-bourgeoisie ''gone ma.cl" wlll not 
succeed in their frantic attempt to crush 
the German CP and the increasingly militant 
Social Democrat rank and file. An. open 
civil war between capitalist and labor 
\-till be the inevitable culmination of 

· Hitler • s hooligan regime. 

Here fn the United. States, w'lhere capitalism 
_:is undergoing the most profound economic 
and social cataclysm, the fascizatio:n of 
the state is proceeding apace. The capital
ists seek to load the whole burden of the 
deepening. crisis upon the workers, farmers, 
and impoverished lower middle class. It 

... :. , is _ _clear that the struggle age.inst bourgeo:t:S 
oppression of the working class must be 
fought wherever it exists • 

. _ ·--.-- _ 'L:le., _ t}le revolutionary proletarian "t·IT'it;rs 
.and cultural workers, pledge our suppc.~."t 
.of the Germe_"Yl laboring masses and the 
:v~?L~gi~a.rd Communist Party, e..nd declare 

, relentless war on fascism, a.nc1 on cap-
1 it-alist rule in lts' entirety. 55 
'---------------------·-----·--· ___________ , ____________ _] 
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! ' The John Reed Clubs realized the threat of Hitler, and. 

this resolution was one of their attempts to raise the 

consciousness of the American people, .?..nd to join with 

other leftist groups in a. long, protracted struggle 

against fascism. 

The John Reed Clubs expanded across the country, 

from 12 in 1932 to JO by 1934. The need for a seco.nd 

co-nference 'l.'las obvious, and. in October, 1934, the Second 

National Conference of the John Reed Clubs was held in 

Chicago to over 40 delegates representing a membership 
56 

of 1,200. The conference opened 't>Jith the reading of 

a radiogram from the International Union of Revolutionary 

ltlriters, callir..g upon the John ReedGlubs to "give the 

best of their creative powers to the task of fighting 

fascism, warf and reaction, and to building a socialist 
. 57 

culture in America." 

Among the Nri ters .?..nd artists present at the 

second co:r..ference were: Jack Conroy, Mericlel Le Sueur, 
• 

Alan Calmer, Orrick Jof',j,'1S, Joe Jones, Nelsen Algren, 

l.f.!lli m Ph"'"l* s d 'Dh;l"';p p ·nv (~-,.ro Hle·r_·; w'no '•'Pre +:o v .:... a.L .•. J....L 1p a.n· ... ~- ..~.. ..... .~.a~ J ... ~ .. __ w 

play an important role in the Partisan RevieyiJ, Alfred 

Hayes, Gilbert Rocke, Ja.'l'l Wittenber, Hike Gold, Richard 

Wright, and many otr.Ler•s. 'Ihe ma...."'l.y new faces testi~y 

to the fact that the Clubs had been drawing a consicLerable · 

number of young ·writers and artists into the organiza-

' i ........ ---··--···--------·----~--~----------·~--------------------~-----~--- ------------------------·---.. J 
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I tion. As one member describes the influx: i 
I - ·'·: Y01.mg writers from the industrial La~{e 

region, the northern wheat belt ancl the 
Missouri valley where farmers are 
starving and battling, from New York and 
the Eastern textile field, spoke to an 
overflowing audience of Chicago intellectuals. 
They brought something new, vital, revolution
ary. They crystallized the struggles of 
their territories. They i'Tere the carriers 
of a fresh culture, young e11d bursting 
for outlets. And here they had an 
outlet; here they fraternized with others 
who shared their assurances of a proletarian 
world coming to birth. 58 

From the opening speech, the sense of the conference 

was for widening the area or influence of the Clubs .. 

Alfred Hayes, in the opening address, stressed the 

import~~ce of a widespread campaign like that led by the 

American Laague Against War and Fascism: and indicated 

that in order to win large sections of the American 

int;elligensia the sectari~'1. approach of the cultural 

movement must be broken down~ 

Other speakers denounced the 1leftist 1 character 

of some aspects of revolutionary literature, and attacked 

the sloganized tracts that were passing as fiction. 

A.B. Hagil pcint.ed -to tha advances of American revolu-

tionary litere.ture.. J .s. Balch demonstrated. how 

inflexibill.ty had. frightened away several symr8.thetic 

writers. Nerid.el Le Sueur presented a.Yl analysis of the 
\ 

problems inherent in the creation of revolutionary 

·------·-------~--~·--------------···-----------·--------------~--~'----·----·--------------
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fiction. Joseph North dealt with the role of the ~ 

Masses in wi~-~ing over middle-class intellectuals. 

Reports by a number of artists showed the importance of 

programs to organize artistsr and the example of Joe 

Jones, in St. Louis, was used. 

Alexander Trachtenberg brought official greetings 

from the CPUSA. He stressed the potential of revolu-

tionary literature in the fight against capitalism and 

jpined in denouncing the sectarianism ~11 thin the 

cultural movement. He proposed that the National 

Committee of the John B.eed Clubs take the initiative in 

organizing a National Writers Congress within the next 

six months. The proposal was unanimously endorsed that, 

"the John Reed Clubs should make every effort to hold a 
--
National Writers Congress at some time within the next 
-- -- --- 59 
eight months. 11 In order to understand the full impli-

cations of this proposal, and the new non-sectarian 

approach, one must look to the new international 

communist policy of the united front. The activities of 
.. ~ - -
this policy \'16re geared towards broad-based mass fronts 

- --
to fight fascism. The direct effect of this policy 

,:;n. the JRC ·will be c.iscussed in Chapter Five, but at this 

poii1t it· is necessary to say that it ~ras partl? due 

to-this change the .. t the John Reed Club::J \1ere dissolved. 

While the JRC vras not a Communist Party organization, 

! 

L ______________________________ -·---------_ .. _______ __:_ _____ _ -------
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it ~ras affected by the thoughts and directions of the 

international communist rncv~ment. :f:'erhaps only 25% of 
60 

JB.C members were simultaneously CP members. It .is 

certainly true that these·members did meet on their 

own to occasionally <iiscuss the poliGical dlrection of 

the 1ar·ger body. It would not be correct to assume 

from this though, that the Co~nunist ?arty manipulated 

the John Reed. Clubs.. i1'irst of all, the importance of 

a group of \VTiters and. artists to 'the Communist Party 

should :not be exagerated or overestimated_, Seco:ncU;y, 

if the dual members Here the more s.ctive, it can be 

explained by the fact that their level of political 

discipline was more advanced.. So, to simply say that the 

CP \'lanted the JRC dis3olved cloes not serve as a 

satisfactory explanation. Yet, it is the expla.YJ.aticn 

most conunonly accepted. 

It is accepted just as it is that the CP activities 

of the 1930's verged on a master-minde('l plot to infil·-

trate i:r ... rwcent orga...VJ.izations a..YJ.d lead impresslonable 

minds dow~1 the blind a::..leys of Corrunu:nisrn. Hue!:', of this 

d.istqrted interpretation Y!as ·the result of. the horren-

(lous years of l•'lcCarthyism £-illd .. the tntense e.ntl-communism. 

.l.VO 
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I 
I premeditated conspiracy. 

I Perhaps no11r, after the 111 berat j_ng v 1960 's, after 

I
I 

the questioning of governmental honesty since vlatergate, 
i 
I after inquiry after inquiry into the assasinations of 

.Hartin Luther King Jr .. , and John F. Kenned.y, a.nd after 

the mobilization of million to end the genocidal war 

against Vietnam and Cambodia, perhaps nm'f, the history 

books can be reopened on the 1930's. Naybe now, thr;; 

John Reed Clubs can be vie\'ied with f.Pesh eyes. 

·----- j 

I . : 
J . i 
---------------·--------·--------·---·----------·---·-------------------------------· _____ _j 
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.Chapter Four 

What makes the proletarian spirit ln American 
literature much more important than ever 
before is that it is nm-v no longer the property 
of a few lonely enthusiar;ts, but is the main
stream of American lett ars •• .r.rhe proletarian 
movement of ;\merican literature today has developed 
into a dynamic force, with professional disciples 
and lay followers, with Clubs and magazines 
espousing its cause, and with critics, novelists, 
playwrights, and poets rallying to its support ••• 
lt,ew writers, especially of the younger generation, 
have escap:ed the impact of' this movement. 1 

The socialist literature of the future will be a 
free literature, because the idea of socialism 
and sympathy with the working people, and not 
greed or careerism, will bring ever :new forces 
to its ranks. 2 

i 

I 
I 
I 

I 

I . l 
~---~~-------------------·------------------~---------·--~---------i 
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THE JOHN REED CLUBS 

AND THE PROLErARIAN LITERATtJB.E f'IOVEI1ENT 

The John Reed Clubs were in the forefront of the 

P~erican proletarian literature movement. Their manifesto 

clearly states the intention of the Clubs to be, "We call 

upon·all honest writers ~~d artists to join with the 

literary and artistic movement of the \'lorking-class in 
3 

the battle for a new a.."ld superior ~·lOrld." The JRC 

philosophy en culture, the works that the Club produced, 

ahd the 1'-rriters, artists, a."ld poets that were given 

support and ~Jidance, testify to the groupas conviction 

and committment to that stated intention. 

·The intensity of gro'l.rth of the national and inter-

i national cor' .. :nunist literature movement, the deepenlng 
L---···-··--------··-------------------·---------- ----·----------------------------· ---------~·- ··---·-·----- ·-- ·- __ ; 
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j 
I 

1 economic crisis, and the tremendous tr~~sformation of the 
! 
i Soviet Union, all made the class struggle of the 1930's 

.

1: sharper than perhaps any other period •. To demand that 

art and culture be part of that struggle was nothing 

i new, but the intensity of the demand was in much part 
I 
i due to the increasing politicalization of the entire 

! decade. 
I 
I 

I The historical tradition of American literature, like 

J the spiritual backbone of this country's philosophical 

I I grain, has been overwhelmingly individualistic. The 

I spirit of the pioneering man of the 18th centtwy still 
I 

j remained. alive in the early 19th, but by the 1930's, 

I
I 
I 

that American spirit no longer matched the reality. 

' Farmers were poverty-stricken. World War I had sparked 

a technological and econor11ic change throughout the face 

1 of America. Laissez-faire capitalism had become 

I monopoly capitalism. The struggle of the individual 

I ha.d clearly become the struggle of classes.. Along with 
I ~ 
I i the realization of classes that became apparent in the 
I 

I United States, a literature and culture ~'t"hich expressed 
i 

the values and perspectives of the workers developed. 

It was a literature that expressed a. proletarian concep-

tion of capitalism as they saw it, but which also 

carried with it id.eas to replace the oii.d outlook as it 

I became emancipated from capitalist society. ' 

I ___ --------------------------·-·---------------------·-------·-'"----------·----------------j 
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I ' 

I

I Perhaps it would be f:cui tful at this point, to , 

identify \'That is meant by class literature. When the 

I writers of the .John Reed Clubs spoke of proletarian 

/ literature, what did they mean'? How does class influence 

! culture? 

1!

111 

cracies, for example, was moulded to please the palates 

Art, that flourished under the eyes of the aristo-

I and pretensions of that ruling class. It revolved 

I about the aristocratic motif, just as the art that was 

i 
1 

nurtured by the Church pursued religious J;hemes. As 

long as the aristocracy remained the ruling for•ca in 

society, art and literature presented themes consistent 

with its domination. At that historical moment J \lihen the 

bourgeoisie and merchant class rose to compete with the 

aristocracy for pov1er, the rigidities of e..rt and liter-

ature were released. The bourgeoisie had different 

interests which created, and were mirrored by, new 

cultural expressions. Artists, who now no longer had 

only kings and courts to turn to for stipends, found a 

new world open to them. If one accepts that the prole-
I 

! tariat will rise and compete for power with the bourgeoisie 
I 

I as they rose against the aristocracies, than too, one 
l 

must accept the necessity of cultural expression for this 
I 
i upheavel. Ancl, ju3t as the basis for bourgeois culture 

was within the aristocratic society 1 capitalism has 

~--·----·-·---·--·---~------·-··-- --------------- _________________ j 
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i 
! 

I within itself, the material basis for socialist culture. 

/ As the statement of' the \.forkers Cultural Federation 

reads: 

The development of the press, the spread of' 
literacy, the establishinent of libraries, the 
movies, the radio, in short, the entire 

1 cultural apparatus of capitalism becomes the 

.I
' foundation for the mass proletarian culture, 

and the arsenal from which the worlcers take 

I 
their cultural weapons even before overthrowing 
the bourgeoisie. 4 

I 

l The John Reed Clubs believed it was part of their historic 

I mission to promote and create this new proletarian cul-

ture within the belly of capitalism. They felt that 

their art had a purpose, and that their literature spoke 

for a new t-wr ld. 

Proletarian literature is not simply writing that 

deals with the working class. Aristocratic tragedies 

were aristocratic not only because their main characters 

were perhaps of noble birth, but because their whole 

cutlook reflected that class ideology., Literature of 

the botwgeoisie is bourgeoisie, not because the central 

characters were of middle-class or· mercantile origins, 

but because the entire philosophy of life expressed in 

it was ;bourgeois in spirit.. Its use of r•eligion, lm;, 

and money, are all components of t:Ctc-t cle.ss expression. 

i Proletarian literature therefore, would not ·be prole
! 
1 ta.rian simply because the lead.ing characters were of the 

I 
i 
'---------------------------------~-----~--'·--··--------------~-----·--; 
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I working-class, 
I 

but because the conception of the world I 
I that was presented, the nature of the aspirations 

I portrayed, are those belonging to the proletarian class. 

\ The ideals w·ould be collectivistic instead of individual
! 
j istic .. The political democracy would be proletarian 
I 
i 1 dictatorshlp. It would present itself as a militant 

/ force of opposition to the existing capitalist order. 

I
I 
I 
I 

Since literature of an oppressed class develops in the 

! birth of its liberation, culture - art, theater, music, 
i 

I journalism - become weapons in that struggle. 
I 

It should be mentioned that the possibility of 

creating a proletarian culture v-Iithin a capitalist envir-

.o:runen.t was doubted by a number of leftist theoreticians, 

including L .. TI•otsky._ In his essay, "Literature and 

i Revolution 11 (192.5), he 
! 
I 
I 

challenged the idea, and presented 

I 
I 
! 

the thesis that nthe proletariat acquires power• for the 
5 

purposes of doing away with class culture," and that: 

The main task of the proletarian intelligensia 
in the imrued.iate future is not the abstract 
formulation of a nm'i culture, regardless 
of the absence of a basis for it, but a 
definite cultvxe. It is impossible to 
create a. class culture behind the tacks 
of another class. 6 

This proposition met with criticism fJ•om Russian and 

American critics alilce~ A. Lunacharsky said that the 

crucial ommission is, "that the culture that will 
! 

I develop in the transitional period will under no cir- . 
: j 

l ____ :-·-------------------------·--------·-------·------------------·-------------J 
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cumstances be universal, but clearly attuned to the 
7 

cla-ss whi.ch will produce it - the proletariate II And 

the JRC members pushed long and hard for the laying 

of the first stones of proletarian tracli tion within the 

' United Sta.t.ss. 
I 
i 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

i 
' : 
i 

l 
I 

As early as 1921, Mike Gold's article, 11Tov1ards 

Proletarian Art," laid a rather emotional appeal for the 

historic necessity of proletaria~ culture: 

It is :not in the hot house that the 
lusty great tree will grow.. Its roots 
must be in the fields 1 factories: and 
workshops of America, ln the America:,."l 
life. 

When there is singing and music rising 
in every American street, when in every 
American factory there is a drcuna group 
of workers, when mechctnics paint in their 
leisure) and farmers write sonnets, the 
greater art will grow and only then .. 

I -
i 

- Only a creative nation understands 
creation. Only an artist understands 

·art. 
I 

I 

The method must be revolutionary. From 
the deepest depths upward.. 8 

Gold's call 1t'Ias ignored_ for much of the t'Lecade of 

the 1920's. !]_1he Harding-Coolidge Boom was under way, 

and with_ it> the deflation of the labor a:nd radical 

moyements. rrhe tense mood of 1.912-1921 had collapsed8 

The 1920 1 s experienced the .Falmer ra:ids, fu_lld&..,lentalism, 

~at~vism, and the rebirth of the Klu Klux Klan. 
I 
I 

!· 

! Radicalism, as an organized And aggressi v:e force, was 
I - I 
L .. ~------ ·----·--- ------·--- -----------------------------------· +·--·-------------'·----·------------·--·---··-__: 
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I 
1 pretty much destroyed for the majority of' the decade3 

I The destruction of liberal hopes, the repression of 
! 

the Red Scare, the advent of "prosperity•• and the 

standardization of archaic social values, all these 

factors &">'ld more, helped Gold's call fall on mute ears'" 

But with the first issue of the New I'1asses, f''Iay 1 1926, 

with Freeman, Gold, and Gellert 6.11long the editors, the 

campaign for proletarian literature v-Ias begun. As the 

opening issue of the magazine states: 

We Want To Print~ 

Confessions - diaries - documents -
the concrete -
Letters from hoboes, peddlars, small town 
atheists, unfrocked clergymen and school 
teachers -
Revelations by rebel chambermaids and. 
nl.ght club waiters -
The sobs of driven stenographers -
The poetry of steel workers -
rrhe wrath of miners - the laughter of' 
sailors -
Strike stories, prison stories, work stories -
Stories by Communist, I~W.W. end other 
revolutionary workers. 9 

There had existed literattwe of tha' masses prior to 

the New Nas§.§.§_ and John Reed Clubs. There was the 

literature of Jack Londcn 7 l.Jalt \..[h:J.tman, Edward 

Bellamy, and the Nuc.krakers, to name a few. Vernon 

Loggins, in his book I Hear AmericS!_, says that: 

The theme of revolution is one of' t:;he 
oldest and most common tn American liter
ature. Without f'e.ith in nolitical/ 
social/ an.d economic chr~.n[;e, Roger 

i . . 
"-·---~-------------·---------------~-·---··~--------·--····~--------j 
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Williams, Franklin, Jefferson, Emerson, 
Thoreau, Twain, could not have written 
as they did. Each one in their m1n time, 
was a radical. Upton Sinclair is no 
more extreme than Emerson was ••• no 
literary red of the present is redder 
than was Tom Paine. The empr...asis now is 
on men in the mass - on the people as 
Sandburg chose to say.. In the past, it 
was on the individual. But the suirit 
of rebellion against existing systems 
is the same. 10 

Yet, while mru1y of these writers demonstrated their 

outrage at human suffering, few advocated that the entire 

system be changed by any means necessary. 

The New Hasses wanted to provide a forum for the 

1 ne~'f 1 American literature.. The editors wanted to fill 

the pages with art, poetry, a..Yld fiction about the 

working class. The John Reed Clubs were to be the 

center Vlhere so inclined '\'friters and. artists could learn 

a...,d practice their trade. To disC01ler a \'lO!'ld of 

revolutiona~y labor which had its own poetry, philosophy, 

style, and themes. It was to be a freedom from the 

commercialism of the art market. It was "what Carl 

Sandburg caught glimpses of'; Jack London sm1 a gleam 
l 1 .. l -i 

. t or two; and .John Reed. poured out his rich rup_.··1hood for .. " 
l 

I The ce...:!lpe.ign for proletaria.."1. literature v1as based 

1,1 upon the Narxist presupposition that the bou.rgeois 
I 
j 
i society was dying, that the laboring class was the basis 
I 
I 

j for the new society, and that the revolutionary elements 
I 
i t ________ . ___________________ -'----· ________________ _l 
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I of the working class would usher in the future. Art l 
! 
i and literature become "'lteapons for those elements in 
I 

this battle. 

Yet the forms a.nd definitions of that art and liter-

ature were constantly debated during the early Thirties. 

As Joseph Freeman explains: 

We already have an economics, a sociology, eYen 
a journalism that tells the story; but 
there has yet to be an art form adequate to 
the new world as the art forms you saw 
adequate to the flowers, lanscape, the richly 
attired women. It will take alot of energy 
and sweat and thought to het>T that. ert form, 
but hewn, it will be. 12 

It was the John Reed Clubs which tried to het-T that art 

form, a..'l'ld the results have been the subject of much 

discussion and criticism since. 

·-While within the circle of JR.C members, writers, 

and contributors to the New Nasses, there was general 

agreement of the need for proletarian literature, defini-

ti~ns were quite varied. Defining a proletarian novel 

as any novel written from a socially conscious point of 

view, is not satisfactory. Some believed that the 

writers themselves must be of working class origins, 

is proletarian in nature even though the au.thrrs were 

from.middle-class backgrounds.a Some believed that the 

novel must be about proletarian situations a.nd characters, 

l----··- ~--·------- ---·- ----------~~----·----------------·------------ ---- _____ ! 
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I but as mentioned r->arlior bourgeois novels written about 
1 

I
I •·· ~ .. ...,, 

1 
working.-class charaoter·s \'le.re not considered to be pro-

letarian in nature. To say that it depends upon the 

author 1 s point of view assists in reaching a definition, . , 

but what then, does one define as a proletari~~ point of 

view'l Nost definitely, the proletarian novel depicts 

class struggle, advocates class solidarity, and is in 

militant opposition to the existing economic system. 

Edwin Seaver, in a speech before the first A~erican 

Writers Congress in 1935, attempts a definition as: 

In the last aYJ.alysis, it is not style, not 
form, not plot, not even characters, not 
even the class portrayed that are funda-
mental in differentiating the proletarian 
from the bourgeois novel. These are only 
aspects of the superstructure of tht-1 
novel.~.it is the concern with political 
orientation, with economic interpretation, 
with a certain materialist dialectic that 
is the basic distinction of the pro1eta.--rian 
novel. 13 

Shortly after the Kharkov Conference (1930), Nike 

Gold published an article ~rhere he states w.hat he 

considers to be the primary elements of proletarian 

literature as: 1) that the work situations be descrj_bed 

with utmost precision and. knowledge, .2) that it deals 

with real conflicts of men a.nd 'Nomen, and has nothi:n.g 

to do with fine-spun affairs a.11.d sentamentality, J) that 

it should ha7e a usefulness, that it has a social 

function, 4) that is uses as fm'i words as possible, 110 
i 
L ________ ·--------------·-- ____________________ __;_ _______________________________ ... ____ J 
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I I I . I were their excellent, detailed, and accurate depictions 

I of work and industrial processes. Nearly every classifi-

1

1 cation of labor was touched upon by JRC members, from 

Southern textile mill workers, lumberers of the North-
i ( west, automobile workers, seemen, farmers, agricultural 

workers, secretarial a."'ld white-collar workers, to 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
! 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 

structural steel and railroad layers. Even though the 

ini.tial advice of I1ike Gold to "have each writer attach 
16 

himself to a single industry 11 was not followed, in 

terms of each member becoming a worker- himself, the 

proletarian \llriters spent much time learning the exacting 

processes of labor a.~d industry. Their literature ~ras 

raal to workir~ class readers, and educational to those 

not personally familiex with the situation. 

The JRC authors used the strike as a symbol of 

hope, solidarity, and the coming of proletarian power. 

The novels depict strikes of lu.rnber workers, steel 

V<lorkers, cotton arid fruit pickers, migrant farmers, 

fisherman, and many more. !IW e see the strikes through 

the eyes of the \·;orkers, labor orgP .. :nizers, reporters, 

capitalists, and artists, 11 "rlfrote one literary historian. 

11Strikes are vwn 1 lost and unresolved, won only to be 

lost in the long view, and lost only to be ultimately 
17 

won. 11 !tfa.ny of the writers had personally experienced 

sti•ikes, a.'1d due to their i'irst-ha:nd knm1ledge, they 
' 
! 
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offered the reader a credibility which is usually lack-

ing. 

Strikes were generally viewed through the eyes of 

the participants, and throughout the novels one finds 

use of the workers' vocabulary, the lan~~age of the 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
i 
! 

I 
! 

insiders. Although it wasn't called anew journalism, 11 

this is definitely one of the most important techniques 

of that style of writing. A typical exrunple of such 

writing is given to us in a piece written by several 

John Reed Club members as they marched on. the· Hunger 

t1arch of 19 32: 

The townspeople, jobless by the thousands, 
turned out in scraggly legions to vie11 the 
Hunger filarchers. They crov1d.ed about our 
trucks - bewis1cered. Slov.aks, tattered 
Negroes, clean shaven native 100%ers. 

Jeers. Our speaker climbed to the top 
of a truck, his sweatered frame outlined 
against the d.ull Indiana sky. 

A-policeman's club against his shins sent
him hurtling from his perche 

"Let him spea1c 11 roared pro-Hunger Hare her 
Harnmond. Black, rthite, bony faces of 
Hammond's steel laborers shoved forward 
like spring ice crackirl.g up in a freshet. 

nLet 1 ·em speak! 11 

The police scurried. here and there in their 
blue uniforms. A tear gas bomb explof :;~i. 
The ·~rowel surged - gave \'fay in the cloud .. 

A line of super-patriots nnd. pool-room 
denizens rushed into the fray. Townspeople 

I. resisted. The streets rocked with 
i i 
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1' truck caved in.. \ . ..fomen delegates 
screamed. 18 

It was not artificial that the Jorill Reed Club members 

used the language of the insiders, for they themselves, 

were insiders. 

I One of the central premises of the proletarian 

I
I literature was an adherence to the Narxist principle of 

class struggle through v.rhich the working-class would 
i 
I eventually take power. Within this theme, there was a 
i 
I 
1 wide variation of methods and strategies, ranging from 

l
l 

1 
an advocacy of militant unionism, to reform achieved 

! through Christianity, to subversion vdthin established 

I institutions, to the ballot, to the bullet. Some 
I : novels portray a rightness of the CP line, others show 
! 

/ suspicion of labor organizers, and still others had a 

I
I total lack of any communist ideology. 

! 
I 

Critics of the literary left of the 1930's, like 

I Fay Blake and Granville Hicks, classify the literature 

I
! 
! as being oversimplistic and lacking good literary 
! 

! construction. Certainly, clumsy and poor literature 
I 

! 
1 was produced, as there would be t.-Jithin C~..ny artistic 
I 1 generation.. Yet, des:pi te the fact that many novels 
I 
1 were awkvro.rd, they marked a break '-Ti th the ivory 

I tower, an insistence that society and its problems 
I 
I 
i I 
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the simpler worlm, while not having long-lasting value» 

served as useful propaganda for more immediate purposes. 

As one friendly critic wrote: 
. 

The proletarian writer feels he knows 
what the age to be born will bring. He 
was bred in despair and pessimism. He 
is a confirmed disciple of science. But 
co:nstructi veness, hopefulness, and. 
optimism make up his creed. He was turned 
about face from the gloom of the Twenties. 
Right or wrong, he is sincere. And his 
sincerity rests in his artistic strength •• a 

his standards of art are high.. He proved that 
revolutionary propagand.a can itself: 
constj.tute beauty. I'iaybe his wm•k is, as 
many critics believe, the great gift of 
the Thirties to Amerlcan literature. 19 

Acc.ording to Dr. John Scott Bo~n;lan, between 1929-

1936, there were 46 proletarian novels published. In 

1929, one vms published; 1930, fou:"; 1932, five; 19JJ, 

four; in 1934, 14 novels vrere published; 1935 saw 11. 
20 

published; and in 1936, four more novels. Hany 

of these were directly inspired by the ~iG and its 

widening influence a.Inong young writers. Notably, the 

strongest yea~s of the JRC coincide with the years when 

the highest number of published proletarian novels was 

turned out. As the cm:cept of proletarian revolution 

took hold, as the John Reed. Clubs expanded, tre litera-

ture ~hey produced became marketable. There was an 

audience. .Publishers added John Eeed Club authors to 

their lists.. Librarias ordered ,J'rlC .novels and maga-

j 
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zines to their collections. John Reed Club publications 

spread across the country. 

~las their literature simply propaganda? In an 

attempt to answer that question, Joseph Freeman sai1i: 

Literature was propaganda in favor of 
accepted ideas, propaganda was litera-
ture in favor of new ideas. 21 

This quote suins up the nature of the two, for \'then 

novels of the bourgeoisie picture a neat, moral, end 

thrifty capitalist world, they are not considered 

propaganda, at :r.east by the bourgeoisie. Yet, they are 

certainly no less biased than the literature r.-.rhich 

speaks of an immoral and thriftless capitalist society, 

or of an organized, humane 1 and new socialist order. 

The difference is only in uho is defining. 

~Ii thin the .TRC circles, the 1 art versus propaganda. z 

dy~~ic was the subject of much debate. Some called 

1art as propaganda' too schematic and vulgar; others 

called the 'e.rt for art 1 s sake' concept too escapist. 

Perhaps it is best to let those debatlng the subject 

_speak for themselves: 

Ke!UJ.eth Burke: Insofar as a \'lriter 
~really is a propagan0.ist, :not merely 
. \•Iriting work that Nill be applauded by 

h . ,.... - 1liz."R COY1";ncJ· n.o- .... 1--•A a1."' rc,,"" -·· l.iO a_. v>O. j ~-Y -.1. .~-o v~•·J _., ~,{j_l_l;j 

convincea, but actuall;y· moving forwar·d 
·' like a pionee1-. inte> out lying areas of 

the public, and brinsing trv:m1 the first 
fa·.rore~ble impressions of his cloctrine 1 

the natuc'e of his trade gives rise to 

'---·-·-----·----••u-----------------~-~----·-··----·---.. ---·•-----·----~---1 
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special symbolic requirements. 22 

Mike Gold: A gr•eat body of proletarian 
literature will show the concrete facts. 
It w.ill show our face. It will be the 
greatest argument we can present to shmv 
those people who ,juggle with theories of 
communism and fascism. We must build up 
a picture of what the working-class in 
the country looks like.. ~~e must use this 
as a final clinching argument - this 
picture of real life, of real working 
class struggle~ We must use this as the 
final answer we can give to the intellectual 
abstractions of the bourgeoisie. 23 

Granville Hicks: It ls meaningless to say 
11All proletarian literature is inte:nded to 
be propagancla, 11 for it's not propaganda in 
any sense that the bourgeois literature is 
not. The aim of the proletarian author is 
the aim of any author: he wants to Nrite 
about representative persons and significant 
events in such a Ttiay as to bring out !tihat 
he believes to be the truth about them. 24 

It was the intention of the ,John Reed Clubs to unify 

these two qualities. The literature was ·to be enjoyable 

and- well writteno It l'ras also to be w..- active a..11.d effect- , 

ive weapon in the .struggles against fascism and capital-

ism. 
• 

. , _ In order to push a..11.d assist the proletarie.n litera-

t:t.:re movement, the JRC's organized competition, offered 

critlcs.l revie\-.rs, end made themselves cente:!"s for the 

production, experimentation, end study, of radical 

litet•atur~. The John Reed Clubs gave your.g ~1riters a 

place to le:1rn, study, and. publish a The JRC can be 

considered not only as the lmpetus 1 but also the sou.rce. 
' ' l ______________ ~-------------·-----~--------------------------·--------------··--·-···' 
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1 Today, when one looks through proletarian anthologies, 

!
I such as Writers in Revolt_, Ame:r:•ican Wrj,ters and the 

Great Denression, and Proletarian Lit.eratll£.§ in the 

United State~ one finds that an overwhelming majority 

of the author, poets: and journalists included. 'ltiere 

members of the John Reed Clubs. Through its national 

organization e-nd local chapters, the JRC was the 

:practical foundation upon which the proletarian litera-

ture movement of the United States was built. 

It would be a great ommission to ment;ion only the 

philosophy and production of :proletarian literature, and 

to ignore an equally important ingredient. 'l'he con-

sum.ers. \-J'ho read the literature of the .John Re,'::d Club? 

-Did the JRC authors write only for themsel1tes'? Sales 

--figures for certain proletarian novels, uhile they 

'could be obta.ined from publishers, would not identify 

-who was doing the reading. But a study t>fas conducteci. in 

-1939 which tr:ted to ascertain \'>That class of people 
25 

t .. as -reading proletarian literature. After sampling 

-Jl libraries, with a standard of 10 specific proletarian 

ti·tles, the i!lvestigator, Dr. John Bowman, found that 

·- o~ler 70';& of the libraries had two or more cf the books. 

·-As would be expected, the novels circulated l~ss 

-frequently tha:n the natlona.l best-sellers, partly due 

-to the fact t'hat most libraries had mar..y mm:•e. d.t;.plicates 
i j 
'--------- I ----- ~---------·------·----..-------------------------·---; 
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~~ of the latter. Significantly, what the study did . 

reveal was that proletarian novels were indeed being 

circulated and read. Forty percent of the sample 

titles circulated at the rate of four times a month, 

80% at the rate of ttlfice a month. Certain novels cir-

oulated up to six times a month, thereby rating quite 

favorably in comparison to the commercial sellers. The 

study indicated that the proletarian novel had a better 

showing the~ generally ass~med. 

As to the question of the ecoxwmic class of the 

borrm'lers 1 the study is particula:cly significant. 

The distribution of borrowers was divided into four 

categories: Labor, \vhite-collar, Professional, and 

Executive. While the classifications are a~bitrary, 

and possibly more vague the.n would be allowable today 1 

they were reasonable for the purposes of that study. 

The data indicates that 37. ?% of the borrowers \<Jere from 

Labor, as against 50.9% from the ~-fhite-collar group. It 

is possible that the findings could be op~n to 

q_uestion since the sampling of large industrially pop-

ulated cities might imbalance the results. Yet~ the 

study does afford us a rough es-cimate as to the reality 

that the proletaria.n novels were read 2 and rea.d not only 

by left-wing intellectuals, but aJ.so by members of the 

, worldng class. It indeed offers some sense of the validicy 
I i 
l---~------·----~--------- ---~------------~----~----· >0~~-----~----------------~----------- ----------------- "·---------------: 
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I of the Joh.""l Reed Clubs. Certaj.nly, if literature is to 

! be of and for the working class, it must also be read 

I and appreciated by that class. 

I In the attempt to reach the widest possible 

l audience, the Joh...""l Reed Clubs did not confine their 
I 

proletari~"'l writing to novels. The JRC 's were the 

nuclei for close to a dozen little proletarian magazines 

that dotted the map from one coast to the other. 

Historically, the little magazines have been a 

phenomenon usually edited by a person or group in rebel-

lion against a sense of formalism imposed by a conser

vative establ.is}'l .. mer:t. The little magazines of the first 

two decades of this century fought against the taboos 

of la."'lguage and form. Whether they were expatriates 

on the Left Ba.l'lk, or in Green\'rich Village, the magazines 

espoused a liberation of style, an avant-garde use of 

words, and a sense of freedom from conventionalism. 

A short poem ~Titten in the early 1920's reveals the 

role that the little magazines played: 

Amongst our lttera.ry scene, 
Saddest this sight to me, 

-The gr~wes of little magazines, 
That died to make us free. 26 

!1ost _of the expatriates had come home before ~--he big 

bubble bul"'St :in 1929.. The lar•ge circulation Jllagazines 

attempted to uncl.erplay the manifestations of the Crash: 

i __ , ___ ·- .... --------· ---, -- ________ .. -----·---··------------ .. ·----·-------------·-----.-·-------·-_] 
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1 
i it wasn't goad for business to read about the Depression. 

I
I But throughout the country, angry men and women began to 

gather together in v-arious levels of revolt- against a 

system that p~rmitted people to starve in the face of 

such wealth. 

Little magazines were reborn, in basements, back-
27 

rQema, even in cewsheds, and they expressed the ~Towing 

sentiment of discontent. Although there were a score of 

une.ff111atecl little maeazines, the John R~ed Clubs pro-

vicled a center 1'or young l'-Tri ters who found fe~; established. 

organs willing to publish their work. Jor...n Reed Club 

magazines spr•ung up across the country- Partisan (Holly-

~food.).. l!.ef_i_ F'ro~ (Chicago). ~is~n._jieview (New York). 

Left ReYiew (Philadelphia). Anvil (.Noberly),. NeN 

F~ (Detroit). Caulderon (Grand. Rapids) o !:!e.rt':L<?rd. 

I .I (Boston) • Although many of these 
I 

I 
magazines have been lost, what is available offers an 

interesting look into the actual work of young JRC 
I 
' i members. 

Probably one of the first questions to be asked in 

doing a.n overview of the little magazines is to ask why 

did th~y spring up, and ~rere they in competition with the 

national NeTt! Mass~ Votces of revolt were heard in 

many ways t.r.w.-..oughout the Depresston. As a political/ 

' cultural organization 3 the John Reed Club was most 
! I 
L__ _________________________________________________________ _J 
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I 
1 suited to be a center from which small proletarian ma.ga-
! 
i zines could flourishe 

!1.: 

The publications offered a creat.ive 

testing ground for the still indefined genre of prole-
1 ' tarian literature. They ·~ere a place te publish for 

those young writers and artists \>rho were just develo}-::·ing, 

or who couldn't publish in ~stablishment organs for a 

variety of political reasons. 

Were the little maeazines competing i>tith the ~ 

.Masses? It seems quite to the contrary. The~ 

and its editors, gave support to the ~.is~p Hevi~l!.!.· 

I Although some writers claim that the New i'la_§~ wa.s toe 

I 
! 
I 
I 
i 

I 

sectarian, there was never a move by the magazine to 

suppress any of the little publications. In fact, it is 

quite preposterous to assume that the Ne~-'f M~ss~ vmuld 

resent what the little magazines were trying to do -

to provide ample regional and local coverage; to expand 

the concepts and ideas of proletarian literature; and to 

give as many writers and artists as possible a chance 

to express themselves. 

The magazines were plag·ued with a multitude of 

pn.lblems, not least of which Nas money. Being part 

of an opposition voice oeru1t th.st standar•d channels of 
.. -

financing were u:navailabl~ 1 and being that it kas the 

19JO's, not even movement sources could provide much 
i -
: support. Apart from the Partisan nevi~, t.,..hose history 
i ! 
L.-----------------------~-------··-------------------------------------J 
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I will be discussed at a later point in the chapter. the 

I magazines hact short lives, from one or two issues up to 

a year or two. A good portion of the reason for the 

demise of the magazines can be attributed to the 

dropping of the John Reed Clubs from the con~unist intel-

lectual movement in 1935. But the importance of the 

little p:r~oletarian magazine can not be judged simply 

I by the duration of its public life, for ma"ly concrete 

I 
I 
I 
! 

I 
I 

external condltions hindered growth. 1.rheir value is 

more in what they had to say and how they said it, than 

in how long they were saying for. 

Glancing at several magazines in a random fashion, 

(since their availability is sca.r-Je), one sees a variety 

and vitality to the publications. One of the earliest 

~as the Left Front (Chicago), vrhose first issue of .June, 

~933, c~ried numerous articles, book reYiews, ,JRC 

notes, a program ror a Chicago Worker 1 s Theater, and 

various fiction and short stories by local ,JRC members. 

I.eft Rev:lew (Philadelphia), formerly called H.ed Fen, 
i 

I c~ .. rne_ out with the first issue in ~.'i'ebruary, 19J4, ttith a 

I .,.,ver depicting the fascism of the National Recovery 

I Aet, 

li 

stor~s and on the mission of loving Ghrist. The 

Q.Auldron (Grand Rapio.s) was the fifth JRC magazine to 

Included were articles on Philadelphia department 

! i appear, and generally carried BJ.""ticles and stories con-

L _______ ·--------------·------------__:_--·-·---------.. -------.... -............ _______ _ 
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oerni.ng industry and the rape of the land in the region .. 

New Forc.e (Detroit) devoted its entire issue of 

.March - April, 1.932, te the F'orcl. I'la.ssacre e.t the Dear-

born pla11t. On March 7, 1932, the fermer employees at 

the plant decided to march to Dearbot>n and present a 

program through which they c®uld be re-employed, As they 

entered the city lines, demonstrators proclaimed, 11We 

don •t want e:ny violence.. No fighting ••• stay in line. 11 

As thta marchers pushed. ahead., the- police and Ford service 

men opened a deadly round of bullets intc the rar~s of 

the unemployed. Sixty <.lemonstrat0rs were wounded .. 

Four were murdered.. The road was soaked in bleed. The 

Jehn Reed Club contingent from Detroit was at the 

march, had plan.'l'led and worked on the banners and aongs, 

and had sent representatives fr"m the New Force to 

the demonstration te report~on the day 1 s events. The 

15 page issue included funeral marches, poems, a piece 

of journalistic fiction about the march from one who 

marchsd 3 artist's sketches of the demonstration, open 

letters to the city 1 s prosecuting attorney fuJ.d mayor, 

e..r.:.d an an.alytica.l piece on the power structure of 

Dearborn.. The New Fo~ lssue is incredibly powerful 

as a portra::-al c.f what has gone dcn>~n in the h:.sto:ry 

books as the "Ford Hassacre." 

i p t i "A ,. l f II +- Li t t d. 0 ~ ; . " : 1 · ar . san, <J ourna o J·1!'v. _ era. -ure, an ~P ... n._on~ 1 I , - • ! 
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first appea.red on December, 1933, and sold. for five 

cents. It was nespaper print as opposed to the more 

standard mimeograph form used by the majority of JRC 

publications, and the mailing address was Box 2088, 

Hollywood, California. The contributors included 

Lincoln Steffens, Michael Quin, Ella Winters, Harry 

Carlisle, Langston Hughes, and JorxL Dos Passos. The 

contents of the issue covered the "Turn to the Left'' 

trend among writers; "Campus Fascism is Born" on the 

harassment of UC Berkely's Social Problems Club by 

1 jocks 1 ; a.."l extensive e...rticle on 11 l'Iexican Labor in the 

United States," tracing the earliest exploitation of 

Mexican resources with the Diaz regime up through the 

depenclency of all United States industry on J;lexica.J. 

labor. There was a story on cherry pickers, various 

poems by Hughes, a Narxist analysis on 11The Wrackers 

of the Economic System," and "A Boy from Oregon" about 

John Reed, and written by his friend Lincoln Steffens~ 

The second issue, Ja."luary 1 1934, was published_ by 

the John Reed. Clubs of Hollywood, Ca.rmel,- and San Fran

cisco. Included were articles deali11..g with the Holly-

wood film industry and screen trends; a short story on 

a Nexican laborer; a .:review' of a showing at the Los 

Angeles County Museum; a.."'l examination of the sterili-

zation of ,Je~'ls in Germany; poems by Walker Winslow; a 

'------------------------------------····----·------------·· --~-~---~-----~-------- -~-----··--
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I continuation of the piece on the cherry pickers, sev·eral 

beok reviews; and an announcement of a regional JRC art 

exhibit at 2697 North Beechwood Drive, Los Angeles. 

A review of only a few issues of the Partisarl: reveals · 

that a regional approach was primary, although this did 

not mean the exclusion of a national perspective. The 

third issue of the publication verifies this assumption. 

The "Partiaa.riS", two representatives from the magazine 

sent to do investigative reporting on the Imperial 

Valley Lettuce Strike wrote the follovling: 

We've got to understand the strikes. During 
the first 90 days of the NRA there l•rere 
1 , 000 1 s of them.. Nore str i.kes in the six 
months than in all United States history. 
In-every inste~ce, goverTh~ent agencies, 
whether administrative or military, owners 
and vigilantes, have sided with private 
industry against the interests of the working 
class. A strike i'Iave of such dimensions 
cannot be confused with so-ce.lled labor dis
putes. Neither can these individu.al stril-r.es 
be considered separate or isolated struggl~s. 
They are all part and parcel of o.ne move
ment, the crystallization of the Am~rican 
workers as a class, finding their strength, 
tightening their ranks and presenting a 
fighting front against their common enemy.. 28 

·. The third issue of PRrtiscu:l also included an analysis 

of.Upton Sinclair's End Poverty In California {EPIC) 

gubernatorial campaign \'Thich revolYed abou.t a discusssion 

of Social Democrats and reform versus revolution. In 

the issue were also severa.l poems about California 

1 agricultural i'lOrk, an article on chemical warfru•e, and 
I 

! L_. 
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a 1ne\'1 journalism' piece about a woman waiting in line 

to.fill out an application for employment which she 

knows she won•t get. The author listens and talks 

to some of the many hur..dreds of applicants l·rho are also 

waiting with her, each with their own stories of 

hunger, frustration, and despair.. It would propbably 

do well to distribute this article in the unemployment 

lines today. 

The fourth issue of Partisan, published now by the 

"John Reed Clubs of the West," continues the article 

on the Imperial Valley strike; articles on the ~:e;akness 

of the ~ffiA; poems and reviews; and closes with notes 

from the JRC of Carmel. ~J.lhe Club had almost disinte-

grated from lack of active participation in any struggles 

apart from literary discussions. A revival of sorts 

happened when the Club decided to join forces ?Jld 

push for unionization of agricultural workers in the 

area. Artists and l'Iriters began making bulletins in 

both Spantsh and English, a.nd at the request of the 

workers, beea.n investigating con~ractors, the Che.mber 

of Commerce~ fake unions, as well as talking to local 

newspe.pers during the strike and doing publicity. 

This was the type of work that their skills a~.Jl talents 

were suit eel. fer~ and the JRC in Carmel again grew in 

membership. 
! . 
L i ·--------·---·----------·--------··--------------------------··--·--------------·--_1 
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I While the Partisan Review \'las a John Heed Club 
l 
1 publication, it "'ras substantially different from the 
I 

other Club magazines. In the first place, it was 

published by the largest and oldest John Reed Club 

chapter. It tencled to publish the works of the well 

established writers who did not necessarily belong to 

the ~tiC • The magazine has had the longest life of any 

political ~ . 
..:.~nes. Plans for the FR were voiced by the 

John Reed Club of New York in 1933, but the first 

issue didn't appear until February, 1934. The initial 

coast was fin~~ced by proceeds from a lecture delivered 

_by .John Strachey on 11 Literature and Dialectical 

~1aterialism .. 11 

Philip Rahv and. William Phillips, both active members 

in the Nm·-r York Club, came to Joseph Freeman in 1933 
I ! 
l . i 
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I with the cemplaint that the New Mas~ was too doc-

! trinaire. 1<1 reema.."l expressed some agreement with them, 

and helped them start the m, a "bi-monthly of revo

lutionary literature" publishecl by the John Reed Club of 

New York. The original editorial board includ.ed Nathan 

Adler, Ed•,.;ru:-d Dahlberg) Joseph Freeman, Louis r.ozowich, 

Wallace Phillips, Philip Rahv, Sender Garlin, Alfred 

Hayes, Milton Howard, Joshua Kunitz, Leonard Mins, end 

Edward Rolfe.. While some historians feel that the ill 

was founded in opposition to the NevJ Nasses., it is 

ebvious that the new magazine could not have appeared 

without the active support of the ~ew Ha,~~ staff, 

some of whom appeared on the pages of ~ up until 

October, 1936. 

--In the opening editorial statement, the edi-tors 

pledged to publish the best work of the New York 

members ~ .. :nd sympathizers, to maintain the viewpoint of 

the working-class; to struggle agai:nst ~'lar and fascism; 

a.Ylcl to defend the Soviet Union. It t.ias obvious though, 

that the ffi was out to be a 'liberated.' magazine. 

"We shall resist every attempt to cripple our litera-
29 

ture by narrm·r-m.inded, sectarian theories a..."'ld practices= 

: : _F~om .. the first issue the magazine shmied that it 

would be different from_the restt- in that it felt 

! i that the New I1Ia~..§. had failed to perform necessary 
i ; 
I I 
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cultural functions. PR editors felt that the Neu - -
Masses was too concerned with politics and not con-

cerned enough with literatureo 

Almost immediately there was hostility between the 

PH and the communist intellectual movement in general. 

I From the outset, PR became the base of operation from 

1 which a literary, political, and ideological conflict was 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 

I 
I 

I 
I 
i 
I 
i 
I 
i 

I 

waged. The tension first emerged in the debate over 

proletarian literature when the magazine attacked the 

~Titing of the leftwings left. 

The P£i. concei vec.l of itself as speaking for the 

centrist elements a.rnong leftwing ~;ri te1~s. In an article 

by Phillips and Rahv, "Problems and Perspectives in 

Revolutionary Literature, 11 an attack was launched on 

the sectarian theories a.nd practices of the leftl'ring 

writers. This was dubbed "leftism 11
, a literary analogy 

to-Lenin's political polemic against the extremists 

within his ov-m party in Leftwing Comnmnism and Infantile 
30 

Q_isorders. According to Phillips and Rahv, leftism 

is. not an accident nor can it be regarded as si.mply 

youthful impetuosity. It was, according to them, a 

11 terary line that stems from an understanding of Ivlar·xism 

as mechanical materie.lism. The editors felt : t was the 

job~ of the magazine to p·'.lt an emphasis on all creative 

experimentation, leaving the much more political questions 
i 
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I to periodicals like the Ne'll i•Iasses. lli editors felt ' 

/ they had not published up to the standards they would 

ltke because the majority of manuscripts received showed 

the influence of precisely those tendencies that they 

wanted to combat. "At least seventy-five percent of 

the stories and poems submitted, as well as those soli-
31 

cited, are leftist 1 in conception a..Yl.d execution~ 11 

The debate should not be misconstrued a.s simplistic. 

While one can agree that political ccntent should be 

merged organically \'lith artistic sensibility, this does 

not mean that political content should be sacrificed !or 
.,. 

experimentality. Uor that formulated political lines 

are inherently rigid. Nor that placing a political 

emphasis above a literary one is 'leftlv·ing infantilism.' 

Tl1en too, if the majority of manuscripts received showed 

tendencies of leftism, tha.11. perhaps that wasn 1 t the 

position of the extreme, but the central norm of 

thinking. 

It appears that Phillips and Rahv, and the writers 

they re:presentecl, felt constrained. by proletarian 

literature. Somehow, -they W&'""lted revolutiona1"Y litera-

ture without the re·volution. It is not surprisi!lg that 

writers and artists felt a distrust of political, as 

opposed tc1 artistic, sensibilities. Yet, radical 

writers were not_, and are not, a homogeneous and mal-
i ' l ; 
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I leable group. It is difficult to imagine that political 
I lines could totally dominate literary matters. But the 

PR took a needlessly negative tone ln its "unccnlre1iely" 
- 32 
attacks. 

One Ne·w York JRC member, Mer•ris Golmat'l, indicates 

that the factionalism \'Tithin the Clubs did not exist 

prior to the instigation and agitation of Phillips a."1d 

Rahv, whom he felt were extremely destructive elements 
33 

within the JRC. While factionalism c~~ be the 

result of a conscious ca~paign of one or more persons, 

the •centrist' tendency existed from the beginning of 

the JRC. The fact that Phillips and Rahv orga"1ized and 

produced aili~its that they must have had a certain degree 

of support from members. 

Joseph Freeman, in 1934, notecl l'lith some relief tha.t 

sympathizers i'iere being accepted, but warned against 

the danger that since they were not sufficiently 

educated nor in acceptance of Narxism they might swing 
- )4 . 

the movement to the right. 

The "'::-i ters Rnd critics '11ho today are i:n or 
near the re-volutionary movement, may be 
divided into tHo groups; tl;.ose who have 
spent the last ten years pr:Lmarily in the 
movement; and those who, rluring ~;he same 
period, have engaged primarily in per
fecting their craft.. Economic cisis has 
united these two groups :politically .... )5 

The literary and id.eological conflict between the 

I i 
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I centrists and leftists raged throughout the 1930's, and 

this battle \'rithin the JRC became one of the major 

obstacles to its growth. While some historian, like 

Daniel Aaron, doubt if the factionalism was a conscious 

attempt to split the ranks, ideology is seldom an 

accident. The story of the PR after the mid-Thirties 

is revealing in terms of' the tendencies manifested in 

the early stages. With the demise of the John Reed 

Clubs, the increasing hostility within the communist 

movement, the Moscow truals, and the Spanish Civil War, 

the lli suspendecl publication in 1936. vihen it reappeared 

in 1937, the editors were Dwight I'iac Donald, F.W. Dupee, 

and Phillips and Rahv. The editorial statement read: 

There is a tendency in America for the 
more conscious social writers to identify 
themselves with a single orgax1ization, the 
Commur1ist Party; with the result tl~at they 
grow automatic in their political responses 
and increasingly less responsible in an 
artistic sense ••• Formerly associated with 
the Communist Party, Partisan Review 
strove from the first against its drive to 
equate the interests of literature with 
those of factional politics. Our reappee..:r
ance as an independent base·signifies our 
conviction that the totalita~ian trend is 
inherent in that movement and that it can 
no longer be combated from within. 36 

It should be made clear that being independent from 

the Communist Fa.rty does not mean that the magazine was 

politically unaffiliated. With the reappeara.':l.ce, the 

~ embraced Trots~jism, a~d m2ny of that movements 
I . ; 
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leading spokespeople became major contributors to the 

publication. By 1939, the magazine was moving towards 

suppo~t of American participation in the war, and the 

split became even greater. Throughout the 1940's, the 

m. focused much attention on cultural alienation, the 

dilemmas of the intellectual, and anti-communism which 

was pursued with a great zeal dur•ing the Cold War. 

The magazine survives today as a spokeman for the uncov-

ering of questions of modern society, its social, psy

chological, and political contradictions, but without 

the Marxist perspective of earlier years. 

The majority of John Reed Club magazines had a much 

less complicated existence. Their short lives testify 

to the multitude of cr•eative people that demanded 

attention in the early pepression years. To assume that 

·they merely spouted the Communist Pa.rty line is to 

underestimate their true value as rebel voices searching 

for a way to express their discontent. It also over-

estimates the power and domination of the Commun:i.st 

Party. To assume that writers and artists were so 

mindless as to blindly follow- a political dogma, negates 

not only the honesty of the Communist Party's intentions, 

but also the honesty of hundreds of individua:..s 

making a protest. 

The numerous writers j artists, and poets, .that 
i i 
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I believed in the John Reec1. Club philosophy testify to the 
I 
1 force of their convictions to proletarian literature. 

I
I 

I 

i 
I 
i' 
! 

i 

i 
I 

I 
I 
I 
! 

i 

I 
I 
I 

Whether they actually succeeded in writing the socialist 

literature of the coming age will be judged by history. 

Whether the judgement is affirmative or not, those 

writers and artists of the John Reed Clubs sincerely 

attempted to unite their creative desires with the 

battle of the working-class for a :new and superior 

t'lorld. 

I j 

! I 
! I 
I I 
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, ,Chapter Five 

The capitalist syscem crumbles so 
rapidly before our eyes that, whereas 
ten years ago, scavcely more tha~ a 
handful of writers were sufficiently 
far-sighted a.'ld courageous to take a 
stand for proletarian revolution, today, 
hundreds of poets~ novelists, dra~atists, 
critics, short story writers and journa
lists, recognize the necessity of per
sonally helping to accelerate the des
truction of capitalism and the estab-
lishment of a worker's govermnent. 1 

i 
! 
I 

I 
! 

i J 
I ' 
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.THE JOHN REED C1UBS 

AND THE POI>TJLAR FRONT 

In August, 1935, the Seventh Congress of the Comi-

tern inaugurated the policy of the Popular Front. The 

policy was proposed by Dimitrov as the political pro

gram of a great international anti-fascist front. The 

immediate necessity of a world-wide movement to combRt 

fascism could not be underestimated. A r~tave of 

pessimism and alarm s~rept over the bourgeois "rorld 

during the three years tha.t passed bet~u~en the outbreak 

of the econcmic crisis e21d Hitler's rise to power. 

Europe e~d the United States were shaken by mass 

demonstrations, strikes, hunger marches, and clashes 

between workers and the armed for~es of the State. i 
i 
I 
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l1eanwhile, fascism and traditional reactionary groups 

increased their activity, and found response among 

millions of desperate, dispossessed middle-class. 

The Popular Front policy was adopted as a pragmatic 

response to the threat of fascism, the threat of wa~, 

anLt in defense of the Soviet Union. The central theme 

of the Seventh Congress was "the fight for peace and for 

the defense of the Soviet Union." Nore specifically, 

said Dimitrov: "The struggle for peace opens up before 

the CommU-'l'list parties the greatest opportunities for 

cz·eating the broadest front. All those interested in 

the preservation of peace should be drm'in into this 
2 

u..'rlited front .. 11 

The Seventh Congress basically excluded any mention 

of strategy for a world-~'lide revolution, for hol'T could 

that be reconciled with the need for the USSR to form 

alliances with liberal governments, including the United 

States, who were interested in the preservation of' 

peace. That is why, at a time \'Then the world system of 

imperialism was experiencing the worst economic crisis 

of its history, 
i 
: -

the Congress refrainecl from underta!{ing 

i any theoretical analysis of the socialist revolution in 
~ -

ths \-!estern Norld or the anti-imperialist revolutions 
-
in dependent countries. 

- -
: One cf the dominant themes of the -Congress was that 

i 
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the great advance of fascism showed that the bourgeoisie 

was unable to restore itself by the traditional means 

of parliamentarianism and bourgeois democracy. The 

logic of this theme was that fascism was the final 

political form of capitalism, the 1 open terrorist 

dictatorship of finance capital. 1 

The assumption of the united world-wide front for 
I 
I
. peace was that since capitalism was no longer in a 

I 

r 
I 
i 

position of self-recovery, it \'lould be unable to meet 

demands for popular reforms. ·The people who had been 

drawn into these mass movements would be radicalized. 

Therefore, the political platform of the Popular Front 

did not include radical aims that could possibly 

frighten off politically less-advanced sections of the 

population. Eventually, in its concern to attract a 

brnad base, the Seventh Congress adopted a general 

policy that tried to align the entire spectrum of the 

leftwing movement. 

· American corr~unists by 1935, advocated joining 

a popular fro:rrt vJhich united the t-Iidest possible g;rouping 

of working-class, petty-bourgeoisie, and liberals. The 

threat of fascism at home \vas widely felt as many of 

the fascist elements of the ideology were evi· .ent-

:racism, anti-Semitism, anti-communism, super-patriotism, 

and organizations like the Liberty League, the He<:>...rst 

. l 
I 
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I and McFadden press, aP~ individuals like Huey Long and 

I Father Couglin. 

Within the American communis-t literary movement, the 

Popular Front policy paved the way for~the League of 

American ~lri ters ( LAT.-l), which was given birth -at the 

second. national convention of the .John Reed Clubs, in 

19344 Some JRC members feel that the proposal for the 

Lea.gue and the dissolution of the Clubs had very little 
3 

to do with the Popular Front. Certain historians, like 

Aaron and RideoF,,t, feel that the dissolution had abso

lutely everything to do with the new policy. Certainly, 

the feeling of the time was to develop an organization 

that \'TOuld attract as many writers and artists as possible. 

Yet it would be absolu_tely incorrect to assume that the 

John Reed Clubs and League of American Writers could not 

have existed simultaneously. One continuing with the 

work of promoting proletarian literature, and the other, 

with the more immediate task of fighting fascism. 

The Clubs \'lere open to any writer· or artist who 

believed in class struggle. Its members included 

Marxfsts a."'ld nori-Narxists, Party members and ind.ependents .. 

Yet, in the last years the ZH.C had been split by 

.t""actionalism, ano. according to one member, "It out-

1i 1l'ed. its usefulness 1 dwindled in membership, and became 
4 

! rie.rrow a.~d ineffectual. 11 

i 
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It is highly doubtful whether an orgiDlization dedicated 

to proletari~~ literature or committed to social change 

can eve!~ be outlived. But being held down in factional 

disputes at a time when political necessity demands 

swift action tencled to mal1:e the Clubs obsolete. 

As a tL~animously endorsed suggestion by Alexander 

Tractenberg at the Second National Convention of the 
.5 

John Reed Clubs, a call was put forward for an 

American \-.friter 1 s Congress scheduled for l'lay 1, 1935. 

The call, as published in the New i·1asse~, stated: 

The capitalist system crumbles rapidly 
before our eyes that, whereas ten yearffi 
ago, scarcely more tha..11 a handful of 
writers were sufficiently far-sighted 
and courageous to take a stand for 
proletarian revolution, today, hundreds 
of poets, novelists, dramatists, critics, 
short story writers, and journalists 
recognize the necessity of personally 
helping to accele!'2.te the destruction 
of capitalism and the establishment of 
a worker's government. 

We are faced by two kinds of problems. 
First, the problem of effective political 
action. 'rhe dangers of war ana. fascism 
are everyvrhere apparent; we can all see 
the steady m?J~ch of the nations towards 
war and transformation of the sporadic 
violence tnto organizect fe.sGist terror. 
The question is ho'i'i can we function most 
success against these twin mer..aces. 

In the second. plaoe, there are problems 
peculiar to us vlriters, the problems of 
presenting in ou.r worl'\ the fresh under
sta.YJ.ding of the ,<\merican scene that has 
come from our r-ecent e11..ro11ment in the 
revolutionary cause.. A ne1'l Renaissance • 
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i. I is upon the world; for each 1.•rrite1 ... there 

I
I is the opportunity to proclaim both the 

new 'tray of life and the revolutione.ry 
· way to attain it. Indeed, in the his-
1 torical perspective, it \'Till be seen 

'I'l

l that only these two things matter. The 
revolutionary spirit is penetrating the 
ranks of the creative t-lriters. 

! 
Many revolutionary writers live in vir
tual isolation, lacking opportuniti.es 
to discuss vital problems with their 
fellow writers. Others e.re so absorbed 
in the revolutionary cause that they 
have few opportunities for thnrough 
examination and analysis. Never have the 
writers of the nation come together for 
fundamental discussion. 

We propose therefore, that a Congress of 
American Revolutionary Writers be held i~ 
New York City on l'-'Iay 1) 1935, that to 

·this Congress be invited all writers who 
have achieved some standing in their 
respective fields; who have clea:L"ly indi
cated their sympathy to the revolutionary 
cause; \'lho do not need to be convinced of 
the decay of capitalism or the inevi
tability of revolution. Subsequently, 
we will seek to influence and ·win to our 
side those writers who are not yet con
vinced. 

This Congress will be devoted to expo
sition of all phases of writer's parti
cipation in the struggle against >'lar, 
the preservation of civil liberties, and 
the destruction oi' fascist tendencies 
every\'lhere. It will develop the possi bil
ities of \'J'ide distribution of books and 
the improvement of the revolutionary 
press, as well as the relat i ens bet1-reen 
writers and bourgeois publishers and 
editors. It 'trill provide technical d~ s
cussion of the li·tere.ry application o_· 
rviarxist philosophy and of the relations 
bet'li:een critic and creato-r. It will 
solidify our ranks~ 
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We believe that such a Congress should 
create the League of American Writers 
affiliated with the International Union 
of Revolutionary Writers. 

The program for the League would_ be 
evolved by the Congress, basing itself 

on the following: fight against imper
ialist war a~d fascism; defend the 
Soviet Union against capitalist aggres
sion; for the developing and strengthen
ing of the revolutionary labor movement; 
against white chauvinism and against the 
persecution of the foreign born; solidar
ity with colonial people in their strug~ 
gle for freedom; against the lnfluence 
of bourgeois ideas in American liberals; 
against the lmprison'!lent of revolutionary 
artists and ·writers, as well as other 
class prisoners throughout the world. 6 

The c&ll was signed by Kenneth Burke, Erksine 

Caldwell, Jack Conroy 1 Malcolm Cowle·y, Theodore Dreiser ~ 

Waldo Frank, Joseph Freeman, Hike Gold, Josephine 

Herbst, Lru1.gston Hughes, Ella \-linters, Lincoln Steffens, 

f1eridel Le Sueur, John Howard Lawson, a'Yld many more. 

The majority of signers were members of the John Reed 

Club. 

The decision to liquidate the JRC ca'!le from the 

Club leadership and not the rank-and-file. With the 

Popular Front, an orgaJlization that inclucled a broader-

base of writera received more emphasis. The CP and 

politica.l leaders of the left pushed for a co:rgress of 

l'I'Titers •'ihioh ·would be restricted to those with national 

prestige. It excluded many of the younger writers who 

I 
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had been developing with the proletaz•-ian literature 

movement., the very fruits of the last few years of 

struggle. While this emphasis doomed the JRG, its logic 

was not necessarily negative. The necessity of immediate 

and strong political action, the factionalism that the. 

Clubs had been experiencing, and the fundamental changes 

within the international co~~unist movement, made the 

JRC a remanent of the early Depression years.. It 

probably could have been revitalized, but the effort was 

directed into other directions. The John Reed Clubs fell 

by the wayside. 

When the Congress opened at the Necca Temple in New 

York City on the night of April 26, 1935, there were 

present 216 v-1ri ters from 26 states, and. 150 guests ancl 

fraternal delegates from Nexico t Cuba, Germany, c.md 
.I 7 
) Japan. The hall was filled to capacity with 4,000 
I 

I 

I 
spectators, making it an unprecedented event in Jl..merican 

literary history.- The honorary presiding committee 

included Louis Aragon, Henri Barbusse, Andre Nalraux, 

and Raphael Alberti. Messages of international 

solidarity were read to the congregation: 

My brotherly greetings to the Congress of 
American vJ:riters orgc<-"'rlized for the int-ellectual 
struggle against fascism and a neN bloody war. 
We are with you, l'iear friends. With joy and 
approval Ne see how the forces of honest people 
courageously oppose cle.ss exploitation e:.nd 
racial oppression which are grm-ring tln..roughout 

------~ -·~ -- ------ --~- ~-----~-------~- -·----·---·-· ---~·---- ---------·------------·--! 
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I 
the 'trorld. 

I 
Maxim Gorki 

I Separated by oceans, seas, and thousands - ! 

I 

I 
of miles of land~ the revolutionary ltfriters 
are connected by the common struggle for a 
new world. Now, when the drums of t-.rar are 
being heard, the revolutiona.<':>y writers, with 
increasing clarity, must realize that there 
is but one able force to suppress fascism 
and abolish \'tar -· the force of the revolutionary 
proletariat. In this hour the "r'lriters 
weapon is his work. To conquer, the weapon 
must be sharp and strong. Sharpen your 
weapons! Develop the art of the revolution! 
Nay your Congress be the impatus to a wide 
front of struggle against fascism, against 
imperialist wars, and. for the defense of the 
Soviet Union. i\.rdent revolutlO\'lary greetings 
to the first American Congress of Revolutionary 
Writers 

International Union of Re11olution
ary Writers 8 

The presiding con~ittee of the first meeting election 

was: Harry Carlisle (JRC), Jack Conroy (JRC), Eugene 

Gordon (JRC), Michael Blankfort, Malcolm Cowley, Henry 

Hart, Gra"lville Hicks, Orrick Johns (JRC) 1 John Howard 

Lawson (JRG), !-1aridel Le Sueur (JRC), Edv-rin Seaver-, 

Bernhardt Stern, a••1d Alexander Tractenberg. As many 

of the people on the com11l.i.ttee had been important 

figures in the JRC their passing into the nelv organiza-

tlon meant the sliding out of the old one. 

The six sessions covering both Saturday and 

Sunday, addressed such questions as, "The Wri..;er•s Part 

in the Struggle Against Fascism," "Tradition of 

Amer.ica.n ReV 1Jlutionary Literature, n ldCow.munism and 
- i 
L-----------·-------·---------·---------------------·---------··---- ----------·---------·-·-_j 
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i Literature, 11 uReportage, 11 "Proletarian Novels," and the 

"Revolutionary Press." 

In the final session, after lengthy discussion on 

proletarian literary development in the United States 

and the role of the writer in revolution, Hike Gold 

addressed the crm'l'd: 

Now comrad~s, friends, and fellottr authors, 
we approacn a very serious historic moment 
in this Congressu We are about to organize 
a permanent organization of American 
Y.lriters in order that; the work of this 
Congress may be spread during the next 
year. 9 

With these words, the League of American Writers was 

founded, and Waldo Frank (a non-Party member) was 

elected as secretary. Frank, i.n his acceptance speech 

assured the crowd that the League would have a policy 

of broad-based support, and that it would stay free 

from sectarian politics end rigid theories. 

Also in the last session, the follm1L:1g resolut.ions 

of domestic ancl international solidarity '\'lere passed. 

The LA\1 was to 11ork towards the release of revolutionary 

intellecttoals and ;·.rriters incarcerated throughout the 

world. It was to protest. .:;against the closing of schools, 

burning of books, ar~d. the suspension of civil rights in 

Cuba. There uas a resolution to f'ight agains.; the 

censorship of press in Nexlco. Another resolution that 

I pe.ssed i'fas to fight against various deportation and 
I 

. I 
i 
! 
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' sedition bills proposed by numerous state legislatures. 

Another was against the Hearst publications, the .next 

a.gainst the terror in Gallup and the resulting trial. 

Finally, the last resolution passed was to fight against 

the persecution of Tom Mooney and the Scottsboro boys. 

The first Congress ended April 28, 1935, on a 

relatively optimistic note. The delegates hoped to be 

able to-spread the revolutionary spirit they had gen

erated at the Congress. 

While in comparison to the JRC, the LAW members 

produced less proletarian literature·; the League's v-10rk 

received more national attention. Probably this \'las due 

to the promlnence of its members, and the more moderate 

program of the Popular Front. 

But by 1936, the trend was obvious. The Communist 

Party had declined significantly in popularity.. It 

seemed that what brought the League back to life in 

19.36 "'ias the outbreak of the Spanish Civil l'-lar. Over 

3,000 Americans went to Spain to join the Loyalists in 

their fight against fascism. A number of writers and 

journalists from the League joined the Abraham Li'ncoln 

Brigade, and the many writers who didn 1 t leave America's 

shor.es l.·rrote from home to raise the public's conscious-

ness about ~·Ihet was considered to be the 'final test' 

; against fascism. , 
! I 
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I Jvlost of the League's activities between the years . 
I 

1936-1939 were centered around support work for the 

Spanish Republic, and the second Congress focused aL~ost 

entirely on that subject,. The question of proletarian 

literature was bypassed. Ernest Hemin..gway, in hi,s 

speech to the second Congress saud: 

There is one form of government that 
cannot produce good writers, and that 
system is fascism. For fascism is a lie· 
told Hith bullets. 10 

Most of the speeches delivered at the Congress 

differed substantially from the first Congress and from 

the National Conventions of the John Reed Clubs. There 

were few references made to proletarian literature, few 

speeches on the role of the revolutionary writer, P..nd 

even fewer on the unity of worke1 ... &"ld v-;riter. 

Net<r Left crit.ics of the CP's strategy in th13 19)0 1 s 

I charge that the Party faulted by not continuing to 

I 
agitate the r struggle at home. 1 Certainly, the JRC 

was one of the UlJ...."'lecessary sacrifices. The small 

proletarian magazines that had sprung up undar the 

JRC fold slowly died off as the issue of proletarian 

literature Has sacrificed for the issue of international 

fascism. Laying foundations for proletarian culture 

and eventual working-class revolution is net secondary, 

J yet, maybe it is hindsight that allows us to vie~v those 

I , 
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I events with a sense of balance that was impossible at 

I 

the time. The Popular Front, while attempting to gain 

strength and numbers lost much, and the Clubs were one 

of its first victims. 

Whereas 1929 marked the year when intellectuals were 

declassed e.nd forced into the realities of hunger, 

poverty, and unemployment, 1938 marked the time when they 

were renouncing their past affiliations with the militant 

left. Cormnunism had not spread through Europe. The 

United States hnd lived through the Great D-epression. 

The most serious economic crisis in the history of 

! capitalism instead of being the final crisis that was to 

I result in the proletarian revolutiDn, turned out to be 

I the birth pangs of a new phase of capitalist develop-

ment - state monopoly capltalism. ~':'he failure of the 

revolutionary writer was not so much in his/her failure 

to correctly identify the contradicitions, but in the 

inaccuracy of the entire left to assume that the 1930's 

was to be the decade Hhen capitalism T~>ras to fall. With 

a gradual return back to normal economic conditions 

many of the left turned their backs to ea:J."lier militancy 

and made peace with the establisl1.rnent. 

There were a variety of reasons why writers and 

intellectuals renounced their communistic sympathies as 

times got better. Inevitably, there are always 'sununer 
i 

i i 
~------------------------------------------------=---------------·--------------------------_j 
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soldiers' who experienced politics as a fad. As economic 

conditions returned to some semblence of normalcy, their 

fling and passion vanished. Also, ma.l'ly were alienated 

by inflexible political lines a:..."ld. dogmatic rnethod.s. 

vlhile the renouncements \\)'ere a form of treason to the 

cause, many felt it was they who had been betrayed. 

The Stalinist purges for some, blurred the distinctions 

bet\'Teen CO!lli'11Unism and fascism. The exile of Trotsky 

and the Nosco'tr trials shook confidence in the honesty 

and justic of the 1 homel~~ of the proletariat.' The 

Nazi-Soviet Pact \'las the ultimate breaking point for 

others. The post-Depression and pre-\tlar :i'lormalcy 

blinded many to the immediacy of the struggle. And, in 

the post-War years, fear was an important factor that 

cannot be u ... Ylderestimated. NcCarthyisrn frightened many 

people. Some acted shcunefully ·while others, like the 

Hollywood •ren, acted b:i. ... avely. 1l'he 1950 1 s broke the 

back of the spirit of the Old Left, just as it was 
• 

meant to do.. It \'las the decade that , due to its 

repression and hate, split the experiences of the 1930's 

from the movement of the 1960 1s. 

The c.epth and intensity of the writers' disillusion-

ment depended upon the motiv-es that first drew him/her 

J into the movement. Nalcolm Cowley felt that, 11 the 
I 
I \>~Titer Nho joins the proletarian movement in the 
l ! 
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expectation of getting saved or being endowed with 

, I leadership, or being reborn to genius are likely to 
! 11 
I leave suddenly ••• " The movement was not, and is not, 

1

1_1 a messiah for those looking for salvation for the world's 

problems.. F'or these, the disillusionment was intense 
i 
' 
1 and lonely. This was especially truefor the majority 

I of fello\'r-travelers v~hose rejection of bourgeois society 

was less then they imagined. With the restabilization 

of capitalism they yearned to be reabsorbed into the 

A1nerica they had previously denounced. !'like Gold, in 

an attemp:b to underste..nd and explain this massive "I was 

once a Communist 11 confessionals, proposed that thesE:: 
i 

migratory intellectuals had never really cut the umbilical: 

' 

12 : 
cord. Although much responsibility does rest with 

their vacillating sense of corr~ittment, political dogma 

deserves its due. Also, the1 .. e wer•e errors in organizing 

sympathizers into the commu.nist movement without the 

necessary preconditions of an understanding that one 

was not entering a 'perfect political movement.' And 

too, the Popular Front \'laS misconstrued by many, including • 

Party member•s themselves, to be only a limited platform 

against fascism.. And when the limited reform of the 

i New Deal ~Tas granted, many left the left. By the hun-

i dreds. 
I 

L_._.~he tradition of the revollAtionary literature o!' ' 
·~~.,--·-----·~··- --~---·---·-~-----·--~------------~- ... -·---·-- ------· -·------------·--------------··__] 
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I the John Reed Clubs did not die with the demise of the ! 

1 
organizat i'on. Revolutionary art moved into the 

I 
i medium of film. A new contingent of writers, screen-

! actors, and. producers were to carry on the tradition. 

I
I 

Dalton Trtunbo.. Paul· Robeson. Lester Cole. John Howard i 

Lawson. Albert Maltz. Nen and women who would one day 

be asked, "Are you or have you ever been.~.?" 

--- --·. 
-· ·- -· . 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I ! 
I I 
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NOTES. 

1. New Ma~, January 22, 1935. 

2. Fern~do Claudin. The Co~munist ~~ento p 185. 

:3. Taken f:r•om correspondence with Norris Colman 

4. Taken from correspondence with A.B. I1agil. 

5. Richard Hright, as one of the younger l'r:riters at 
the Congress, was totally shocked by the decision 
to call for a new Writers Congy·ess and dissolve 
the JRC. When he asked what vrould become of the 
young \•rriters who had joined the Clubs but who 
woulC. be excluded from the LA'vf because they 
~reren 1 t big na.Ines, he got no reply~ and no one 
seconded his protest. 'rhe God 'l'hat ?'a:'. led. 
edited by Richard Crossman. pp 115-120. 

6. "Call for the American Writer's Congress" !:!2 
Messes. January 22, 1935. 

?.. Henry Hart. Tb.e American Writer's Congress.~ p 12. 

8. Ibid., pp 12-13. 

9. Daniel Aaron. Writers on the Left._ p 291 .. 

10. Jack Salzman. Years of Protest. New York. p 191. 

11. quoting r1alcolm Cowley in Henry HartIs 2?..11:§. 
American \{riter 1 s Gong~.. p 60 .. 
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New York. 1941. 
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Chapter Six. 

Where are the great ones of the Thirties, 
the whole school of talented progressive 
writers who ru~ose out of the unemployed 
struggles led by the Communist Party -
and the great drive to build the C.I.O? 

-Where are the exciting regional spokes
men \'lho made a nev-I American literature in 
those years? To read off their n~Tles is 
like reading a roll-call of the dead, but 
none of them is dead; only the spark of 
compassion is gone from them. 1 

-----------~---·--·-·-------------~ 
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i. _SUNMARY AND REC01·iNENDNriCNS 
i 

I ~OR THOSE WORKING IN 

RADICAL KSDIA TODAY 

The John Reed Clubs charted the course of the 

.pr•oletarianliterature movement of the early 1930's. 

As a J)Olitically radical organization of writers, jour-

nalists, artists, and other cultural workers, the group 

served not only as the propaganda arm of the militant 

left, but Has also a nurturing gi'ound. for many young 

artists and lrriters viho 
~ . . 

~>Jere a.LJ..gn.:tng themselves with the 

struggle of the working class. In attempting to draw 

conclusions a.."ld recommendations for those interested in 

I 
i 

incorporating media and cultural work within the Left, 

I . 
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it is necessary to first start with a brief summary of 

the major points of this study. 

The assumption of the name John Reed immediately 

dil~ects one to the focus and ideology of the Clubs. 

The organization, like the man, believed in comblning 

class struggle with artistic sensitivity and beauty. 

The journalists a.nd writers of the 1930's felt that art 

and culture rose with socialism and was not destroyed 

or debased by political tendentiousness$ And, just as 

Reed himself was not satisfied \'lith simply writing about 

revolution, the Clubs assumed that even as a cultural 

group they had a political purpose. Throughout the 

study, one's attention is drawn to the fact that again 

and again, the Clubs tried to actively worl{ wlth the 

militant left. As labor joined. in struggle, the Clubs 

united their talents and skills with the working class. 

Jorm Reec1 Club Schools tried to teach workers skills 

in the arts. Their discussions and seminars tried to 

educate the middle-class intellectuals as to their role 

in revolutionary change. Their novels and art work 

tried to raise the consciousness of the American public. 

And the organization itself, tried to create a body 

of revolutionary artists and \1riters who believed in class. 

struggle and their unity with it. Within a I·~arxi st 

i analysis, the middle class is considered to h.ave a 
j ! 
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vascillating position, ancl writers; artists, and 

intellectuals certainly exemplify that tendency. John 

Reed, and the John Reed Clubs, represented a possible 

road out of that vascillation. A united front : cultural 

workers whose belief and committment was with the working 

class and militant left in the struggle to create a 

proletarian and humane society. 

The Joh..n Reed Clubs can only be seen in the light of 

the Depression decade and the economic battles fought 

within that period, for political movements are the 

result of economic, political, and social conditions, 

and not the brainchild of any one :person, event, or 

group.. The Depression lias a time when practically 

everyone sui'ferecl, from working class to middle class. 

Few were left in comfort.. Out of discomfort grew d.is-

content. Out of discontent will come social change, 

As unemployed workers turned into strikers, as 

veterans marched the streets cf America, and as the 
• 

hungry demanded food, writers, artists, and intellectuals 

turned with the leftwarrl tide, and out of that current 

came the John Heed Clubs.. The story of the leftward 

turn of the Depression intellectual has been told many 

times.. \.J~ile it would. be a d.isservice to that movement 

to try and sunmarize it here, some important ideas can 

i
l b .'l ..... e ~..:.r a>'Tn ou ~.. .. 
i 
L. ....... ,. ___________ .. ___________________ --· --·--- .. -----------·--------------------------·------·--------------
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Firstly, the economic stability of the middle-class 

intellectual is not an inevitability. The Depression of 

the 1930's shattered the ivoi'Y tO'Vler. And the 

economic crisis of' the 1970 j s has again shm-m that 

middle-class comfortability is only a given as long as 

the economic system is functioning adequately. At its 

first shaking, the tenable position of writers, artists, 

and cultur-al workers will be shattered. 

The second. concept to be drawn out of this is that 

middle- class intellectuals reme.in vascillating only as 

long as their econom.ic position is secure, or as long as 

they think it is secure.. Whereas ~re saw writers liv·ing 

in carefree Bohemia in the 1910's, we film them residing 

in Eooverville by 1930. It is important for those 

today to understand that with economic and social con,~ 

ditions in crisis, and a certain degree of consciousness, 

writers and artists can, and will, become important 

forces in political change. 

The John Reed Clubs, a..11d the proletarian literature 

movement as a whole, certainly have a rightful place 

within the study of the American left. The John Reed 

Clubs, the Ne7n Nas~, and a score of z-•adlca1 intellec-

tuals, brought the study of li.terature and the study of 

society together.. The theories were sometimes simplis-

tic, but ir.:.spi te of the failir..gs, their im:porta..1'lce is 
i ! ______________________________________ .-_ _ _______ j 
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in their attempt in considertng literature in the light 

of political, economic, ~~d social conditions. 

The Clubs, as a center for political/cultural events 

of the 1930:s, brought into leftwin.g organizations 

through -the portals of art and literature, the normally 

unaligned artists and writers. And, although trying to 

proletarianize writers through their books Eilld stories 

is perhaps not the most effective means of class transi-

tion, m~~Y of those young intellectuals were so strongly 

affected. by vthat they saw and learned. during their 

years as Club members that they carried those experiences 

with themselves for decades. 

The intention of the John Reed Club was not merely to ' 

bring under its fold the liberal sympathizer, but to 

actually nurture a whole ne'l.'I generation of ttrriters and 
i 

artists that identified "lith the working class in creating' 

a new world order. On this score, the JRC rates perhaps 

one of its most important achievements. When one looks 

at the anthologies of proletarian literature of the 

19.30 's; Hhen one reads a:ny of the numerous proletarian 

novels of the decade; or, when one exe .. inines any of the 

mult.itude of little magazines of the period, the majority 

of names of \'lri ters, authors, journal! sts, poets, and 

dramatists, will be members of the Jor~. Reed Clubs. 

1 Out of its center came the expression of an entire 
! 
I i 
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mo'~lement. 

· In terms of a mass co~n~nications analysis, the 

John Reed Clubs were an important experiment in the 

popularization of culture and the demonopolization of 

information. Standard communicatfons theory says that 

there is a hierarchy of information which moves in a 

two-step flow from the senders to the receivers. The 

JRC members took that structure and turned it upside-

down. They made the receivers the senders. The pop-

ularization of mass communications is when it is truly 
: 
i 
f 
i 
I 

I 
! 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

NASS, and the Clubs tried to make their art to, for, 

about, and by, the masses of wo~kir~ people in the 

United States .. It took the information that the N~ 

;fork Times didn't print and made it public information .. 

It was something like an organized dissemination by 

~lt~rnative media, which we see rise again in the 1960's. 

rrhe John Reed Clubs took the high culture of litera-

~ure~ theater, and art, and made it peoples• culture. 

Proletari~~ novels about Depression America and the 

people who were survi.ving it. The proletarian litera-

ture movement '!las truly the beginnings of the peoples 1 

expropriation of culture, and although it has had 

ma.Yly setbacks we can see the first signs of 1 .beration 

in the 1930 1s. 'l'he first signs of a mass culture as 
I 
f 

l L o_ppo-~:d to-~-~:s~-~~~-~~~ed ~:~~ure. 
-- -·----------------.1 
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1 \-lhile this proletarian cultural movement had its 

I
I 
I 

failures and deficiencies, the simplistic and crude 

efforts ca~ be balanced out by a multitude of worth-

\<Thile t-rorks.. John Reed. Glut members p::-oduced. some of 

the best literature of the decade: Robert Cantwell's 

Land of P1e~t_y, Josephine Herbst's trilogy, Mike Gold's 

Jews Without I1one;t, Joseph Freeman 1 s An American Testa-

~~ Uelson Algren's Somebody in Boot_§_, Jack Conroy's 

The Disinherited, and Edward Dahlberg's Those Who Perish. 

Apart fl,om the no,;els, the proleta:i .... ian literature 

movement sparl1.::ed the proletarian shO!•t story, social 

reportage, and the journalistic documentaries that 

filled the pages of the JRC publications. And the 

literary contributions of that movement even outweigh 

the achievements of individual writers and. artists .. 

The proletaria.."l'l literature movement introduced ne'r'r 

experiences and new cha~acters into the range of 

American literature. It emphasized the relation of the 

individual character to his/her social enviro~ment~ 

It concerned itself 11;ri th the depiction of the working-

class, broadening the ur..d.erstan<ling of that class by 

both readers a.."ld writers alike.. It let ~'lriters and 

artists develop a sense of respect f'or the common 

experience of ordlnary people. And finally i it gave_ 

the writer an identity not as a novelist or author, 
I 
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! but as a citizen and social being. I 

I For all the positive points about the Clubs, it is 

also necessary for one to examine the-deficiencies e~d 

faults. But before entering into that discussion it is 

important to preface it with the fact that the Clubs 

entered the 1930's as an embryonic organization, and 

by 1935 they \1ere already consiclered obsolete. The 

Clubs were afforded little time to mature and see tr~ough 

their mistakes. The JRC was split u.."lder the pressure 

of factionalism, political immaturity 1 and inflexibility, 

but it is hindsight which allows us the ability and ease 

to criticize.. For it was because of the very fact that 

they were an immediate response to nat:i.onal and inter-

i national crises which gave the JRC little time to 
I 

I meditate on theoretical questions or analyze the politics 
! 
I 

I 
I 
i 

·or dogma •. 

·• · :-At time, the John Reed Clubs were uncritical in 
I 

I 
their- acceptance of a given political line, particu-. 

... r.:r; 
J. { • 

larly -in respect to the CPUSA. This~grows out __ of_t_he 

tact that the CP was the major political voice of the 

. - _, ----~_,,_,_, __ _ 

i 

tiine: and being connect eeL to· the international communist 

movement, received much of its direction from the USSR. 

0 
•... r.t·· is important to notice that many ·or the -.; ohn 

ReedGlub members Nere not Communists prior to~ their 

I joining the Clubs. For sora~~ it was their first 
I ; 
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encounter 1..rith radical politics. They 1.vere ill- 1 
i 
i 

equipped to argue political lines with trained and I 

experienced Party members. One of the major criticisms 

to be macte of the JRC is their very lack of rigorous 

study of Narxism and literary criticism. If ?..n organ

ization calls upon its members to support the working 

class in struggle, than it is the responsibility of that 

organization to equip its members with an understanding 

of class strugglet dictatorship of the proletariat, and 

revolutionary change. These are not idealistic phrases 

that can be ctefended with emotions, but are scientific 

terms that need study and d:tscussion t~ be understood. 

One cannot sacrifice theoretical foundations for 

pr?-9tical application. Marxist theory is a necessary 

for the emergence of proletarian culture, and it was 

in this area that the Clubs shirked their responsibil5.ty 

as a political organization • 

. . The John Reed Clubs viewed art as a weapon in the 

stru~gle for a socialist society •. In the sense that art 

.plays an important role in the ra.ising of' consciousness 

"~th bt'l ""-'-' . ~- -1-"t..•,...· t .. ll 1"d ~u. · .. e a .i; e 0.1. ;.dle m~na.o::> 1 vuJ.:o :tS Ova y Va-l. • 

But, art is_not. polltics. Within political struggle, 

each person ·:L'inds a niche, some as artists a....'1<' some as 

~theore_tician.s.. It is highly l.LYLlikeJ.y that OlJe person 

ca.n do both tasks equally w·ell. The expectation that 

L-------·-·--·---------------------------·-·---------·-----.. -· -· 
I ______ J 
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each JRC member should be a political theoretician is 

ludicrous, although belng a political being, using 

and integrating political concepts into one 1s art l,'fas 

the essence of the Clubs. Hhile believing in "a free 

socialist art: 11 the organization at times insisted that 

every cultural worker play a politically prqgmatic 

role, and that every piece of art ancl literature should 

be utilitarian. The lines of demarcation are quite 

delicate, and overstepping to one side or the other 

creates disillusionment and alienation. It would have 

been absolutely unjustifiable for the Clubs to have 

pushed revolutionary art without the revolution. Equally 

so, they could not. develop political art without the 

al:•t. Somewhere in between is the bala.11.ce. Cez•-tainly, 

the Clubs shouldn't have adopted a policy of neutrality 

towards form or content, but political ideas must be 

advanced through study and proof, not by dictates from 

above. 

~: - A cultural ar-m is necessary for any revolutionary 

movement,· aitd ·che JEC offered those very necessary tools 

to the militant left of·the early Depression years. We 

today~· c~'l learn much from their example. -In order to 

lead in-to recommendations from the lessons learned, the 

authott.NiShes to quote at length the WOrds Of one 

1 John Reed. Club member 1 Norris Colman: . i 

l_ _________________ --·----····------~--- ---------------------~------:---------------------~---·- ----_j 
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The whole progressive movement throughout 
the world, especially in the United States, 
was in a formative stage with respect to 
the question of culture i:t1 the early 1930 1 so 
We were all tryine; to grasp something new, 
ro1d we all made many sectarian mistakes. 
Nearly half a century has passed since 
tpen, and in that period, a tremendous 
amount of history, political experience, 
and ideological clarification has taken 
place throughout the world.. And, we have 
all had the opportunity to share in it. 

No doubt that today any cultural organiza
tion based on I·iarxism-Leninism would be 
much sounder a.nd richer and more effective 
than it could have been in those days, 
but of course, at the same timeil many 
strong anti-Narxist currents have been 
developing within what is broadly called 
the leftwing movement.. I<ilany more so than 
at that time. So, ideological struggle 
within the movement itself has not become 
more simplified but rather more complicated. 
The enemies of Narxlsm have been learning 
tricks of their own, and the general 
demoralization of our society 1 id.eological 
decay sparked by corruption a.nd loss of 
values at the highest levels) hav-e 
created a great deal of confusion in the min..ris 
of many young people. The tendencies to 

·abandon the str•uggle, or go into communes 
or mysticism, or a. variety of other cults, 
are depriving us at this point of the 
intelligence and energy of large numbers 
of young people who :f•eally belong in a 
logical, d.ete:rminedr a.YJ.d fair-rninc1.ed 

·political movement. 

- Any organization that can offset these 
decadent tenr.lencies ls ot-~·iou.sly an important 
orga?.' .. ization on that account. It would 
probably though, ::1eed tc deal \'lith iGsues 

.:.~.-~in a. much less si.mplistic fash:io:n tha..'1 was 
the best t•Te could manage more than tt·ro 

· generations ago. 2 

I . 
!_ ___________ ~---~----------------------------------------------- -----------·-···-------------------------] 
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I Colman, in his analysis, hits upon two extremely 
i 
) important areas concerning political/cultural organiza-

tions today~ One, is the need to develop political 

concepts and not rest on crude or simplistic explana

tions. He attributes many of the sectari~~ mistakes 

to the newness of the progressive movement in the 1930's. 

Obviously 1 any group today cannot use that excuse. 

If cultural workers enter a political movement with 

only the most simplistic interpretations of political 

processes then mistakes and errors in jue.gement will 

result in disillusionment.. The examples of writers and 

artists 11 turning coats" after Stalin, or being mis-

guided after World \.J'ar II, or committing treasonous lies 

during the years of McCarthy, all support this premise. 

One c~~ easily be discouraged and feel lost when 

idealistic dreams turn sour, or do not reach utopia. 

If this study teaches us nothing else 1 it 2.s that any 

left organization, political or cultural, must stress 

through study a.nd. discussion, as well as in practice, 

the dialectical process of political change and the 

scientific nature of socialism. 

The second. important concept which Colman stresses 

in his analysis is that young people today arv falling 

into cults e.r.~.d tendencies 1'1hich are diverting their 

I
I 
1 energif3S a~ll'B.'J from political struggle. The movement is . 
! \ 
L--------·--·-·------·-··----·-·-----------------------------------------------_j 
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j being deprived of lila-rge numbers of young people w'lho i 

j really belong in a logical, determined~ and fair-minded 
. l 

I 

political movement. 11 Hm-1 do \\Te of today, reach this I 
'lost' genercl.tion? Certainly, the 1960's shov1ed U:.s 

that the cause is not hopeless. But the anti-war move~-

ment and its ramifications wel'•e spontaneous, and so was 

the committment of many of its believers. A "logioal 

and determined rnovement 11 implies something more than 

spontaneity. 

People, young or old, middle or working class, 

intellectual or not, will be reached t~xough the realities 

of life. Vietnam was a reality. As is unemployment, 

economic depression, and poverty. Those are the types 

of issues with yfhich a political movement w·ill find its 

base, and media and culture are perhaps the most 

effective means through which individ.uals a.11.d groups 

can explain, attract, and create consciousness of these 

questions .. 

£11ea.ia too.ay has more of an audience than it had 

dt~ing the Great Depression. Firstly, it has more 

power. It ~ll'as television I'Thich brought Vietnam into 

e·very P..rnerica.n hcu.sehcld.. It wa.s televsion \'lhich had 

millions of families watching 11H.oots,ll perhaps the 

first cow~ercial attempt at exposing the history ~nd 
! 

· I brutality of American racism. 

'---------------·--··------·---------------

It was journalism, the 

--------··----·------·---- ________ j 
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1 printed word, which told the story of \.fatergate, or at · 

I 
I 

lea.st part of it, on every front page in the r.1.ation. 

Alternative media too, has done its share. Numerous 

'free presses 1 have exposecl the dealings of the Central 

Intelligence Agency. And the art of the Third World, 

women and prison movements have made peoples 1 struggles 

for survival a visual reality. 

It is important that political movements realize 

the necessity of cultural expression.. It seems that the 

United States progressive movement has bE.en the most 

guilty among numerous cotm.tries in not understanding 

this. Cuban art and film has brought that revolution 

to m~~Y nations. Chinese ballet is considered some of 

the most beautiful in the world. The music of Allende's 

Chile can still bring tears to many. To categorize 

cultural workers as secondary appendages deprives the 

leftl'ring movement of one of its most important ~rea pons. 

From the acceptance of this premise, one must then 

determine what e..l"'e the forms end content of art and media 

mo-st effective for deali:ng ·vll th this period of political 

struggla. In this e.rea too, \>re can learn from the 

history or the Jor.tn Reed Clubs. 

· - .. Not all po.:!.itical art and literature can, .wr should, 

have ·irrunediate and utilit.aria:"l purpose. Although it 

sounds romantic, political culture must stir the hearts 

\-.. ------~~----·- ·-~---- .. ·-·--·-··-~---···----____ _, 
_____________ j 
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and consciousness of the public. It needs to integrate 

the common experience and struggle of the people in a 

language that can be understood and identified with. 

This does not exclude incorporating new techniques 

such as video to express a..nd visualize concepts. What 

it does mean is that artists and ~Titers should not get 

involved in new technology at the expense of content. 

Peoples' culture must be created out of the culture of 

the people, and not the technology of IBN and Sony .. 

The history of the John Reed Clubs shows something 

else. Cultural groups cannot be amorphously cor~.ected 

to political struggle, but must be integrally connected 

to it. Artists a..'l'ld writers can. exist in a defined 

relationshi.p to politics. They can gain perspective 

and guidance, and a focNs for their art. Political 

parties, too, must struggle to include cultural w·orkers ~ 

for it is these worker.s w'l'w can add the sensi ti vi ty 

and conceptualization of political ideas so that they 

come out of the books and into the hearts. In the tr·ue 

essence of the Jor.n Reed Clubs, the artists are 

activists, and. the activ-ists are the artists.. As 

Lincoln Steffens said of John Reed., 11 He is a poet. 
J 

He is a Co.mmunist. 11 

Hopefully 1 this study has done more than offer the 

i history of the John Reed Clu"bs. Hopefully: it clid more 
I I ··------·----.. ---------·---.. ----------------·-·-----------·------'-------__1 
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than simply examine the role of revolutionary 11rriters 

during the Great Depression. If it has done nothing 

else, the author hopes that it has given to those working 

for social change today, some insights and information 

useful for the continuation of that struggle, and the 

increased incorporation of culture and media in 

t•evolutione.ry movements. 

i 
I 

1 . I 
I I 
L------·-----···------------·---------------··-------·--------------·-·---------__: _____ _] 
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1. Howard Fast "Intellectuals in the F'ight For 
Peace 11 Nasses and rlainstream. New York .. p 14. 

2. Taken from correspondence with Morris Colman 

). quoting Lincoln Steffens in I11chael Quin 1 s 
11Definition of a Name" Partisan VI #), 1934. p 7 .. 
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I 
Signers to the Red Scare Protest as published in 

1 

the New York Times,f.lay 19, 1930, on page 19. 
i 
i 

L. Adohrr.yan Ruth Hale Anton Refregier 
Sherwood. Anderson Jack Hardy Philip Reisman. 
EmJo Bass he Hinna Harkavy Louis Ri bak 
Helen Black S .Ralph Harlow Boardm<?...n Robinson 
Franz Boas Charles Yale Harrison Anna B.ochester 
Alter Brody Aline Davis Hays Anna Rosenberg 
Samuel Brody Arthur Garfield_ Hays Julius Rosenthal 
Fritz Brosins Lowell B. Hazzard Hartin Russak 
Jacob Burck Josephine Herbst Samuel Russak 
David. Burlink John Herrman David Saposs 
R.B.Callahan Harold Hickerson E.A. Schachner 
Walt Carmon Grace Hutchins Theodore Scheel 
Ralph Cheyney Eitaro Ishigaki Isidor Scr.neider 
N. Cirovsky Hoseph Kaplan Evelyn Scott 
Lydia Cinquegrana .Ellen A. Kennan Edwin Seaver 
Sarah N. Cleghorn C.D. Ketcham Edith Segal 
Ann Coles Frank Kingdon~ Esther Shemitz 
Nalcolm Cov-rley I* Kittine Willia;.11 Siegel 
Franz E. Daniel I. Klein Upton Sincltdr 
Miria..TJI A,. De Ford Alfred .Kreymborg · John Sloan 
Adolf Dehn Joshua Kunit:z; Otto Soglow 
Floyd Dell Melvin Po Levey A. Solataroff 
I,.A .DeSantes Louis Lozowick 'itlalter Snow 
Babette Deutsch Grace Lumpkin Raphael Soyer 
Ga.rl Van Doren Norman HacLeod He.r•man Spector 
John Dos Passes A.B. f<iagil 3 .M. Stalna.ker 
Robert \·l, Do:rm Jan flatulka Genev-ieve Taggard 
Max Eastman H~L. Nencken Eunice Tietjens 
Ch.ar•les Ellis -Norma t'Iillay Carlo Tr•esca 
Fred Ellis Harriet Honroe Louis Untarmyer 
Ernestine Evans Frank fiicLean JosephVogel 
Ke:~:meth F'saring Scott Nearing Keene \>Tallis 
Sara Ba.rd Field Alfred Neumann Frank "itlalts 
Waldo Frc.:nk Eugene Nigob R.E. Waxwell 
Harry F'reeman Joseph North c.c. Webber 
Al Frueh Harvey 0 zccnner G.It,. Willison 
Hugo Gellert I•!.J. Olgin Edmund Wilson 
Michael Gold Joseph Pass Adolf ~Jclff 
F'loyd S. Gove rlorris Pass Charles E. S. Wood 
C~ Hartley Grattan Nemo Pi.ccoli Art Young 
Horace Gregory Harry· A • Potamkin Avraham Yarmolinsky 
Hilliam Gropper John Co..,.~per PO\'JYS Hilliam Zara.ch 

' Rose Gruening J·ue.nita Preval 
, Carl Haessler Walter Quirt : 
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Draft I1anifesto of the Jorn1 Reed Glubs 
Ne\'1' r·Iasses June, 1932 ppJ-4 

Ma.nkinct is passing through the most profound crisis 
in its history. An old world :ts dying; a new one is being 
born. Cap.italist civilization, which has dominated. the 
econonic, political, and cultural life of continents, is 
in the process of decaye It received a deadly blow dur
ing the imperialist war which it engendered.., It is no·11 
breed.ine; :nm'l a .. nd more devastating wars. At this very 
moment the Far East seethes with military conflicts and 
preparations which will have far-reaching consequences 
for the whole of huma~ity. 

Meantime, the prevailing economic crisis is placing 
greater and g-t"eater burdens upon the IT!ass_. of the vwrld; s 
population, upon those who work with hand or brain. In 
the cities of five-sixths of the globe, millions of 
workers are tramping the streets looking for jobs in. vaino' 
In the rural districts, millions of farmers are bank
rupt. The colonial countries reverberate with the revo
lutionary struggles of oppressed peoples against e.xploi·· 
tation; in the capitalist countries the class struggle 
grnNs sharper from day to day. 

~rhe present crisis has stripped. Cc.:.pitalism nak;;:d. 
·It stew.'lds more revealed than ever as a system of robbery 
~and fraud~ unemployment and terror, starvation and war .. 

The general crisis of capitalism is reflected in its 
·culture.. The economic and political machinery of the 
bourgeoisie is in decay, its philosophy, its literature, 
and its art are be..nkrupt. Sections of·the bourgeoisie 

·are beginning to lose faith iri its early progressive 
ideas. •rne bourgeoisie is no longer a progressive class, 
,,,:,..,,, 1.·•·a ;Ac.r'~~ •.:.r•.o no lc,r.crer '1'"\)"'o~essl.·ue .::de"'·~ On the ~J..._ \.1"'"" ,,1.,\.A..Vf:'~O Ct,. • . .., .J. .. ·-·-o · }--'- b..:.. Y ..1. - C~o.:) ,;t . •. 

-contrary: e.s the bourgeois world. moves tov1ard the abyss, 
_it· reverts to the mysticism of the mtddle ages. r'ascism 
in politics is accompanied. by neo-catholicisrn in thin1t~ing .. 
Ga.p~.talism can:not give the mass of ma..Ylkind bread. It is 
equally una.ble to evolve creative ideas • 

. --- This c:cisis in every aspect of life holds America., 
like the other capitalist countries, in its iron grip. 
Tiere there is unemployment, starvation, terror, an± 
preparati.on for war.. Here the government, national, sta.r.e 
and local, is dropping the hypocritical mask of demo-

L _ __, ___ ~-'M--...:.·.--~-------------------------- .. ----------------:: ___________ ··_.:_ __________________________________________ _: 
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cracy, and openly flaunts a fascist face. The demand of' 
the unemployed for work or bread is answered with machine 
gun bullets~ Strike P .• reas are closed to investigators; 
strike lead.ers are mu.rd.ered in cold blood. And as the 
pretense of constitutionalism is dropped, as brute force 
is used against workers fighting for better living con
ditions, investigations reveal the utmost cvrr'uption and 
graft in government, and the closest cooperati.on of the 
capitalist political parties and organized crimes. 

In America, too, the bourgeois culture writhes in a 
blind all.z.:y. Since the imperialist war, the best talei..1.ts 
in bourgeois literature and art, philosophy and science, 
those \'Iho have the finest imaginations and the richest 
craftsmanship, have revealed from year to year the ster
ility, the utter impotence of bourgeois culture to advance 
mankind to higher levels. They have made it clear that 
although the bourgeoisie has a monopoly of the instruments 
of culture, its culture is in decay. Nost of the Amer-

. ica.n writers who have developed in the past fifteen. . years 
betray the cynicism and despair of capitalist values. 
The movles are a vast corrupt commercial enterprise, 
turning out infantile entertalnment or crude propaganda 
for the profit of stockholders~ Philosophy has become 
mystical and idealist. Science goes in for god-seeking .. 
?ainting loses itself in abstractions or trivialities. 

In the past two years, however 1 a marked change has 
come over the American intelligensia. The class struggle 
in culture has assumed sharp forms. Recently we have 
witnessed two major movements among American intelle~tuals 
the Humanist movement, frankly. reactionary in its ideas; 
&nd a movement to the left among certain types of liberal 
intellectuals. 

The I'easons for the swing to the left are not hard 
to firtd. 1I'he best of the younger America..'Yl. writers have 
come,, by and large, from the middle-classes,. During the 
boom which follm1ed the war these classes increased their 
income. They played the stockm~ke·c with profit. Thay 
were beneficiaries of the New Era.. The crash in the 
autumn of 1929 fell on their heads like a thuvtderbolt. 
They found thJSmselve.s the victims of the grec..i;est ex
propriation in the hiHtor~y of the country. The arti·~ 
culete mElmbers of the mitlctle-classes - the ·Nr5. te.rs and 
the artists~ the members of the learned professions -

I lost f'aith in capitalism which during the Twenties . 
I . ! 
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trapped them into dr-ea-ming on the decadent shores of post-! 
We?...!' European culture. These intellectuals suddenly awoke 
to the fact that \'Ie live l.n the era of imperialism and 
revolution; that t\'m civilizations are in- mortal combat 
and that they must take sides. 

A number of factors intensified their consciousness 
of the true state of affairs. The crisis had affected 
the intellectual's mind because it had affected his 
income. Thousands of school-teachers 1 engineer>f:-.:, chem
ists, ne~rspapermen a:nd members of other professions are 
unemployed. The publishhlg business has auffared acutely 
from the economic crisj.s. Niddle-class patrons are no 
longer able to bu.y paintings as they did formerly.. The 
movies a:nd "theatres are discharging writers, actors and 
artists. And in the midst of this economic crisis. the 
middle-class intellectual, nauseated by the last w~u-, sees 
another one, more barbarous still: on the horizon. They 
see the civilization in whose tenets they were nurt~~ed 
going to pieces. 

In contrast 1 they see a new civilization r~s1ng in 
the Soviet U:niona They see a land of 160,000,000 people 
occupying one-sixth of the globe, where worl-~ers rule in 
alliance V'rith farmers" In this vast country there is no 
unemploy::nent s AI!lidst the decay of capitalist economy, 
Soviet industry and agriculture rise to higher and higher 
levels of production every year. In contrast to capital
ist anarchy, they see planned Socialist economy. They 
see a. system with private profit and the parasitic classes 
which tt nourishes abolished; they see a world in which 
the land: the factories, the mines, the rivers, and the 
h8..nds and brains of the people produce wealth not for a 
handful of caui te1ists bu.t for the nation as a whole.. . 
In contrast to the imperialist oppression of the colonies,· 
to ths lynching of .Negroes, to Scottsboro cases, they see 
132 races and nationalities in full social and political 
equality cooperating in the building of a Socialist 
society. Above all, they see a cultural revolution 
unprecedented. in history, lmparal.lelect in the contempor
ary 'Y'ICrld. They see the tlestruction of the monopoly of 
cultu.re.. r.rhey sse knowledge, art and science made more 
accessible to the mass of workers and peasant·~ They see 
workers and peasants themselves creating literature and 

·! art, therr;se1ves participati.ng in science a..Yld invention. 
And seeing this, they realize that the 3oviet Union is the 
vanguar·d o.f thE:: new Comi1lunist sociaty \'fhich is to replace 

1 the old. . 
!.----··--------··-----·--· .. --···---------.-·--·-· ------···----·--·-·----------·--- ___________ j 
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Some of the intt3llectuals who have thought seriously 
about the vmrld crisis, the coming war and the achieve
ments of the Soviet Union, hava taken the next logical 
step. They have begun to :realize that in every capital
ist country the revolutionary working-class struggles for 
the abolition of the outworn and barbarous system of 
capitalism. Some of them, alig-.a.ing themselves with the 
American workers, have gone to str:ike areas in Kentucky 
and Pennsylvania and have given their talents to the 
cause of the working class~ 

Such allies from the disillusioned middle-class 
intelligensia are to be welcomed. But of primp~y import
ance a.t this stage is the development of the revolutionary 
culture of the wor-king class itself. The proletarian 
revolution has its own philosophy developed by Iviarx., 
Engels and Lenin., It has developed its own revolutionat":Y 
schools, newspapers, and magazines; it has its ~lorker
correspondence, its own literature and art. In. the past 
two decades there have developed wrtters, artists, and 
critics who have approached the American scene from the 
vielvpoint of the revolutionary workers. 

To give this movement in arts and letters greater 
scope and forcer to bring it closer to the daily struggle 
of the m'frkers. the John Reed Club was formed in the fall 
of· 1929. In the past titm years, the influence of this 
.organization has spread to many cities.. Toclay there are 
.thirteen John Reed Clubs throughout the country. These 
organizations are open to 1-1riters and artists, whatever 
their social origin, who subscribe to the ftmda.'11ental 
program adopted by the inte:cnational conference of revo
lutionary writers· a..'Yl.d. artists which met at Kharl~ov _1 :i.n 
November, 1930. The program contains six points upo:n. 
which all honest intellectuals, regardless of their back
ground,~ amy unite in the common struggle against capital
ism. They are: 

1 t Fight against imperialist '1'-rar, defend the Soviet 
Union against capitalist aggression; 
· ·--' ·2' '"' 1 0",_...,.. ~'""al.· , ........ .;.. .,...,scJ.· s•n •·rh~•+-h""',... o;-... e"Y1 or cnnr.ealer.!, ····~- · I ··:-f:.J'L-Lll..,.-.::20 ·~.J..Li:>v .i.O. " .:. .. "'"# "" •'-'V v.a. .;......,. ... _ ._ _ .-

l1k8 SOC1al-!aSClSm: 
.~- -- J) Fight for the development and str•engthen.ing of the 
revoJ.utionc..l"Y labor· movement; 

:.· 4) :ft'ight against v;hite chauvinism (against all forms 
· or Negro discrimination or persecution) and against the 
persecution of the foreign.-born; 

, .5) £i'ight against tr~e influence of middle-class ideas 
L in the work of revolutionary writers and artist; l 
·--·-----------·---- ---··---- "'--~--·-----------·-----..:... .. ____________________________________ ~-·---· ·---! 
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6) Fight against the imprisonment of revolutionary 
l'Triters and ar-tists, as well as other class-war prison
ers throughout the world .. 

On the basis of this minimum program, we ca.ll upon all. 
honest intellectuals, all honest writers and artists, to 
ab?Jldon decisively the treacherous illusion that art can 
exist for art 1 s sak.e, or that the artist can remain 
remote from the historic conflicts in which all men must 
take sides. ltle call upon them to break with the bourg
eios ideas which seek to conceal the violence and fraud, 
the corruption and decay. t.fe call upon them to align 
themselves Hith the vwrkir..g-class in its struggle against 
capitali.st oppressio!'l and exploitation, against unemploy
ment and terror, against fascism and war. We urge them to 
join with the literary and artistic movement of the 
\!IOrking-e1ass in forging a new art that shall be a weapon 
in the battle .for a new and superior world& 

I : 
' I 
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The John Reed Club School of Art (1935-36) I 

1.31 West 14th 
New York 

Courses of Study 

PAINTING 
Drawing; Graphic Arts; Painting; Chern:iistry of 
Artists 1 r1edia; Easel Composition; Oil; Water 
Color; Hural 

SCULPrURE 
Life; Sculpture; Wood Carving; Stone Cutting; 
Casting 

POLI'riCAL CARTOON 
Life; Political Cartoon; Wood Cutting; Litho
graphy; Poster Design & Lettering; Nimeo
graphing 

POSTER DESIGN AND PRODUCTION 
Life; Silk Screen Process; Linoleum Cutting; 
Poster Design; Graphic Arts; Nimeographing 

W'OOD CUTTING 
Life; Poster Design & Lettering; Political 
Cartoon, Wood Cutting 

LITHOGRAPh"'Y 
Life; Poster Design; Political Cartoon; 
Lithography 

l _____________________________________________ _ 
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~NDIX FOUR 

The following is a list of proletarian novels published 
between 1930 and 1936. rrhe list was compiled by Dr. 
Joh.ll Scott Bat'lrnan in 1I'he Proletarian Novel in America, 
a Ph.D. dissertation at Pennsylvania State University, 
1938.. The initials (JRC) beside particula.r novels indi
cates the authors who have positively been identified as 
John Reed Club members. 

I 
l 1 Algren, Nelson, Somebo~ in Boots, 1935 (JRC). 

Armstrong, Arnold. Parched Earth, 193L1-. 
Bell, Thomas. f\.11 BrJ.des Are Beaut.ifu!., 1936. 
Bodenheim, Hax\\l"ell. ~lo~ Vision, 1934, (JRC). 
Boyd, Thomas. In rrime of Peac~, 1935. 
Brody, Catherine. Nobody Starves, 1932, (JRC). 
Burke, Fielding.. Call Home the Heart, 1932. 

A Stone Came Rollin, 1935. 
Cantl'1el1, Robert. 'l'he .Land of Plenty, 1934, (JH.C). 
Colman, Louis. bumb~, 1931. 
Conroy, Jack. The Disinherited, 1933) (JRC). 

A_ \~orld to Win, 1935, (JnC). 
Curran, Dale. .8~ Hou.s_e on a Street, 1934. 
Dahlberg, Eclward. :£hose Hho~ Pe-r:_isg, 1931}, (JRC). 
Dos .Pa.sGos, John. 1-'he 4~nd Parallel, 1930. 
. 1912, 1932. 

The Big l'•tone;y,, 1936. 
Endore, Guy. Fabouk, 1934. 
:f'rank, Waldo .. The Death and Birth of David Nar1{hand_, 1934.: 
Gilfillen, Lauren. .J Went to Pitt Collgp;e, 193ft, (.JRC). 
Gold, fiiichaeL, Jews Without_!•lon~, 1930, (JB.C). 

· Gallomb, J"oseph. Unquiet, 1935o 
Halper, Albert. 'I'he Fou4_d.r;y, .1934, (JRC).· 
Harrison, Charles Y .. _A...Qhild is Bert};, 1931, (JRC). 
Havingshurst, v~al ter e Pier 1?, 1935. 
Herbst, Josephine.· :Pit~r is not Enough, 1933, (JRC). 

· ·· · "" ., r 1 i.J· • t 193'' ( ill"\ - .. . . . - ... ne ..:!lXecu ......... cr...er v·.a~ §., . y' .; v,. 
Kromer, Thomas. Watthinz. for l~_~'::hi.n_g, 1935. 
Lavin Meye..... r•·he ·,,·;·PT•T "QY>·i?. O'P 193'"7( 

c J ,. a. •' .-.J. e .=..:.:.~.!~~.±.....;:..'Lf- .._.,' ..;·' o 

Lumpkin, Grace. ~.9 Bake __ b.L_~~"ld: 19 3 2 ~ ( .. me) . 
· Lwm ..... f.gr C§il};, 1935, (JBC). 

Levy, !1elvil-: .. -- The Last _Pioneeo;r,£, 1935. 
Newhouse, Ed.t,..~,ard.. Yqu Can't Sle~p Here, 1934, (JRC). 
Page , !•"lyr a • Gather ii~£__g_q_rm, 19 3 2 , ( J'.ri C } • 
Rollins, William. The Sh.§..Q.ow __ :§ef or~, 19)4. 
Seaver, Ed\..:-in. T . .Oe Gonmany, 19:30, (JRG). 
Smedley, Agnes. pc.ur;ht_~.Qf Bartl'_!, 1929. 

I 
I 
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Steele, James. The Conveyor, 1935, (JRC). 
Steinbeck, John. In Dubious Battle, 1936~ 
Tippett, Tom. Horse ~hoe Bottoms, 1935. 
Tra.ven, Bruno. The Death Shi:Q, 1934 .. 
Vorse, Iv'ia.ry Heaton., Strike!, 1930, (JRC). 
Weather¥"-Tax, Clara. }viarching1 Harching!, 193.5, (JRC) ~ 
Zugsmith, Leane.. A Time to Remeber, 1936. 




